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T lymphocytes exhibit a highly diverse T-cell receptor (TCR) repertoire that
is crucial for their capacity to recognize and mount specific immune responses
against foreign antigens. The thymus harbors a unique stromal cellular network
that supports T cell development and education, in which thymic epithelial cells
(TECs) are the major components. Thymic epithelium is classically divided in
cortical (cTEC) and medullary (mTEC) cells and its proper differentiation is critical
for the selection of a diverse and self-tolerant T-cell population. Cortical and
medullary TECs derive from a common bipotent precursor that exists in both
embryonic and postnatal thymus. Yet, the nature and bioavailability of thymic
epithelial progenitors (TEPs), as well as the cellular and molecular mechanisms
underlying TEC differentiation pathways downstream of the bipotent progenitor are
still poorly understood.
In this thesis, using distinct TEC-specific reporter mouse models, in
combination with in vitro and in vivo fate mapping strategies, we studied the
molecular and cellular interactions that govern TEC differentiation pathways. As a
crucial thymopoietic factor, Interleukin-7 (IL-7) is highly expressed within the
thymus. Here, we showed that high IL-7 expression determines a specialized
cTEC population that gradually declines as result of MHC/peptide-TCR-mediated
interactions between TECs and thymocytes during selection. Additionally, we
showed that this specialized cTEC subset has the capacity to generate both
cTECs and mTECs in the embryonic thymus, indicating that epithelial precursors
transverse through the cortical lineage before committing into mTEC.
Furthermore, we documented the emergence of novel mTEC subsets
sharing cTEC and mTEC markers in the postnatal thymus, suggesting that mTEC
differentiation maight follow distinct routes in the embryonic and postnatal thymus
and that the bipotent progenitors reside within the cortical compartment after birth.
Accordingly, exploiting clonogenic assays that selectively grow cells with stem-cell
capacity, we demonstrated that cTECs appear to be enriched for epithelial
progenitors with the ability to generate both epithelial lineages and to improve
thymopoiesis in IL-7-deficient mice. Nevertheless, the abundance of corticalresiding TEPs declines with aging.
Together, these results indicate that the cortical compartment harbors the
niche of bipotent precursors in the embryonic and early postnatal thymus, which
!
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bioavailability declines across life. The homeostasis of this cTEC niche is
controlled by continual TCR-mediated lympho-epithelial interactions.
Understanding the mechanisms underlying the establishment of the thymic
microenvironment in the early phase of thymic development and its maintenance
across life has become one of the major goals to comprehend the generation of a
diverse and tolerant T cell population and, ultimately, intervene in cases of
disorder.
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Os linfócitos T exibem um repertório muito diverso do receptor de células

T (TCR), essencial para a sua capacidade de reconhecer e montar respostas
imunitárias específicas contra antigénios externos. O timo possui um estroma
único que suporta o desenvolvimento e a educação de células T, que é
maioritariamente composto por células epiteliais do timo (TEC). O epitélio tímico é
classicamente dividido em células corticais (cTEC) e medulares (cTEC) e a sua
adequada diferenciação torna-se crítica para a selecção de uma população
diversa e auto-tolerante de células T. As TEC corticais e medulares derivam de
um precursor comum e bipotente que existe tanto no timo embrionário, como pósnatal. No entanto, a identidade e a biodisponibilidade dos progenitores epiteliais
tímicos (TEP), bem como os mecanismos celulares e moleculares subjacentes às
vias de diferenciação das TEC a jusante dos seus progenitores bipotentes ainda
não se encontram completamente entendidas.
Nesta tese, utilizando diversos modelos de ratinho repórter específicos
para TEC, e em combinação com estratégias in vitro e in vivo de mapeamento de
descendência, estudamos as interações moleculares e celulares que regulam as
vias de diferenciação das TEC. Como um conhecido factor timopoiético
fundamental, a interleucina-7 (IL-7) é expressa em elevados níveis no timo. Aqui,
mostramos que a expressão de IL-7 determina uma população homogénea de
cTECs, cuja representação diminui gradualmente durante o desenvolvimento,
como resultado de interações mediadas por complexos MHC/péptido-TCR entre
TEC e timócitos, durante processos de selecção. Adicionalmente, mostramos que
esta população especializada de cTEC tem a capacidade de originar tanto cTECs
mTECs durante o desenvolvimento embrionário, sugerindo que os precursores
epiteliais transitam pela linhagem cortical antes de se diferenciar em mTEC.
De forma complementar, documentamos o aparecimento de novas
populações de mTEC partilhando marcadores característicos de cTEC e mTEC
no timo pós-natal. Este facto sugere que os progenitores bipotentes encontram-se
também no compartimento cortical após o nascimento e que a diferenciação
medular pode seguir rotas distintas no timo embrionário e pós-natal. Em
conformidade, explorando ensaios clonogénicos para crescer de forma selectiva
células com capacidade de células-estaminais, demonstramos que as cTECs
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estão enriquecidas para células progenitoras com a capacidade de gerar as duas
linhagens epiteliais e para melhorar a timopoiese em ratinhos deficientes em IL-7.
No entanto, a abundância destes progenitores residentes no córtex diminui com a
idade.
Em suma, estes resultados mostram que o compartimento cortical retém
uma população de precursores epiteliais bipotentes no timo pós-natal embrionário
e pós-natal, cuja biodisponibilidade diminui ao longo da vida. A homeostasia deste
nicho de cTECs é controlada por interações linfo-epiteliais contínuas mediadas
por TCR.
A

compreensão

dos

mecanismos

subjacentes

à

criação

do

microambiente tímico na tanto na sua fase inicial de desenvolvimento como a sua
manutenção ao longo da vida tornou-se um dos principais objetivos para melhor
perceber a geração de células T e a indução da sua tolerância e, ultimamente,
intervir em casos de doença.
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The capacity of our body to resist and fight pathogens, such as bacteria,
parasites and virus, relies on the proper function of the immune system. The
immune system comprises multiple and coordinated mechanisms that confer
protection and/or infection resolution. It is classically divided in two main branches,
the innate and the adaptive systems. While the innate system represents the first
line of defense providing early and rapid broad responses, the adaptive system
relies on lymphocytes and ensures life-lasting memory against a specific
pathogen.
The extensive study of the immune system throughout time has uncovered
many of the cellular and molecular interactions that regulate its development,
homeostasis and function. However, the complexity of this unique network extends
beyond the hematopoietic compartment and includes the active participation of the
involving environmental tissue. For instance, lymphocytes within the adaptive
system can be divided into two main populations, B and T cells, and despite their
common origin, B- and T- cell generation requires distinct stromal instructive
niches in the bone marrow and in the thymus, respectively. This thesis focuses on
the thymic microenvironment that supports the generation of a broad T cell
repertoire and guarantees tolerance induction.
In this introduction, I discuss the general concepts related to the
development and differentiation of the thymic microenvironment and its function on
the establishment of an accurate T cell repertoire. Further concepts are dissected
within the results and discussion chapters.

Establishing the Immune System’s accuracy: Recognizing foreign without
harming self
One of the most remarkable properties of the immune system is its ability to
specifically recognize, respond, and eliminate many foreign (non-self) antigens
while not reacting to own (self) antigens. Tolerance to self-components, or selftolerance, is maintained by several mechanisms, which can already be observed
in cells of the innate branch. For instance, complement activation is regulated by a
!
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series of proteins that avoid tissue damage by preventing the inadvertent binding
of activated complement components to host cells or of spontaneous activation in
plasma [1]. Similarly, Natural Killer (NK) cells possess inhibitory receptors for selfMajor Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) molecules that prevent their activation
towards healthy cells, being their killing capacity regulated by the balance between
activating and inhibitory signals [2]. On the adaptive side of immune responses,
while the random generation of a broad repertoire of lymphocytes maximizes the
recognition of a diverse spectrum of foreign antigens, it also augments the
possible emergence of self-reactive specificities. Therefore, immature B and T
lymphocytes are generally probed for autoreactivity before leaving their maturation
site, or held in check by a variety of checkpoint mechanisms.
As T cell-mediated responses are routinely associated with the most
prevalent autoimmune disorders, such as psoriasis, rheumatoid arthritis, multiple
sclerosis or type I diabetes, it is then important to understand the role of T cells in
immunological responses.

T cell-mediated immunity
T cells express a unique membrane-bound antigen-recognizing T cell
receptor (TCR), which recognizes short peptide fragments presented by MHC
molecules on the surface of antigen presenting cells (APCs). Moreover, the
restriction of the TCR to the MHC differs in CD4 (helper) and CD8 (cytotoxic) T
cells, which recognize peptides bound to MHC class II or I (MHCII/I), respectively.
Apart of these differences in antigen recognition, CD4 and CD8 T cells display
distinct functions during an immune response. While CD8 T cells predominantly kill
cells infected with viruses or other intracellular pathogens, CD4 T cells provide
essential additional signals that mediate B cell responses and influence APC
activity, in a concerted mechanism to resolve infection.
Upon maturation in the thymus, naïve T cells patrol the peripheral
secondary lymphoid organs and are induced to proliferate and differentiate into
effector cells upon antigen recognition and in the presence of co-stimulatory
signals. Concomitantly, a small fraction of primed T cells differentiate into long28! !
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lived memory T cells that ensure rapid responses against a secondary exposure to
their specific antigen, for instance in the context of re-infection or vaccination [3].
Although naïve T cells only complete their maturation in the periphery, the
selection of a diverse, self-tolerant and functional T cell pool occurs already within
the

thymus.

The

establishment

of

the

unique

and

specialized

thymic

microenvironment, together with the mechanisms that mediate T cell development,
are further dissected in the following sections.

Generating a diverse and self-tolerant T cell pool: thymic function and
architecture
The role of the thymus was not fully understood until 55 years ago, since
thymectomy in adult mice had not been associated with any immune defect. It was
only with the work of Jacques Miller on thymectomized young mice that the role of
the thymus on the generation of T cells was elucidated [4, 5]. The appearance of
the thymus in evolution is linked to the emergence of lymphocytes expressing
highly diverse antigen-recognition receptors based on DNA recombination of
variable (V), diversity (D), and joining (J) elements. Concomitantly, the thymic
microenvironment evolved to provide a unique cellular network to generate T cells
with a huge diversity of TCR specificities [6]. Additionally, in order to cope with this
huge diversity, the thymic microenvironment became dedicated to screen
developing T cells for their capacity to recognize self-MHC/peptide complexes and
purge or convert into regulatory lineages (Treg) the clones that reveal selfreactivity [7, 8]. This tolerance induction depends on a specialized thymic epithelial
cell (TEC) stromal population.
During T cell development, there is an intricate migration of developing T
cells through a tridimensional stromal cell network composed of non-hematopoietic
cells, including TECs, mesenchymal and endothelial cells, and cells from
hematopoietic origin such as dendritic cells (DCs) and macrophages [9]. TECs
represent the major stromal component and are classically divided into two main
subsets: cortical (cTECs) and medullary (mTEC) cells, which define specialized
niches with distinct functions (Figure I). While cTECs form an outer reticular
!
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cellular network that regulates early phases of T cell development, such as
attraction of lymphoid progenitors, commitment into T cell lineage and positive
selection; mTECs support later stages of thymocyte differentiation and selection
[10] (more detail in Figure II and III). Proving their function, mice deficient on the
TEC master regulator fork-head box N1 (Foxn1) (Nude mice) have a vestigial
thymus and therefore display T cell immunodeficiency [11-13]. Additionally,
deficiencies in key cTEC mediators of positive selection results in reduced
repertoire

diversity

[14-17]

and,

in

contrast,

deficits

on

medullary

compartmentalization are strongly associated with autoimmune syndromes [1820].

Figure I – General view of the compartment-specific stages of T cell development within the thymic
microenvironment. In the differentiated thymus, hematopoietic precursors enter the thymus at the corticalmedullary junction (CMJ) through the blood stream. Within the cortex, cortical TECs (cTECs) support early
stages of T cell development, from the commitment to selection of a broad T cell receptor (TCR) repertoire. In
the medulla, thymocytes are selected based on their TCR affinities and further matured before leaving the
thymus to the peripheral secondary lymphoid organs.

T cell production is also variable throughout life and although thymic
function is initiated during embryogenesis, T cell output reaches its peak during
early life and slowly declines with aging in a process known as thymic involution
[21]. This physiological progress is characterized by both a progressive decrease
in thymic cellularity and loss of tissue organization. Consequently, these
alterations lead to the age-related decrease in T cell output and function, which
ultimately result in more susceptibility to infections, autoimmune disorders and loss
30! !
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of tumor immune surveillance [21]. Although such defects may be intrinsic to cells
of hematopoietic origin, functional and structural alterations in the thymic epithelial
compartment affect T cell production and repertoire selection throughout life. This
evidence suggests the existence of lymphoid-extrinsic factors, which may derive
from the thymic stromal microenvironment [22-25]. The age-associated loss of
function is also detrimental for thymic regeneration upon acute damage, for
instance, in conditioning treatments for hematopoietic stem cell transplantation
(HSCT) or cancer therapy.
All together, this spectrum of pathologies reveals the importance of the
correct establishment and maintenance of thymic epithelial compartments to tightly
regulate thymocyte development and education throughout life. Therefore,
comprehending thymic origin and epithelium differentiation is key to understand
the mechanisms underlying T cell development and ultimately intervene in cases
of deterioration of the immune system activity.

Thymic foundations: building the T-cell supportive epithelium
Thymic epithelial specification and epithelial progenitors
The development of a functional specialized thymic epithelium starts early
in embryogenesis, however, TEC differentiation is a dynamic process that occurs
throughout life. Thymic organogenesis starts with the out-budding and growth of
the endoderm-derived epithelium of the third pharyngeal pouch between days 9
and 11 of murine embryonic gestation (E9-E11) [11, 12, 26-28]. TEC specification
occurs concomitantly with the onset of Foxn1 expression at the ventral region of
the newly formed anlagen. Then, epithelial proliferative capacity relies, initially, on
signals provided by the surrounding neural crest-derived mesenchymal cells
(NCC), such as Fibroblast Growth Factor 7 (FGF7) and 10 (FGF10) [29], and later
on the continuous interaction with developing thymocytes [10].
Cortical and medullary thymic epithelial cells share a common progenitor of
endodermal origin. Although bipotent thymic epithelial progenitors (TEPs) are
maintained in Foxn1-deficient mice [30], this factor is required for the initiation of a
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transcriptional program that engages the early TEP differentiation, and for the
progression of cTECs and mTECs throughout distinct stages of differentiation [30,
31]. Epithelial precursors with the capacity to rebuild a functional thymus bearing
cortical and medullary areas appear to be determinant of the thymic size in the
embryonic and postnatal thymus [17, 32-36]. Still, the identity and abundance of
TEC

progenitors

throughout

life

are

not

determined.

Additionally,

the

developmental pathways for cTEC and mTEC lineage differentiation from the
described bipotent progenitor are still not completely understood. This thesis
focuses on the study of transitional stages within cTEC and mTEC developmental
pathways.

Cortical

epithelium

development:

establishing

the

thymic

compartment for early T cell development and positive selection
The patterning of the thymic epithelium is initiated concomitantly with thymic
colonization by the first hematopoietic cells. Cells displaying Ly51+CD205+ β5t+
cortical phenotype can be found as early as embryonic day 12 (E12) of gestation
[10, 37-39] in mice, suggesting that commitment into cTEC lineage occurs early in
thymus ontogeny. Although this initial step of cortical development seems to be
exclusively dependent on Foxn1

12,34

, the complete acquisition of the cTEC

maturation markers MHCII and CD40 is partially impaired in mice exhibiting blocks
in T cell development

12,34,[40]

. Thus, the intricate interaction between cTECs and

developing thymocytes is not only essential for T cell education, but reciprocally
for the correct establishment of the thymic cortical epithelium. Additionally,
mesenchymal cells were shown to regulate cTEC homeostasis in a retinoic aciddependent manner[41].
Attracted by a series of chemotactic factors produced by TECs, such as
CC-chemokine ligand 21 (CCL21) and 25 (CCL25) and C-X-C motif chemokine
(CXCL12) [42-45], fetal liver- or adult bone marrow- derived hematopoietic
precursors seed the thymus from E11.5 throughout adulthood [44, 46, 47]. Upon
entry in the thymus these progenitors initiate T-cell differentiation and eventually
become irreversibly committed to T cell program. T cell differentiation is a well-
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described pathway that can be followed by the expression of the CD4 and CD8 coreceptors. In the cortex, double negative (DN) cells for CD4 and CD8 expression
progress through four distinct (DN1 to DN4) stages, identified accordingly to their
expression profiles of CD25 and CD44 [9]. During this early phase of T cell
development, cortical TECs provide survival and proliferation cues such as
interleukin-7 (IL-7) [48-50]. Commitment to T cell-lineage occurs at DN1-DN2
stage transition upon triggering of the Notch signaling pathway, mediated by the
cTEC-derived Delta-like 4 (DLL4) [51-54]. The consequent initiation of V(D)J
rearrangement of the T-cell receptor (TCR) β-chain (Tcrb) or γ- (Tcrg) and δ(Tcrd) chain genes at DN2-DN3, mediated by the recombination-activating genes
(RAG) enzymes. At this stage, DN thymocytes can commit either into γδ or αβ Tcell lineage [55]. Progression towards the αβ lineage takes only place in DN3
thymocytes that express a functional pre-TCR at the surface, therefore passing βselection and transiting to further DN4 and double positive (DP) stages (Figure II).

Figure II – Cortical stages of T cell development: from the entry in the thymus to positive selection.
+
+
+
Ly51 CD205 β5t cTECs express key factors that mediate the recruitment of hematopoietic precursors
(CCL25), thymocyte survival (IL-7) and T cell commitment (Notch ligand DLL4), which drive the initiation of
rearrangement of the TCR genes, resulting in the expression at the cell surface of the pre-TCR and, upon βselection, the complete TCR complex. Positive selection is mediated by the cTEC-specific proteases β5t,
TSSP and CTSL, which allow the expression of a range of MHC/peptide complexes. DP thymocytes that are
able to recognize these complexes are positively selected and further differentiate into SP4 or SP8 lineage.

Upon successful rearrangement of the TCR α chain gene (Tcra), DP
thymocytes express a fully assembled αβ TCR, which is subsequently selected for
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its functional capacity to recognize with moderate affinity self-peptide-MHC
complexes presented by cTECs, in a process known as positive selection. This
key checkpoint ensures the assortment of thymocytes restricted to self-MHC with
broad TCR diversity potentially reactive to foreign antigens. Then, positively
selected thymocytes can further differentiate into CD4 or CD8 single positive (SP)
cells [56, 57]. cTECs are the major mediators of this process, expressing a unique
set of selecting self-peptides generated by the particular action of several
intracellular proteolytic enzymes. Among those, the cTEC-specific catalytic
proteasome subunit β5t (Psmb11) is responsible for the profile of MHCIassociated peptides that select SP8s [14, 17, 37]. On the other hand, the thymusspecific serine protease (TSSP) (Prss16) and cathepsin L participate in the
presentation of peptides that contribute to positive selection of MHCII-restricted
SP4s [15, 16, 58-60] (Figure II).
In order to acquire the specialized molecular machinery to proficiently
support thymocyte survival, commitment and to process and present antigens that
select a highly diverse pool of T cells, a functional and mature cTEC network has
to be established. For that, cortical differentiation relies on reciprocal signals from
developing thymocytes, resulting from continual lympho-stromal interactions. Apart
of inducing cortical differentiation, signals from thymocytes beyond the DN stage
negatively regulate the expression of genes associated with cTEC function, such
as IL-7 and DLL4, indicating that thymocyte-TEC crosstalk control the
homeostasis of a functional cortex [61, 62]. Yet, the nature of the thymocytederived molecular signals that mediate these checkpoints in cTEC differentiation is
still uncovered.

Thymic medulla differentiation and its role on tolerance induction
The establishment of medullary areas is initiated in the murine embryonic
thymus and was shown to derive from the emergence of small clonal islets,
deriving from mTEC-committed progenitors [63, 64]. In agreement, cells bearing
cortical phenotype are readily detected in the E12 thymus anlagen in distinct areas
of cells expressing the medullary-associated claudin (Cld) -3 and -4 [64]. Although
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mTEC differentiation starts during embryogenesis, complete compartmentalization
of the thymus is only achieved after birth, with the growth of a conspicuous
medullary compartment, fostered by the continuous interaction with developing T
cells [7]. These findings suggest that TEC differentiation is a dynamic process
across life, being the establishment of the epithelial compartment achieved
through the expansion and differentiation of cortical and medullary committed
cells. Nevertheless, alternative scenarios may be considered in which distinct
pathways work in concert to establish the thymic microenvironment.
Thymocytes positively selected in the cortex upregulate their levels of
CCR7 and PlexinD1 expression and migrate to the medulla, in response to their
respective ligands CCL19/CCL21 and Semaphorin3E (Sema3E), mainly produced
by medullary cells [9, 65-67]. There, thymocytes are exposed to a myriad of
mTEC-derived self-antigens that represent virtually the whole body [10, 68-70].
For that, mTECs have the capacity to uniquely express clusters of tissue-restricted
antigens (TRAs) throughout the medulla [71, 72]. This promiscuous gene
expression observed in mTECs is, in part, dependent on Aire[73] and on the newly
identified FEZ family zink finger 2 (Fezf2) [74]. Direct presentation of mTECderived TRAs or cross-presentation by dendritic cells (DCs) leads to deletion of
autoreactive T cells or generation of regulatory T cells (Tregs). The fate of possibly
harmful cells seems to depend on their TCR affinity for the self-peptide: strong
signals drive apoptosis, while weaker interactions convert these cells into the
regulatory lineage [75]. Therefore, only thymocytes that survive negative selection
are able to further mature within the medullary cell network and exit to the
periphery, where their maturation is completed [76] (Figure III).
In order to be able to fully support the income of positively selected
thymocytes and their selection, mTECs also undergo a coordinated differentiation
process, which can be followed by the expression levels of co-stimulatory
molecule CD80, MHCII and autoimmune regulator (Aire). Acquisition of these
markers allows the description of a progenitor-progeny relationship amongst
mTECs, in which mTEClow

population (CD80loMHCIIloAire-) contains the

progenitors for the mature mTEChigh (CD80hiMHCIIhiAire+) cells [77, 78].
Nevertheless, terminally differentiated post-Aire stage, defined by involucrin
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expression, may exist within mTEClow cells [79-82], which makes the mTEClow
population heterogenous (Figure V). Within the mTEChigh population, the
emergence of Aire+ cells occurs at E16 [77, 78, 83] and is highly dependent on
signals provided by cells of hematopoietic orgin [84-86].

Figure III – T cell development mediated by the thymic medulla. Positively selected thymocytes migrate to
the medulla, attracted by mTEC-derived signals such as CCL21 and Sema3E. Here, thymocytes are exposed
to a myriad of self-peptides that are presented by MHC complexes. This promiscuous expression of selfantigens is mediated by two known factors: Aire and Fezf2. SP thymocytes bearing autoreactive TCRs
undergo apoptosis during negative selection, or diverted into the Treg lineage. Only the cells that pass this
selection event are further matured in the medullary compartment and leave the thymus to patrol the
periphery.

In contrast to the cTEC lineage, the molecular signals and cellular partners
of this TEC-thymocyte crosstalk are better comprehended. Mice displaying
impaired NF-κB signaling were shown to have abnormal medullary architecture,
including loss of Aire+mTECs, and consequent severe autoimmune syndromes
[87-90]. Indeed, the well-known mediators of NF-κB activation at the cell-surface
and members of the tumour necrosis factor receptor super family (TNFRSF) are
widely expressed in mTECs [91]. Among those, RANK (TNFRSF11a), CD40
(TNFRSF5), lymphotoxin β receptor (LTβR) and OPG (TNFRSF11b) play distinct
roles in mTEC development, in which RANK signaling is the pivotal mediator [82,
83, 91, 92]. Nevertheless, RANK and CD40 double deficiency further reduces the
frequency of Aire+ mTECs, while CD40 only partially compensate RANK absence
[91], suggesting hierarchical roles for members of the TNFRSF. Additionally, the
intrathymic cellular sources for RANK and CD40 ligands (RANKL and CD40L) and
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their availability vary throughout development. In the embryonic thymus, RANKL+
lymphoid tissue inducer (LTi) cells [77] and invariant Vγ5TCR+ thymocytes [93],
the first TCR+ cells generated in the thymus, foster the development of the initial
medullary areas by triggering maturation of mTEC progenitors. However, medulla
expansion occurs only in the postnatal thymus, simultaneously with increased
positive selection of CD4+ and CD8+ thymocytes. In particular, CD4+SP act as the
major source of CD40L [92] and autoantigen-specific CD4+ thymocytes were
shown to strongly interact with mTECs to foster their differentiation and expansion
[94, 95]. Overall, these findings provide evidence for the existence of mTECrestricted progenitor and for direct and linear precursor-product relationship within
medullary lineage, in which distinct intrathymic hematopoietic partners participate
sequentially in mTEC development [83]. While RANKL+ LTi cells and invariant
Vγ5TCR+ thymocytes control embryonic mTEC emergence; CD4+ thymocytes
provide RANKL/CD40L for continued medulla maturation in the postnatal thymus
(Figure IV).

Figure IV – TEC-thymocyte crosstalk in medullary induction at embryonic and postnatal stages.
Distinct hematopoietic partners and their TNFRSF ligands act sequentially in the differentiation of the mature
medullary cells.

Although our understanding of TEC function and development has greatly
increased in the years preceding the initiation of this thesis, we still lack evidence
for the pathways that drive lineage commitment into cTEC and mTEC and how the
two compartments differentiate downstream of the common bipotent TEP. As
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already mentioned, the description of the compartment-restricted precursors [38,
63, 64] led to notion that both lineages would follow distinct and unrelated
differentiation pathways, which diverge very early in TEC differentiation (as
depicted in Figure V). However, it is still not clear how cortical and medullary fates
relate to each other.
Furthermore, our knowledge on the nature of precursors and the
mechanisms responsible for the establishment of the embryonic thymic epithelium
and its maintenance throughout postnatal life remains limited. In the next sections,
I describe the work that we conducted to answer some of these fundamental
questions and the latest findings on TEC biology that help us to achieve our
current view of TEC differentiation and consequent impact on thymus
homeostasis.

Figure V – TEC differentiation model. cTECs and mTECs derive from a common bipotent precursor (TEP)
and follow unrelated differentiation pathways, in which compartment-restricted precursors fuel the respective
compartment. Along differentiation, cortical and medullary cells acquire the maturation markers depicted in the
figure.
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In this thesis, we proposed to characterize the lineage relationship between
cortical and medullary thymic epithelial cells and their progenitors in the embryonic
(Results Chapter I) and postnatal (Results Chapter II and III) thymus.
Additionally, we studied the role of TEC-thymocyte interactions and the molecular
cues involved in cTEC/mTEC homeostasis and specification (Results Chapter I
and II) and interrogated how the biovailability of thymic epithelial progenitors is
controlled in the postnatal thymus (Results Chapter III).
To address these questions, we combined the use of distinct TEC-specific
reporter mouse models in immunocompetent and immunodeficient backgrounds
with multiparametric flow cytometry analysis, gene expression profiling, in vitro
thymic organotypic and TEC clonogenic cultures, as well as in vivo thymic
transplantations.
We believe that deciphering these queries is of great value to understand
the intricacies of thymic epithelium biology and the mechanisms underlying its
major role in T cell development, education and, therefore, proper T cell function in
the immune system.
!
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Abstract
Thymic epithelial cells (TECs) help orchestrate thymopoiesis, and TEC
differentiation relies on bidirectional interactions with thymocytes. Although the
molecular mediators that stimulate medullary thymic epithelial cell (mTEC)
maturation are partially elucidated, the signals that regulate cortical thymic
epithelial cell (cTEC) homeostasis remain elusive. Using IL-7 reporter mice, we
show that TECs coexpressing high levels of IL-7 (Il7YFP+TECs) reside within a
subset of CD205+Ly51+CD40low cTECs that coexpresses Dll4, Ccl25, Ccrl1, Ctsl,
Psmb11, and Prss16 and segregates from CD80+CD40high mTECs expressing
Tnfrsf11a, Ctss, and Aire. As the frequency of Il7YFP+TECs gradually declines as
mTEC development unfolds, we explored the relationship between Il7YFP+TECs
and mTECs. In thymic organotypic cultures, the thymocyte-induced reduction in
Il7YFP+TECs

dissociates
+

from

the

receptor

differentiation of CD80 mTECs. Still, Il7
mTECs

in

a

stepwise

YFP+

differentiation

activator

of

NF-κB–mediated

TECs can generate some CD80+

process

via

YFP-Ly51lowCD80low

intermediates. Il7YFP+TECs are sustained in Rag2-/- mice, even following in vivo
anti-CD3ε treatment that mimics the process of pre-TCR β-selection of thymocytes
to the double positive (DP) stage. Using Marilyn-Rag2-/- TCR transgenic, we find
that positive selection into the CD4 lineage moderately reduces the frequency of
Il7YFP+TECs, whereas negative selection provokes a striking loss of Il7YFP+TECs.
These results imply that the strength of MHC/peptide–TCR interactions between
TECs and thymocytes during selection constitutes a novel rheostat that controls
the maintenance of IL-7-expressing cTECs.

Introduction
Thymic epithelial cells (TECs) provide essential instructive signals for the
differentiation of T lymphocytes bearing a diverse TCR repertoire restricted to selfMHCs and tolerant to self-antigens. Cortical thymic epithelial cells (cTECs) and
medullary thymic epithelial cells (mTECs) constitute two functionally distinct
microenvironments for T cell differentiation [7, 9]. Whereas cTECs mediate early
stages of T cell development, including lineage commitment, proliferation, and
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positive selection, mTECs are largely responsible for negative selection [9, 96].
These two prototypical TEC subsets derive from a common bipotent precursor [30,
36], although the definition of compartment-specific progenitors remains
incomplete.
The complete partitioning into cTECs and mTECs requires reciprocal
instructive signals from developing thymocytes, a bidirectional interaction known
as “thymic crosstalk” [39, 40, 84]. It has been recently elucidated that the
establishment of the medullary epithelial niche relies on the cooperative
contribution of members of the TNFR superfamily, including receptor activator of
NF-κB (RANK), lymphotoxin β receptor (LTβR), and CD40, whose ligands are
differentially expressed by several thymic hematopoietic cell types, namely,
lymphoid tissue inducer cells, positively selected double positive (DP) thymocytes,
αβ CD4+ single positive thymocytes (SP4), and γδ T cells [10]. Still, our
understanding of the molecular nature, as well as the impact, of thymic crosstalk
for the homeostasis of cTECs is largely unresolved, owing in part to the paucity of
appropriate markers to define checkpoints in their differentiation.
IL-7 is an essential cytokine for T cell development in humans, mice, and
jawed fish [49, 97, 98], indicating a high functional conservation of the IL-7
signaling pathway in thymopoiesis. Several reports, including our own, have
shown that IL-7 is predominantly produced by TECs within the thymus [50, 99101]. Using IL-7 reporter transgenic mice, in which YFP expression identifies a
subset of YFP+ TECs that coexpress high levels of Il7 (referred to as Il7YFP+TECs),
we documented that Il7YFP+TECs gradually decay with age in a thymocytedependent manner that correlated inversely with the emergence of CD80expressing mTECs, suggesting that these cells may define a particular cortical
epithelial subset. Of interest, Il7YFP+TECs are, conversely, sustained when T cell
development is profoundly blocked in Rag2-/-Il2rg-/- mice [50, 62], indicating that
the regulation of their homeostasis is coupled to thymocyte–TEC interactions.
These findings have raised the hypothesis that lympho-epithelial interactions affect
the size and function of cortical epithelial microenvironments while promoting
mTEC diversification [61, 62, 102]. Still, identification of the thymocyte-derived
signals that modulate the size of the thymic IL-7 epithelial niche remains elusive.
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In this article, we study the lineage relationship between Il7YFP+TECs and

other well-defined TEC subsets. In addition, we examine the regulation of
Il7YFP+TECs homeostasis in models of absent, positive, and negative thymocyte
selection. We find that Il7YFP+TECs represent a cortical epithelial subset that is
able to give rise to mTECs in reaggregate thymic organ cultures (RTOCs),
although less efficiently when compared with YFP- counterparts. Il7YFP+TECs are
maintained in Rag2-/- mice, and their homeostasis is not substantially affected by
in vivo anti- CD3ε treatment, which generates functionally incompetent DP
thymocytes to undergo selection. Using TCR transgenic models, we show that
thymocyte-TEC interactions during positive selection reduce Il7YFP+TECs. Of note,
negative selection induces a severe depletion of this subset. Our findings indicate
that TCR-mediated signals delivered by thymocytes during thymic selection
regulate IL-7-expressing TECs.

Materials and Methods
Mice
IL-7 reporter mice [B6.Cg-Tg (Il7-EYFP)5Pas] were backcrossed onto Rag2-/- [103]
and Marilyn-Rag2-/- [104] C57BL/6 background. Dual reporter mice were
generated by crossing IL-7 reporter mice with Ccrl1: eGFP reporter mice (CCRL1reporter) [105]. Marilyn-Rag2-/- and CCRL1-reporter mice were kindly provided by
Jocelyne Demengeot (Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência, Oeiras, Portugal) and by
Thomas Boehm (Max Planck Institute of Immunobiology and Epigenetics,
Freiburg, Germany), respectively. Mice were housed under specific pathogen-free
conditions, and experiments were performed in accordance with institutional
guidelines. For fetal studies, the day of vaginal plug detection was designated
embryonic day (E) 0.5.
Isolation and flow cytometry analysis of TECs
TECs were isolated as described [106]. Single-cell suspensions were stained with
anti-CD4, anti-CD80, and anti-Ly51 (PE) Abs (BD Biosciences); anti-I-A/I-E (Alexa
780); anti-CD40 (PE); anti-CD45.2 (PerCP-Cy5.5); anti- EpCAM, anti-CD8 (APC);
anti-CD205 (biotin), anti-EpCAM (eFluor 450) Abs, and streptavidin (PE-Cy7)
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(eBioscience). Analysis was made with the FACSCanto II (BD Biosciences) and
FlowJo software. Cell sorting was performed using the FACSAria I (BD
Biosciences), with sort purities. 95%. A 510/10-nm band pass filter (502LP dichroic
mirror) and 542/27-nm band pass filter (525LP dichroic mirror) were used to
discriminate the GFP from the YFP signal.
Gene expression
For quantitative PCR, mRNA from sorted cells was purified using the RNeasy
Micro Kit (QIAGEN). RNA was reverse transcribed to cDNA, using the SuperScript
III First-Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR (Invitrogen) and Random Hexamers
(Fermentas), and then subjected to real-time PCR using either TaqMan Universal
PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and primers for Hprt, 18s, Il7, Prss16, Ctsl,
Aire, Dll4, Ccl25, Tnfrsf11a, and Psmb11 (also from Applied Biosystems); or iQ
SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad), using primers specific for Actb (forward: 59CGTGAAAAGA-

TGACCCAGATACA-39;

TGGTACCAGCAGAGGCATACAG-39),

Ctss

CCATTGGGATCTCTGGAAGAAAA-39;
ATGCCCACTTGGTAGGTAT-39),

reverse:

59-

(forward:

59-

reverse:

and

Ccrl1

(forward:

59-TC59-AGGTCCTCTG-

ATTTCCTCTGC-39; reverse: 59-GCAGGAAGACTTTTGCGAAC-39). All samples
were analyzed as triplicates, and the ΔΔCt method was used to calculate relative
levels of target mRNA compared with Hprt, 18s, or Actb. Procedures were done
according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Real-time PCR was performed in an
iCycler iQ5 Real-Time PCR thermocycler (Bio- Rad). Data were analyzed using
iQ5 Optical System software (Bio-Rad).
Fetal thymic organ culture
Freshly isolated E14.5 thymic lobes were used to establish fetal thymic organ
cultures (FTOCs), as described [77]. Three to four lobes were used per condition
to normalize intrathymic variations. FTOCs were cultured for 4 d in DMEM (Life
Technologies),

supplemented

with

10%

FCS,

2

mM

L-glutamine

(Life

Technologies), and 360 mg/l 2-deoxyguanosine (dGuo) (Sigma-Aldrich). The
dGuo-treated FTOCs were cultured with 5 mg/ml anti-RANK (αRANK) (R&D
Systems) and/or with 10 mg/ml anti-LTbR mAb AC.H6 (kindly provided by Jeff
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Browning, Biogen Idec, Weston, MA). For blocking experiments, anti-RANKL Ab
(PeproTech) was added on days 0 and 4 of FTOC at a final concentration of 10
mg/ml. After 8 d in culture, stromal cells were isolated and analyzed by flow
cytometry.
RTOC
Freshly isolated E14.5 thymic lobes were used to establish RTOCs, as described
[77]. Il7YFP+ and YFP- TECs (CD45-EpCAM+) were sorted to high purity (>95%)
using a FACSAria. RTOCs were established from mixtures of 100,000–150,000
TECs, with CD4+CD8+ and CD4+ thymocytes at 1:1:1 ratio. After 8 d in culture,
RTOCs were dissociated, and single-cell suspensions were analyzed by flow
cytometry.
In vivo anti-CD3ε treatment
Neonatal 3- to 4-d-old Rag2-/- mice were injected i.p. with 10 mg/g (body weight) of
purified anti-CD3ε mAb [107] (clone 1452C11; kindly provided by Dr. Benedita
Rocha, Hôpital Necker, Paris, France). Mice thymi were collected and analyzed 12
d after treatment.
Immunohistological analysis
Thymic lobes were prepared as described [50]. Briefly, samples were fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences), and 8-mm sections were
stained with rabbit anti-GFP, biotinylated anti-CD205, anti-CD8, anti-MTS10, and
rat anti-MHCII Alexa Fluor 647 as primary Abs, with Alexa Fluor 488 anti-rabbit,
Alexa Fluor 647 anti-rat, and streptavidin Alexa 555 as secondary Abs (Invitrogen).
MTS10 was kindly provided by Dr. R. Boyd (Monash Immunology and Stem Cell
Laboratories, Monash University, Melbourne, Australia). Vectashield mounting
medium with DAPI (Vector Laboratories) was used to prepare the slides. Analysis
was performed in an AxioImager.Z1 (Zeiss). Images were processed with
AxioVision (Zeiss) and Fiji Software.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis of the results was made using GraphPad Prism Software. The
two-tailed Mann–Whitney U test was used for analysis between groups. A 95%
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confidence interval was applied in the calculations, and samples with p values <
0.05 were considered significant (marked with *).

Results
Il7YFP+TECs identify a subset of cortical epithelial cells throughout
development
In IL-7 reporter mice, the expression of YFP identifies TECs (Il7YFP+TECs)
that arise early in embryonic development, gradually declining in proportion
postnatally (Fig. 1A, 1C) in a thymocyte-dependent manner [50, 62]. We first
examined how the development of Il7YFP+TECs correlated with the differentiation
of distinct thymic epithelial subsets. Both Il7YFP+ and YFP- TECs were
phenotypically indistinguishable at E13.5–14.5, having the Ly51lowCD205low
phenotype. However, from E15.5 onward, although the majority of Il7YFP+TECs
retained a cortical Ly51highCD205high phenotype, a fraction of Ly51lowCD205low cells
emerged exclusively within the YFP- fraction [Fig. 1B, top; age-matched wild- type
(WT) thymi are shown in Supplemental Fig. 1]. It has been previously shown that
the differential expression of CD205, CD40, and MHCII define distinct stages
during cTEC development [38]. We found that Il7YFP+ and YFP- subsets gradually
expressed CD205 and CD40 between E13.5 and 16.5. Noticeably, and in contrast
to some YFP- cells that progressively acquired higher levels of CD40 and
decreased the expression of CD205, the majority of Il7YFP+ TECs continually
expressed CD205 and intermediate levels of CD40 (Fig. 1B, middle). The
emergence of CD80+ mature mTECs occurred exclusively within the YFP-CD40high
TEC subset and continually segregated from Il7YFP+ TECs (Fig. 1B, bottom).
Proportionally, Il7YFP+ TECs made up 60% of the cortical-enriched TEC
compartment about E13–15, identifying a cTEC subset that gradually declined as
mTEC differentiation unfolded from E16 onward (Fig. 1C). Quantitatively, the initial
rise in mature mTECs (E16-Nb) preceded the conspicuous drop in Il7YFP+ TECs
numbers observed from 1–2 postnatal wk onward (Fig. 1C and as shown
previously in Ref. 13), implying that YFP-TECs may be enriched in direct
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precursors of mTECs. As such, we further investigate the mechanisms underlying
the decay in Il7YFP+ TECs and its relationship to the developing mTEC
compartment.

YFP+

Figure 1. Il7
TECs define a cortical epithelial subset that segregates from mTECs throughout
thymic development. Thymi from IL-7 reporter mice were isolated at the indicated time points, and total
+
TECs (defined hereafter as CD45 EpCAM ) were analyzed for the expression of (A) MHCII and YFP and (B)
YFP+
CD205, Ly51, CD40, and CD80. (A) The frequency of Il7
TECs declines throughout organogenesis.
YFP+
Percentages in gated cells are shown. (B) Phenotypic comparison of YFP (gray contour) and Il7
TECs
YFP+
(black dot plot). The percentage of Il7
TECs TECs within each gate is shown. Data are representative of at
least three experiments per time point. (C) Bar graphs display the percentage and number of TEC subsets as
+
+
+
mean 6 SD: YFP cTECs (Ly51 CD205 ) (gray bars), YFP mature mTECs (Ly51 CD205 CD80 ) (white bars),
YFP+
YFP+
and Il7
TECs (black bars). *The number of Il7
TECs at 2 wk is significantly lower than at 1 wk, p< 0.05.
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We next analyzed how the phenotypic traits of Il7YFP+ TECs related to the

genetic profile of cTEC and mTEC lineages. The expression of genes associated
with either cTEC [Ccl25, Dll4, Il7, Ccrl1, Ctsl (Cathepsin L), Prss16 (TSSP), and
Psmb11 (β5t)] [7, 9, 38, 60, 105] or mTEC [Tnfrs11a (RANK), Ctss (Cathepsin S),
and Aire] [7, 96] functions was compared in purified Il7YFP+ and YFP- TECs at
successive stages of thymic development. Both subsets expressed similar levels
of cTEC-associated genes at E14.5. However, as TEC differentiation ensued, the
differences in gene expression progressively diverged between subsets, with
Il7YFP+ TECs retaining Ccl25, Dll4, Il7, Ccrl1, Ctsl, Prss16, and Psmb11 expression
(Fig. 2). Il7YFP+ TECs were virtually devoid of the medullary-associated genes
Tnfrsf11a, Ctts, and Aire at all analyzed stages. Of interest, these transcripts were
detected in YFP- TECs as early as E14.5 and steadily increased throughout
development in this fraction (Fig. 2, bottom), reinforcing the idea that some direct
precursors of mTECs may exist within YFP- TECs.
YFP+

Figure 2. Il7
TECs
display a gene expression
profile
throughout
development associated
with cTECs. YFP (gray
YFP+
bars) and Il7
TECs
(black bars) were purified at
the indicated time points
and compared for the
expression of Ccl25, Dll4,
Il7, Ctsl (Cathepsin L),
Prss16 (TSSP), Psmb11
(β5t),
Ccrl1,
Tnfrsf11a
(RANK), Ctss (Cathepsin
S), and Aire. Values were
normalized to 18s, Hprt, or
YFP+
Actb. Il7
TECs were set
as 1, at each time point, and
the fold difference in the relative mRNA expression was compared with that of YFP TECs. Data are
representative of two to four experiments per time point. *p<0.05.

To corroborate that Il7YFP+ cells define a cTEC subset, we generated dual
IL-7YFP-CCRL1GFP reporter mice by crossing IL-7 reporter mice with CCRL1reporter mice, in which GFP expression identifies exclusively cTECs within thymic
stromal cells [105]. Analysis of IL-7YFP-CCRL1GFP mice revealed four distinct
epithelial subtypes in the postnatal thymus: YFP+GFP+, YFP-GFP+, YFP-GFPlow,
and YFP-GFP- (Fig. 3). Il7YFP+ cells resided within Ccrl1GFP+ cTECs, but a fraction
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of Ccrl1GFP+ cTECs lacked the expression of YFP. Conversely, the YFP-GFPlow

subset contained a mixture of CD80- and CD80+ mTECs, and the YFP-GFPfraction was majorly enriched in CD80+ mTECs (Fig. 3). Collectively, our
phenotypic and genotypic characterization during thymic ontogeny provides
evidence that Il7YFP+ cells define a specialized cortical epithelial lineage.
YFP+

Figure 3. Il7
cells are
GFP+
Ccrl1
expressing
cTECs. TECs from WT (A),
IL-7 reporter mice (B), and
YFP
GFP
IL-7 -CCRL1
dual
reporter
(C)
neonatal
littermates were analyzed for
the expression of YFP and
GFP. Subsets defined on the
basis of YFP and GFP
expression were compared
for the expression of Ly51
and CD80. The percentages
YFP+
of total TECs (A), Il7
TECs (B), and subtypes (a),
(b), (c), and (d) (C) within each gate are shown. Data are representative of three independent experiments.

Thymocyte-induced loss of Il7YFP+ TECs dissociates from the RANKmediated differentiation of CD80+ mTECs
We previously described a thymocyte-induced decay of Il7YFP+ TECs that
correlated inversely with the development of mTECs (Fig. 1) [62]. Using FTOCs,
we first assessed whether Il7YFP+ TECs share a direct precursor-product lineage
relationship with mTECs. The differentiation of CD80+Aire+ mTECs depends on
signal transduction pathways induced by the TNFR superfamily members LTβR,
RANK, and CD40, whose ligands are provided by hematopoietic cells [20, 77, 91,
92, 94, 108]. E14.5 FTOCs were maintained in medium for 8 d, which allowed a
normal program of T cell differentiation (FTOCs), or were treated with dGuo
(dGuo-FTOCs), which selectively eliminated thymocytes (data not shown).
Because RANK signaling has a dominant effect in the generation of CD80+Aire+
mTECs [77, 91, 92], in dGuo-FTOCs an agonistic anti-RANK mAb (αRANK) was
used to “rescue” mTEC development (24). In dGuo-FTOC, Il7YFP+ TECs were
maintained and the formation of mTECs was impaired. Conversely, in FTOCs,
Il7YFP+ TECs markedly decreased the intensity of YFP reporter activity and
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sustained a cTEC phenotype, with mTECs developing within the YFP- subset (Fig.
4A, 4B), partially recapitulating the perinatal in vivo phenotype. Treatment of
dGuo-FTOCs with αRANK stimulated the development of CD80+ mTECs within
the YFP- fraction, as observed in FTOCs (Fig. 4A, 4C; the total patterns of TECs
for WT and IL-7 reporter FTOCs are shown in Supplemental Fig. 2A and B,
respectively). In contrast to FTOC, RANK activation did not induce a substantial
decay in the intensity of YFP expression in Il7YFP+ TECs (Fig. 4A–C).

YFP+

Figure 4. Thymocyte-mediated decrease in Il7
TECs is independent of RANK-induced mTEC
differentiation. (A–C) E14.5 FTOCs and dGuo- treated FTOCs (dGuo-FTOC) from IL-7 reporter mice were
cultured in medium or, for dGuo-FTOC, in the presence of anti-RANK (αRANK). (D–F) E14.5 FTOCs were
supplemented with the blocking Ab for RANK ligand (αRANKL). (A and D) Top, Total TECs were analyzed for
YFP+
the expression of YFP and MHCII. Percentages in gated cells are shown. Bottom, Il7
(black dot plot) and
YFP+
YFP (gray contour) TECs were compared for the expression of Ly51 and CD80. The percentage of Il7
TECs within each gate is shown. Data are representative of four to six independent experiments. (B and E)
The YFP expression on total TECs is compared for the conditions represented in (A) and (D), respectively. (C)
and (F) represent the fold difference in the recorded mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of YFP expression in
YFP+
+
Il7
TECs (left) and percentage of CD80 cells in the total TEC gate (right). *p<0.05.

As LTβR signals augment the RANK-driven development of mTECs [108],
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we further treated dGuo-FTOCs with an agonistic anti-LTβR (αLTβR) mAb [108]
alone or in combination with αRANK. Combined αRANK and αLTβR stimulation
increased the frequency of CD80+YFP- mTECs, whereas the YFP reporter activity
was not substantially affected in Il7YFP+ TECs (Supplemental Fig. 2D–F). No
changes were observed upon single LTβR activation (data not shown). In a
complementary approach, we examined the effects of blocking hematopoieticderived RANKL on TEC differentiation in FTOCs, using anti-RANKL (αRANKL) Ab.
Blocking of RANKL abrogated mTEC generation without affecting thymocyteinduced decay in the YFP reporter intensity of Il7YFP+ TECs (Fig. 4D–F; the total
patterns of TECs are shown in Supplemental Fig. 2C). These results underscore
that the maintenance of Il7YFP+ TECs is regulated by thymocyte-dependent
interactions that are independent of the RANK- and LTβR-mediated maturation of
mTECs.

Il7YFP+ TECs can give rise to CD80+ mTECs via a YFP-CD80lowLy51low
intermediate stage
To directly determine the lineage potential of Il7YFP+ TECs, we established
RTOCs using isolated Il7YFP+ and YFP- TECs from E14.5 embryos (Fig 5A) mixed
with mature DP and SP4 thymocytes to induce mTEC differentiation [91, 92, 94].
Whereas YFP- TECs showed prominent mTEC progenitor activity, Il7YFP+ TECs
were also able to generate CD80+ mTECs, following a stepwise downregulation of
YFP expression and differentiation through a YFP-CD80lowLy51low intermediate
stage (Fig. 5B–D). Collectively, the results suggest that although Il7YFP+ TECs can
give rise to mTECs, they are not the immediate precursor of mTECs, and instead
indicate that mTECs arise from precursors residing within the YFP- fraction.

Il7YFP+ TECs persist in Rag2-/- thymus
Our previous observations showed that Il7YFP+ TECs are sustained in mice
with severe and premature arrest in thymopoiesis caused by the combined
deficiency in Rag2 and Il2rg genes [62]. Because lympho-epithelial interactions
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Figure 5. Il7
TECs can give rise to
YFP+
mTECs. (A) YFP and Il7
TECs were
purified from E14.5 embryos. RTOCs were
established with sorted TEC fractions
5
(average, 1–1.5x10 ) and thymocytes (DP and
SP4) mixed in 1:1:1 ratio. (B) RTOCs were
analyzed for the expression of YFP, Ly51, and
CD80. (C) Ly51 expression levels within CD80
+
TECs: YFP (black) and YFP (gray) TECs
YFP+
derived from Il7
RTOC and YFP (white)
TECs from YFP RTOCs. (D) Bar graphs show
+
frequencies of CD80 mTECs. Data from three
experiments, each with three paired RTOCs
per condition.

!
are minimal in Rag2-/-Il2rg-/- mice [62], we analyzed the thymic microenvironment
of Rag2-/- mice in which T cell development is blocked at the double negative (DN)
3 stage [103].As early stages of thymic cortical epithelium development are
apparently normal in Rag2-/- mice [38], we examined whether the homeostasis of
Il7YFP+ TECs was regulated by lympho-epithelial interactions between immature
thymocytes (DN1 to DN3) and TECs. During early stages of embryogenesis,
Il7YFP+ TECs follow developmental kinetics similar to those observed in mice with a
normal T cell differentiation program (see Fig. 1). However, the proportion of
Il7YFP+ TECs was markedly maintained in Rag2-/- mice, displaying a cortical
phenotype (Fig. 6A, 6B). An overall drop in the cellularity of both subsets in adult
Rag2-/- mice was observed (Fig. 6C). The differentiation of mTECs was partially
impaired, although few CD80+ mTECs were detected within the YFP- fraction (Fig.
6B). These data suggest that the homeostasis of Il7YFP+ TECs is regulated by
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thymocyte-derived signals generated beyond β-selection.

YFP+

-/-

-

Figure 6. Il7
TECs develop normally but are sustained in Rag2 mice. Thymi from IL-7 reporter Rag2
/mice were isolated at the indicated time points. (A) Total TECs were analyzed for the expression of MHCII
and YFP. Percentages in gated cells are shown. (B) The expression of Ly51 and CD80 was compared
YFP+
YFP+
between YFP (gray contour) and Il7
TECs (black dot plot). The percentage of Il7
TECs within each
gate is shown. Data are representative of two to three experiments per time point. (C) Bar graphs display the
+
+
percentage and number of TEC subsets as mean 6 SD: YFP cTECs (Ly51 CD205 ) (gray bars), YFP mature
+
YFP+
mTECs (Ly51 CD205 CD80 ) (white bars), and Il7
TECs (black bars).

The homeostasis of Il7YFP+ TECs is not altered by thymic crosstalk with TCRdeficient DP thymocytes
Progression through the β-selection checkpoint involves the expression of a
functional pre-TCR complex, composed of rearranged TCR β-chain together with
pre-Tα and CD3 chains [9, 109]. To analyze whether thymic crosstalk during βselection regulated the maintenance of Il7YFP+ TECs, we used an in vivo
experimental model of pre-TCR activation in which neonatal IL-7 reporter Rag2-/mice were treated with anti-CD3ε mAb. Analysis 12 d after anti-CD3ε treatment
showed a conspicuous increase in thymic size and total cellularity, reaching
numbers similar to those in age-matched immunocompetent counterparts
(Supplemental Fig. 3A, 3B). Cross-linking of CD3ε at the surface of Rag2-/- DN3
thymocytes mimics the pre-TCR signaling during β-selection [107], generating
TCR-deficient DP thymocytes (Supplemental Fig. 3C) that cannot be positively
selected and die by neglect. In treated IL-7 reporter Rag2-/- mice, despite the vast
increase in thymocyte cellularity, the decrease in the frequency and intensity of the
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YFP reporter activity of Il7YFP+ TECs was significantly attenuated relative to agematched immunocompetent thymus, and only moderately affected when
compared with control Rag2-/- mice (Fig. 7A–C). Interestingly, Il7YFP+ TEC numbers
were also found to be augmented in this condition, indicating that the loss of this
subset observed in immunocompetent mice is not regulated by thymic crosstalk
with TCR-deficient DP thymocytes (Fig. 7D). This treatment increases the
development of CD80+ mTECs within the YFP- subset. Yet, the representation of
mTECs did not reach the levels of the immunocompetent thymus (Fig. 7A–C; the
total pattern of TECs is shown in Supplemental Fig. 3D). In E14 dGuo-FTOCs
treated with anti-CD3ε mAb, mTECs were not generated (data not shown). This
finding indicates that the in vivo observations were not due to a direct effect of the
Ab on TECs, but resulted from the TCR-deficient DP thymocyte-TEC crosstalk.
To represent spatial organization in thymic microenvironments, thymic
sections of control and treated IL-7 reporter Rag2-/- mice were analyzed by
immunofluorescence. In control Rag2-/- thymus, the CD205+ cortical epithelium
predominated, with few MTS10+ mTECs and scattered distribution of Il7YFP+ TECs.
In IL-7 reporter Rag2-/--treated mice, the formation of small medullary
MHCIIhighMTS10+

islets

[22]

was

detected,

yet

smaller

relative

to

immunocompetent mice. Immature single positive-DP thymocytes, marked by CD8
immunostaining, were compartmentalized within cortical areas and excluded from
the medulla of Rag2-/--treated thymus. Il7YFP+ TECs were clearly detected and
scattered across the cortex of treated mice, with some cells found within the
MTS10+ medullary pouches (Fig. 7E). Together, signals derived from TCRdeficient thymocytes progressing across DN to DP stages partially restored mTEC
differentiation without substantially curtailing Il7YFP+ TECs. In addition, these data
point to the involvement of TCR-peptide/MHC interactions in regulating their
maintenance.

The strength of thymocyte selection influences Il7YFP+ TEC homeostasis
To study the role of positive and negative selection events in the regulation
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of Il7YFP+ TEC homeostasis, we crossed IL-7 reporter Rag2-/- mice onto the
Marilyn-Rag2-/- TCR transgenic background [104]. Marilyn- Rag2-/- mice express I-

A-restricted TCR recognizing the male-specific HY Ag. Thymocyte development in
IL-7 reporter Marilyn- Rag2-/- TCR double transgenic mice (Supplemental Fig. 4A,
4B) reproduced that observed in WT Marilyn- Rag2-/- TCR transgenic mice (data
not shown), with positive selection in female mice and negative selection in male
mice. Analysis of TEC differentiation showed that in IL-7 reporter Marilyn-Rag2-/-

Figure 7. Bypassing β-selection by TCR-deficient thymocytes partially restores mTEC differentiation
YFP+
-/without significantly curtailing Il7
TECs. (A) IL-7 reporter Rag2 neonatal mice were analyzed 12 d
-/after anti-CD3ε treatment (αCD3), together with age-matched (12–14 d old) IL-7 reporter Rag2 control (Ctrl)
and IL-7 reporter immunocompetent (IC) mice. Top, Total TECs were analyzed for the expression of YFP and
YFP+
MHCII. Percentages in gated cells are shown. Bottom, YFP (gray contour) and Il7
TECs (black dot plot)
YFP+
were compared for the expression of Ly51 and CD80. Numbers represent the percentages of Il7
TECs
within each gate. (B) The YFP expression on total TECs is compared for the different conditions in (A). Data
YFP+
are representative of four experiments. (C) Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of YFP expression in Il7
YFP+
+
TECs (left), percentage of Il7
(middle), and CD80 (right) cells within total TECs. *p<0.05, **p<0.0001. (D)
YFP+
Bar graphs display the percentage and number of YFP (gray) and Il7
(black) TECs as mean 6 SD. (E)
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Immunohistochemical analysis of untreated Rag2 , αCD3-treated Rag2 (αCD3), and age-matched IC IL-7
reporter mice thymic sections stained with the indicated Abs (CD205 red and MHCII blue; DAPI blue and
MTS10 red; YFP green and CD8 red).!

!

female, and comparatively so with IL-7 reporter Rag2-/- littermates, positive
selection of CD4 thymocytes was sufficient to reduce the frequency and
abundance of Il7YFP+ TECs and promoted the development of YFP- mTECs (Fig.
8A–C), phenocopying the epithelial differentiation observed in the age-matched
immunocompetent thymus (Fig. 7). Strikingly, negative selection induced a
conspicuous loss in the proportion and intensity of YFP reporter activity of Il7YFP+
TECs, with a concomitant increase in the number of YFP- TECs and the
emergence of Ly51-CD80low TECs (Fig. 8A–C). These sex differences in the
representation of TEC subsets were not manifested in IL-7 reporter Rag2-/- mice
(data not shown). The total pattern of TECs for IL-7 reporter-Rag2-/- and IL-7
reporter-Marilyn- Rag2-/- and for C57BL/6 Rag2-/- and Marilyn- Rag2-/- are shown in
Supplemental Fig. 4C and 4D. Thus, our findings indicate that the strength of
TCR–peptide/MHC interactions occurring during thymocyte selection dynamically
controls the proportion of the IL-7-expressing cortical epithelial niche.

Figure 8. The strength of TCR–MHC interactions during thymocyte selection controls the homeostasis
YFP+
-/-/of Il7
TECs. Thymi from female (♀) and male (♂) IL-7 reporter Marilyn-Rag2 mice (Ml Rag2 ) were
-/-/analyzed together with IL-7 reporter Rag2 (Rag2 ) littermates at 12–14 d of age. (A) Top, Total TECs from
-/-/Rag2 and from female and male Ml Rag2 mice were examined for the expression of YFP and MHCII.
YFP+
Percentages in gated cells are shown. Bottom, YFP (gray contour) and Il7
(black dot plot) TECs were
YFP+
compared for the expression of Ly51 and CD80. The percentage of Il7
TECs within each gate is shown (B)
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YFP+

YFP+

+

Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of YFP expression in Il7
TECs and percentages of Il7
and CD80
TECs are shown. Data are representative of two to three experiments per time point. *Statistical significance,
YFP+
p<0.05. (C) Bar graphs display the percentage and number of YFP (gray) and Il7
(black) TECs as mean 6
SD.

Discussion
The establishment and maintenance of cTECs determine the thymopoietic
capacity of the thymus, given their chief function in supporting early stages of T
cell development [7, 9]. However, our understanding of fundamental aspects of
thymic cortical epithelial homeostasis remains limited [38]. The representation of
cTECs gradually decreases in postnatal life [22], possibly elicited by extrinsic
and/or intrinsic mechanisms. The cTECs share with mTECs a common bipotent
progenitor [30, 36]. One can consider that the potential of progenitor cells to selfrenew or differentiate into mature cells is progressively lost with age. Concurrently,
continual thymocyte-TEC interactions throughout life may also control the
epithelial progenitor activity and/or other TEC functional properties, while
promoting the maturation of TECs [102]. In this view, thymocyte development up
to the DP stage seems sufficient to restrain the expression of IL-7 [62] and Dll4
[61] by TECs, although identification of the molecular liaisons remains
undisclosed. In this article, we report that previously identified Il7YFP+ TECs [50,
102] define a subset of Ccrl1-expressing cortical epithelial cells and examine the
mechanisms that regulate the homeostasis of these IL-7-expressing cTECs.
The developmental stages as well as the molecular signals that regulate
cTEC differentiation from bipotent precursors are just beginning to be identified. A
heterogeneity within the cortical microenvironment is suggested to exist on the
basis of the differential expression of CD205, Ly51, IL-7, Dll4, β5t, and CCRL1
[22, 37, 38, 61, 62, 105]. Our kinetic analysis during thymic ontogeny revealed that
Il7YFP+ TECs sustained phenotypic and molecular traits associated with cTECs
[38]. Of interest, although YFP- TECs steadily accumulate more medullary
characteristics as TEC maturation proceeds, they share cortical- and medullaryassociated features at an early phase of thymic development. These findings
indicate that mTEC precursors may reside at early stages within a subset that
shares some cTEC features. Still, the degree of heterogeneity within cTECs
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remains to be determined. The frequency of Il7YFP+ TECs gradually declines as
mTEC development advances. One can envisage that Il7YFP+ TECs represent a
lineage that participates in the differentiation of mTECs as a result of lymphostromal interactions. Alternatively, one can consider that YFP- TECs detected at
the E13–14 stage include direct mTEC precursors poised to differentiate, which
expands and replaces (or dilutes) Il7YFP+ TECs. The establishment of medullary
microenvironments involves the hierarchical, but concerted, participation of
TNFRSF RANK, LTβR, and CD40 molecules [10]. Our in vitro findings corroborate
that RANK signaling has a dominant function in the development of mTECs [91,
92, 94], whereas signaling through LTβR seems to amplify the RANK-mediated
effects [108]. These signals delivered upon interactions with hematopoietic cells
did not, however, substantially affect the homeostasis of Il7YFP+ TECs. Instead,
they seem to drive mTEC development from a precursor within the YFP- fraction,
indicating that Il7YFP+ TECs do not have an immediate precursor–product
relationship with mature mTECs. Our analysis of the lineage potential of purified
subsets revealed that although YFP- TECs appeared to be more competent in
differentiating mTECs, Il7YFP+ TECs can still give rise to medullary epithelia in a
suggested stepwise fashion, terminating YFP expression as they progress through
an intermediate immature stage of mTEC differentiation. Further studies are
needed to address whether mTECs derived from both subsets represent functional
distinct medullary subtypes and to study their physiological relevance in regulating
T cell development. In agreement with our results, it has been recently shown that
mTECs can arise from CD205+CD40- TEC progenitors [110], which are generally
associated with the cTEC lineage [38]. Collectively, these findings suggest that
mTEC differentiation may be more complex than previously appreciated, following
a linear stepwise differentiation pathway from progenitors that simultaneously
express cTEC and mTEC traits, rather than a simple dichotomist model from
compartment-specific progenitors. Still, the degree of heterogeneity within cTECs
remains to be determined, and further studies on the stepwise generation of the
cTEC and mTEC lineages are warranted.
In mice with early blocks in thymopoiesis, including Rag2-/-Il2rg-/-

[62]

and

CD3εTg26 mice [40, 111], the thymic epithelium is devoid of distinct cortical and
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medullary areas [40]. In these models, TEC differentiation is severely
compromised [40, 62, 111], which limits the study of cTEC development
downstream of a bipotent progenitor. We previously reported that Il7YFP+ TECs are
markedly maintained in Rag2-/-Il2rg-/- mice. Restoration of normal thymopoiesis
following WT stem cell transplantation reduces their frequency [62], suggesting
that thymic crosstalk regulates their homeostasis. Rag2-/- mice offer an
intermediate version because the development of cTECs is overtly normal [38, 39,
112]. Yet, it has been suggested that DNs facilitate the establishment of the threedimensional reticular cTEC structure [113], implying the existence of a DN stage–
specific requirement for differentiation of cTECs. It has been documented that
cTECs retain a Ly51high phenotype in Rag2-/- mice [22], suggesting that further
cortical maturation stages dependent on post–b-selected thymocytes may be
absent in this setting. Our results showed that Il7YFP+ cTECs developed normally
and were sustained in Rag2-/- mice, corroborating that thymocyte-derived signals
generated beyond β-selection regulate the maintenance of this cTEC immature
lineage [62]. In line with previous studies [22, 113], we observed an insufficient
differentiation of mTECs in Rag2-/- mice. Still, vestigial mTECs could be detected
within the YFP- TEC fraction, indicating that the hematopoietic fraction (e.g., DN2–
3 thymocytes, lymphoid tissue inducer cells, NK cells) elicits a certain degree of
mTEC maturation.
The β-selection defines a chief checkpoint during the progression from DN
to DP thymocytes [109]. Using a pre-TCR activation model in Rag2-/- mice [107],
we bypassed the β-selection. In this in vivo model, progression through DNimmature

single

positive-DP

stages

allows

physiological

lympho-stromal

interactions, but in the absence of TCR-derived signals. DP thymocytes from antiCD3-treated Rag2-/- mice lack TCR complexes, are not positively selected, and die
by apoptosis, similarly to the majority of WT DP thymocytes that do not receive
survival signals for lack of TCR–MHC/peptide interactions. Our results showed
that Il7YFP+ cTECs were not substantially affected in this condition, indicating that
thymocyte TCR-dependent signals generated during thymic selection might control
their homeostasis. We observed a concomitant moderate improvement in mTEC
development in anti-CD3ε-treated Rag2-/- mice. An amelioration of medullary
niches upon anti-CD3ε treatment has been recently reported in a mouse model of
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Omenn syndrome, which is associated with a hypomorphic R229Q mutation in the
RAG2 enzyme [114]. In contrast to our model, TCR-expressing cells are found in
the thymus of R229Q RAG2 mice [114], which may also contribute to the
improvement of the medullary epithelium. In both cases, insufficient mTEC
differentiation might reflect a lack of instructive signals from mature thymocytes
[10].
It is an accepted idea that positive selection and negative selection occur in
the cortex and medulla, respectively. Whereas intermediate signals from lowaffinity interactions between TCR and peptide/MHC ligands result in positive
selection, strong signals from recognition of high-affinity peptide/MHC ligands lead
to negative selection [9, 10]. Still, whether positive and negative selection can be
sequential or independent events remains unanswered. Some evidence does exist
that negative selection also occurs in the cortex [115-117], although the medulla
provides a larger repertoire of self-antigens for the elimination of autoreactive T
cells [7, 96]. Using a TCR transgenic model, we examined the consequences of
positive and negative selection in the thymic microenvironment [104]. Our findings
indicate that positive selection of thymocytes in Marilyn TCR transgenic cortex
suffices to induce the proportional loss of Il7YFP+ cTECs and the expansion of
medullary TECs. During negative selection, the premature expression of
transgenic Ml TCR may accelerate the deletion of autoreactive thymocytes in the
cortical microenvironment [104]. Indeed, deletion of DP thymocytes expressing
self-reactive TCR is observed in the cortex [116, 117]. Our findings indicated that
the IL-7-expressing cTEC niche might be limited by strong TCR– peptide/MHC
interactions within the cortical thymic microenvironment. It is worth mentioning that
the modulation of the IL-7 cTEC niche detected in Rag2-/- TCR transgenic mice is
also seen in WT immunocompetent mice. In a normal thymus, strong TCR signals
are probably less frequent at the DP stage. Because positive selection occurs
within the cortex [9, 10], continual positive selection may locally feed back to
cTECs and induce the loss of Il7YFP+ cTECs in WT thymus. One can hypothesize
that bidirectional crosstalk directly transmits outside-in signaling through MHC
molecules on TECs. Alternatively, the high-avidity TCR-MHC/peptide recognition
may elicit a downstream molecular interaction that restrains the IL-7-expressing
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cortical epithelial niche. Further studies are required to elucidate the specific
signals generated during thymic selection that can regulate the cTEC
microenvironment.
To our knowledge this is the first study indicating that the strength of
MHC/peptide-TCR interactions between TECs and thymocytes during selection
constitutes a rheostat regulating the maintenance of IL-7-expressing cTECs.
These findings have implications for understanding the molecular basis of cTEC
differentiation and should inspire further studies aimed at uncovering the
physiological consequences linked to the functional capacity of the thymus, an
ongoing topic of investigation.
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Figure S1. Thymic epithelium development in WT mice. WT thymi were isolated at the indicated time
+
points and total TECs (gated on CD45 EpCAM ) were analyzed for the expression of (A) MHCII and YFP (B)
Ly51 and CD205. Percentages of gated cells are shown. Data are representative of 2-3 experiments per time
point.
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Figure S2. E14.5 FTOCs and dGuo-treated FTOCs (dGuo) were cultured in medium. (A) C57Bl/6 WT and (B)
IL-7 reporter E14.5 FTOCs and dGuo-FTOCs were cultured in medium, or for dGuo-FTOCs with anti-RANK
(αRANK). (C) IL-7 reporter E14.5 FTOCs were supplemented with the blocking Ab against RANK ligand
(αRANKL). Total TECs represented in Figure 4 were analyzed for the expression of MHCII and YFP (A) and
for the expression of Ly51 and CD80 (A-C). Percentages in gated cells are shown (A-C). (D-F) The
YFP+
cooperative RANK and LTβR signals do not affect the homeostasis of Il7
TECs. dGuo-treated E14.5
FTOCs from IL-7 reporter mice were cultured in the absence or presence of anti-RANK (αRANK) and antiLTβR (αLTβR). D) Total TECs were analyzed for the expression of MHCII and YFP (top row) and for the
expression of Ly51 and CD80 (middle row). Percentages of the cells in the indicated areas are included. YFP
YFP+
(gray contour) and Il7
TECs (back dot plot) were compared for the expression of Ly51 and CD80 (bottom
YFP+
row). The percentage of Il7
TECs within each gate is shown. E) The YFP expression on total TECs is
compared for the different conditions represented in D. F) Fold difference in the Mean Fluorescence Intensity
YFP+
+
(MFI) of YFP expression on Il7
TECs (left graph) and percentage of CD80 TECs (right). * p<0.05. Data
are representative of 4 independent experiments.
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Figure S3. Anti-CD3ε treatment in IL-7 reporter Rag2 mice. Rag2 neonatal mice were analyzed 12 days
-/after anti-CD3ε treatment (αCD3) together with age-matched (12-14 days old) IL-7 reporter Rag2 control
(Ctrl) and immuno-competent mice (IC). A) Macroscopic image of control and αCD3-treated thymi. B) Total
-/thymic cellularity and (C) CD4/CD8 expression profile of the thymocytes for control and αCD3- treated Rag2 ,
and IC mice. D) Partial restoration of mTEC compartment. Total TECs were analyzed for the expression of
Ly51 and CD80. Numbers represent the percentages of gated cells.
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Figure S4. Thymocyte selection in Marilyn Rag2 mice depends on the sex. Thymi from female (♀) and
-/-/male (♂) IL-7 reporter Marilyn TCR Tg Rag2 (Ml Rag2 ) mice were analyzed together with IL-7 reporter
-/-/Rag2 (Rag2 ) littermates at 12-14 days of age. A) Total thymic cellularity and B) CD4/CD8 expression
profile of thymocytes is represented. C) Total TECs were analyzed for the expression of Ly51 and CD80.
-/Numbers represent the percentages of gated cells. D) Total TECs from C57Bl/6 Rag2 and Marilyn TCR Tg
-/Rag2 mice were analyzed for the expression of MHCII and YFP; Ly51 and CD80. Percentages in gated cells
are shown. Data are representative of 2-3 experiments per time point.
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Summary
Cortical and medullary thymic epithelial cells (cTECs and mTECs,
respectively) provide inductive microenvironments for T-cell development and
selection. The differentiation pathway of cTEC/mTEC lineages downstream of
common bipotent progenitors at discrete stages of development remains
unresolved. Using IL-7/CCRL1 dual reporter mice that identify specialized TEC
subsets, we show that the stepwise acquisition of CCRL1 is a late determinant of
cTEC differentiation. Although cTECs expressing high CCRL1 levels (CCRL1hi)
develop normally in immunocompetent and Rag2-/- thymi, their differentiation is
partially blocked in Rag2-/-Il2rg-/- counterparts. These results unravel a novel
checkpoint in cTEC maturation that is regulated by the crosstalk between TECs
and immature thymocytes. Additionally, we identify new Ulex europaeus agglutinin
1 (UEA1)+ mTEC subtypes expressing intermediate CCRL1 levels (CCRL1int) that
conspicuously emerge in the postnatal thymus and differentially express
Tnfrsf11a, Ccl21 and Aire. While rare in the fetal and in Rag2-/- thymi, CCRL1int
mTECs are restored in Rag2-/--Marilyn TCR-Tg mice, indicating that the
appearance of postnatal-restricted mTECs is closely linked with T-cell selection.
Our findings suggest that alternative temporally restricted routes of new mTEC
differentiation contribute to the establishment of the medullary niche in the
postnatal thymus.

Introduction
Within the thymus, it is well established the role of distinct thymic epithelial
cell (TEC) microenvironments in supporting the generation of functionally diverse
and self-tolerant T cells [9]. While cortical TECs (cTECs) promote T-cell lineage
commitment and positive selection, medullary TECs (mTECs) participate in the
elimination of autoreactive T cells and the differentiation of Treg cells [10]. In
particular, Autoimmune regulator (Aire)+ mTECs have an established role in
tolerance induction [69]. Cortical and medullary TECs are derived from common
bipotent progenitors present within the fetal and postnatal thymus [30, 36].
Importantly, the cTEC/mTEC maturation pathways downstream of bipotent
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progenitors, as well as the requirements for the establishment of these specialized
compartments at discrete stages of development are still unresolved.
The cTEC/mTEC lineage specification branches early in embryonic
development [118]. During initial stages of gestation, the thymic epithelium
predominately comprises Ly51+CD205+β5t+ cTECs [37, 38, 62], and mature
mTECs, including Aire+ mTECs, first appear around embryonic day 16 (E16) [64,
83]. The emergence of embryonic mTECs depends on cellular interactions with
lymphoid tissue inducer cells and invariant γδ T cells [77, 93], and involves
signalling through TNFR superfamily receptor activator of NF-κB (RANK) and
lymphotoxin beta receptor (LTβR) expressed on TEC precursors [77, 108].
However, and despite the elucidation of distinct maturation stages in mTECs [10],
there are still gaps in the understanding of cTEC differentiation. We, and others,
have recently demonstrated that fetal TEC progenitors expressing cortical
properties are able to generate mTECs [110, 119, 120]. These reports support the
idea that embryonic TEC precursors progress transitionally through the cortical
lineage prior to commitment to the medullary pathway, emphasising that TEC
differentiation is more complex then previously recognized [121].
The size of the medullary epithelial microenvironment continues to expand
after birth, fostered by additional interactions between TECs and mature
thymocytes, namely positively selected and CD4 single positive (SP4) thymocytes
[10]. The concerted activation of RANK-, LTβR- and CD40-mediated signalling on
mTECs and their precursors completes the formation of the adult medullary niche
[10]. It has been previously demonstrated a clonal nature for discrete embryonic
mTEC islets, which progressively coalesce into larger medullary areas in the adult
thymus [63, 64]. Hence, one can argue that the adult mTEC niche exclusively
results from the expansion of embryonic-derived mTECs and their precursors. Still,
it remains possible that alternative developmental stage-specific pathways
participate in the organization of the adult mTEC niche.
Here, we report a novel checkpoint in cTEC differentiation, which is defined
by the sequential acquisition of CCRL1 expression and is compromised in mice
with profound blocks in early T-cell development. Additionally, we define original
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subsets of mTECs, characterized by the intermediate CCRL1 expression, that
emerge in the postnatal thymus in tight association with thymocytes that develop
beyond the TCRβ selection. Our findings provide evidence for the existence of
several waves of mTEC development in the embryonic and postnatal thymus.

Results and Discussion
The acquisition of CCRL1 expression is a late cTEC determinant
The expression of CCRL1, an atypical chemokine receptor that controls the
bioavailability of key chemoattractants CCL19, CCL21 and CCL25, identifies
cTECs in the postnatal thymus [105]. Given the incomplete knowledge on the
differentiation of CCRL1+cTECs, we assessed their generation using previously
generated IL7YFP-CCRL1GFP dual reporter mice[119]. While in IL7YFP reporter mice,
YFP expression is a surrogate of a subtype of cTECs expressing abundant levels
of the crucial thymopoietin IL-7 (Il7YFP+)[62, 119], in CCRL1GFP reporter mice, GFP
expression labels cTECs in the postnatal thymus [105]. We previously showed that
postnatal Il7YFP+ TECs locate within cTECs that express high CCRL1 levels
(referred as CCRL1hi) [119]. Here, analysis during early stages of thymic
development showed that the emergence of Il7YFP+, CD205+ and Ly51+ TECs
around E12.5-13.5 [37, 38, 62] preceded the appearance of CCRL1-expressing
cells (Figure 1A and Supporting information Fig. 1B; non-reporter thymi in
Supporting information Fig. 1A). During the E12.5-15.5 period, both Il7YFP+ and
remaining YFP- cTECs progressively acquired the expression of CCRL1. At E18.5,
and similarly to the postnatal thymus [119], Il7YFP+ TECs reside within CCRL1hi
cells (Figure 1A). The number of CCRL1hi cTECs gradually increased throughout
development, contributing to the expansion of TEC cellularity during perinatal life.
TECs lacking CCRL1 and expressing intermediate CCRL1 levels (referred as
CCRL1- and CCRL1int, respectively) followed steadier numbers during this period
(Figure 1B). To address whether the acquisition of CCRL1 defined a late cTEC
maturation stage dependent on signals provided by developing thymocytes, we
crossed double reporter mice onto a Rag2-/- or Rag2-/-Il2rg-/- background. While the
majority of TECs were CCRL1hi in the postnatal Rag2-/- thymus, we detected an
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accumulation of CCRL1int TECs in the Rag2-/-Il2rg-/- thymus (Figure 1 C-D, nonreporter thymi in Supporting information Fig. 1C), akin to the CCRL1 pattern
observed at E15.5 (Figure 1A). Contrarily to CCRL1, the expression of Ly51,
CD205, Psmb11 (β5t) and Ctsl was not impaired in TECs from Rag2-/-Il2rg-/- thymi
(Supporting information Fig. 1D-E) [62, 119]. CCRL1- and CCRL1int TECs in the
Rag2-/-Il2rg-/- thymus were distinct from immunocompetent counterparts, as in the
later these subsets comprised mostly mTECs (bellow in Figure 2) that are virtually
absent in the Rag2-/-Il2rg-/- thymus [62].

-

+

Figure 1. CCRL1 is a late cTEC determinant. (A) Total TECs (gated as CD45 EpCAM ) from ILYFP
GFP
YFP
GFP
GFP
7 CCRL1
mice were analyzed for IL-7
and CCRL1
or CD205 and CCRL1
expression by flow
cytometry (FC) at the indicated time points. Numbers in plots indicate the frequency of cells found within each
gate. Plots are representative of three to five independent experiments per time point. E represents embryonic
hi
day and P5 represents postnatal day 5. (B) Cellularity of TECs expressing high (CCRL1 ), intermediate
int
(CCRL1 ), and no CCRL1 (CCRL1 ) was determined by the absolute thymic cell numbers and the respective
frequencies of each subset obtained by FC. Numbers on top of bars indicate average TEC cellularity for each
time point. Data are shown as mean + SD of 3–5 samples pooled from three to five independent experiments.
-/-/-/* p < 0.05 (unpaired t test). (C) TECs from 2-week-old Rag2 , Rag2 Il2rg , and immunocompetent (IC)
YFP
GFP
thymi were analyzed by FC for IL-7
and CCRL1
expression. Numbers in plots indicate the frequency of
each gate. Plots are representative of three independent experiments. (D) The mean proportion (%) of CCRL1
-/-/-/subsets in 2-week-old Rag2 , Rag2 Il2rg , and IC mice, determined by FC, is depicted. *p < 0.001 (unpaired
t test). Data represent means of three to five experiments (n = 5–6 mice/group).

The partial blockade in CCRL1, CD40 and MHCII expression in Rag2-/-Il2rg/-

mice (Supporting information Fig. 1D) was similar to blocks in the expression of

CD40 and MHCII also reported in CD3εTg26 mice [38]. Although the signals
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remain unidentified, our results indicate that lympho-epithelial interactions with
DN1-DN3 thymocytes provide differentiation cues that control late stages in the
cTEC differentiation program.

Intermediate CCRL1 levels define distinct mTEC subtypes in the postnatal
thymus
We reciprocally examined the generation of mTECs relatively to the
differentiation of CCRL1-expressing TECs. The primordial CD80+ mTECs were
found within CCRL1- cells (CCRL1-CD80+) at E15.5 (Figure 2A), preceding the
complete differentiation of CCRL1hi cTECs around E18.5-postnatal (Figure 1A).
The proportion and number of CCRL1-CD80+ mTECs augmented throughout time
(Figure 2A and D). Notably, a subset of CD80+ TECs, expressing intermediate
levels of CCRL1 (CCRL1intCD80+), emerged distinctly after birth (Figure 2A; nonreporter CD80+ mTECs and Ccrl1 expression are shown in Supporting information
Fig. 2A and B, respectively). As this subtype was virtually absent at E15.5, we
compared CCRL1int TECs for the expression of additional cTEC (Ly51) and mTEC
(UEA binding) markers [119, 120] in E18.5 and neonatal thymus. At both periods,
CCRL1hi and CCRL1-CD80+ TECs majorly identified either Ly51+ cTECs or UEA+
mTECs, respectively (Figure 2A-B). The CCRL1-CD80- TECs, which represent a
minor subset in the neonatal thymus, were predominantly composed of
Ly51intUEA+ TECs at this stage. CCRL1int TECs at E18.5 comprised mostly
Ly51+UEA-CD80-, although few UEA+CD80- and scarce UEA+CD80+ were
detected (Figure 2B-C). Interestingly, three discrete sizeable subpopulations
accumulated within neonatal CCRL1int TECs, including UEA-CD80-, UEA+CD80and UEA+CD80+ (Figures 2C). Both CD80- and CD80+ CCRL1intUEA+ mTEC
subsets, while scarce at E18.5 (Figure 2B-C), totally represented approximately
half and one quarter of the mTEC compartment in neonatal and young thymi,
respectively (Figure 2D). To examine whether CD80+CCRL1int mTECs differentiate
by the reiteration of the same pathways defined for postnatal mTECs [10, 92], we
set E18.5 fetal thymic organ cultures (FTOCs). While rare in intact FTOCs, RANK
and/or CD40 stimulation induced the differentiation of CD80+CCRL1int mTECs
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Figure 2. Intermediate CCRL1 expression reveals novel postnatal mTECs. (A) TECs (gated as CD45
+
YFP
GFP
GFP
EpCAM ) from IL-7 CCRL1
mice were analyzed for CCRL1
and CD80 expression by FC at the
indicated time points. Colored gates define different subsets and grids indicate the frequencies of each
respective one. (B) TEC subsets defined by the colored gates in (A) from E18.5 and postnatal day 5 (P5)
thymi were analyzed for Ly51 and UEA expression by FC. Numbers in histograms indicate the frequency
within each gate. Histograms are representative of three to five independent experiments. (C) Expression of
int
UEA and CD80 within gated E18.5 and postnatal day 5 (P5) total CCRL1 TECs was determined by FC.
Numbers in plots indicate the frequency of cells found within each gate. (A–C) Plots are representative of
+
YFP
GFP
three to five independent experiments. (D) Cellularity of UEA mTEC subsets from IL-7 CCRL1
mice was
assessed as in Figure 1. Average total mTEC cellularity is detailed above bars. Pie graphs represent the
+
mean proportion of color-coded subsets within total UEA mTECs. *p < 0.05 (unpaired t test) (data are shown
as mean + SD of 4–6 mice/group, pooled from three to five independent experiments (E) E18.5 FTOCs were
+
-/+
cultured for 4 days with the indicated stimuli and then assessed for mTEC induction (UEA CD80 ) by FC.
+
The proportion of subsets within UEA mTECs is color-coded. Data are shown as mean + SD of 8–10 thymic
lobes/group, pooled from three independent experiments. *p < 0.05 (unpaired t test). (F) RTOCs established
+
with E15.5-derived CCRL1 UEA CD80 TECs were stimulated with αRANK and/or CD40L and gated TECs
were analyzed for the expression of the indicated markers by FC. Plots are representative of three
independent experiments. (G) Expression of Psmb11, Ctsl, Tnfrsf11a, Ccl21, and Aire was assessed by
YFP
GFP
qPCR in purified TEC subsets (colored columns) from postnatal day 5 (P5) IL-7 CCRL1
mice. Values
were normalized to 18s. Data are shown as representative of three independent experiments.
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(Figure 2E and Supporting information Fig. 2C and D). Additionally, reaggregate
thymic organ cultures (RTOCs) established with E15.5 CCRL1+UEA-CD80- TECs,
and RANK- and CD40-activated to induce mTEC differentiation, showed that a
fraction of fetal CCRL1+ cTECs displayed CD80+ mTEC progenitor activity (Figure
2F). Next, we analyzed how the phenotypic traits of the emergent neonatal
CCRL1int TECs related to the expression of genes linked to cTECs (Psmb11 and
Cstl) and mTECs (Tnfrsf11a (RANK), Ccl21 and Aire) [10, 69]. Increasing Psmb11
and Cstl expression was exclusively detected within CCRL1intUEA- and CCRL1hi
cells. Interestingly, a gradual increase in Tnfrsf11a expression was observed in
CCRL1intUEA-, CCRL1intUEA+CD80-, CCRL1intUEA+CD80+ and CCRL1- CD80+
TECs. Ccl21, which is expressed by postnatal immature mTECs [122], was
specifically found within the CCRL1intUEA-CD80- and CCRL1intUEA+CD80subsets. Lastly, Aire expression was equally enriched in CCRL1- and
CCRL1intCD80+ mTECs (Figure 2G). Although fetal CCRL1+UEA- TECs have the
potential to generate mTECs (Figure 2F), and the gradual increase in the
expression of RANK and CCL21 within CCRL1int cells might suggest a continual
stepwise differentiation: CCRL1intUEA- - CCRL1intUEA+ - CCRL1intUEA+CD80+, our
attempts to evaluate a direct lineage relationship between neonatal CCRL1int TEC
subsets have been unsuccessful, given the difficulty of establishing RTOC with
perinatal TECs [34]. Thus, we can only speculate that the postnatal cTEC niche
harbours progenitors that are able to differentiate into mTECs, as shown in the
fetal thymus [110, 119, 120]. Alternatively, one cannot exclude that postnatal
CCRL1int mTECs might differentiate from a lineage unrelated to cTECs.
Collectively, our data indicates that while CCRL1intUEA- TECs co-express
molecular

traits

of

cTECs

and

mTECs,

CCRL1intUEA+CD80-

and

CCRL1intUEA+CD80+ cells define novel subtypes of immature and mature mTECs,
respectively, that emerge postnatally.

Thymic selection promotes the generation of CCRL1int mTECs
The differentiation of the CCRL1intCD80+ mTECs correlates timely with the
intensification of positive thymic selection around the perinatal period [118]. Given
that activation of RANK and CD40 fostered CCRL1intCD80+ mTECs (Figure 2C)
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Figure 3. Thymic selection drives the emergence of the postnatal-specific CCRL1 CD80 TECs. (A)
+
-/-/TECs (gated as CD45 EpCAM ) from postnatal day 5 (P5) Rag2 and female Marilyn- Rag2 mice were
GFP
analyzed for CCRL1
and CD80 expression by FC. Colored boxes define different TEC subsets and grids
indicate the frequencies of each one. Plots are representative of two to three independent experiments. (B)
-/-/Subsets defined by the colored gates in (A) from Rag2 and Marilyn- Rag2 mice were analyzed for Ly51 and
UEA expression by FC. Numbers in histograms indicate the frequency within each gate. Histograms are
representative of three independent experiments. (C) Frequency of subsets within total mTECs (pie graphs)
and numbers of mTEC subsets was determined by FC. Data are shown as mean + SD of three to five
samples, pooled from two independent experiments. *p < 0.05 (unpaired t test).

and the ligands for those mTEC-inductive signals are expressed by SP4
thymocytes [10], we investigated whether the appearance of CCRL1intCD80+
mTECs depends on TEC-SP4 interactions during selection. To this end we
crossed CCRL1-reporter mice onto a Marilyn- Rag2-/- TCR transgenic background,
in which T cells express an I-Ab-restricted TCR that recognizes the male H-Y
antigen [119]. As control, we co-analyzed Rag2-/- littermates, wherein mTEC
differentiation is compromised due to the lack of mature thymocytes [119]. Few
CD80+ mTECs were present in the neonatal Rag2-/- thymus, and those were
majorly CCRL1- (Figure 3A-C), resembling mTECs found in the E18.5 thymus
(Figure 2). Contrarily to the normal postnatal thymus, the scarce CCRL1- and
CCRL1intCD80+ subsets found in Rag2-/- mice were predominantly composed of
Ly51+UEA- cells (Figure 3 A, B). Strikingly, we detected a marked expansion of
both CCRL1-CD80+ and CCRL1intCD80+ mTECs in neonatal Marilyn-Rag2-/females (Figure 3A-C, non-reporter Rag2-/- and Marilyn-Rag2-/- are shown in S2E),
recapitulating the mTEC composition of the young thymus (Figure 2A). Akin to the
WT thymus, CCRL1hi and CCRL1-CD80+ TECs specifically identified cTECs and
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mTECS, respectively, and the emergent CCRL1intCD80+ TECs were Ly51loUEA+

(Figure 3B). One can envision that temporally restricted mTEC differentiation
pathways are engaged by interactions between mTEC precursors and distinct
hematopoietic cells. As shown previously [64, 83], the generation of the first
embryonic mature CD80+ mTECs (CCRL1-) precedes the development of SP4s
and depends on LTβR- and RANK-mediated signalling engaged upon lymphoepithelial interaction with lymphoid tissue inducer cells and γδ T cells [77, 93, 108].
Our

findings

indicate

that

the

differentiation

of

the

postnatal-restricted

CCRL1intCD80+ mTECs results from MHC-TCR, CD40-CD40L and RANK-RANKL
interactions [10, 92] between TEC precursors and TCRβ-selected thymocytes.

Concluding Remarks
The neonatal life marks a period characterized by a drop in cTECs and an
expansion in mTECs [105]. The identification of novel postnatal mTEC subsets
supports the concept that the foundation of the adult medullary microenvironment
results from alternative waves of mTEC differentiation. In this regard, recent
evidence suggests that the expansion of the medulla after birth involves de novo
formation of mTECs [123]. This notion implicates that fetal mTEC precursors might
have limited self-renewal potential, as shown for bipotent TEC progenitors [35],
and in turn the formation of the adult mTEC niche relies on additional inputs
arising after birth. Still, further studies are needed to elucidate to what extent
bipotent progenitors might progress through the cortical differentiation program in
the adult thymus. Also, the functional relevance of the mTEC heterogeneity
reported herein should be further dissected. As mTECs have a crucial role in T-cell
maturation and tolerance induction, our findings have implications in therapeutics
aimed at modulating TEC niches in the adult thymus.
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Mice
Dual IL-7YFPCCRL1GFP reporter mice were backcrossed onto Rag2-/-, Rag2-/- Il2rg-/and Marilyn-Rag2-/- C57BL/6 background [62, 119]. E0.5 was the day of vaginal
plug detection. Animal experiments were performed in accordance with European
guidelines.
TEC isolation and flow cytometry
TECs were isolated as described [119]. Cells were stained with anti-I-A/I-E (Alexa
780); anti-CD45.2 (PerCP-Cy5.5); anti-EpCAM (A647); anti-CD80 (A660); antiLy51, anti- CD205, UEA-1 (biotin), anti-EpCAM (eFluor 450) Abs, and streptavidin
(PE-Cy7) (eBioscience). Flow cytometry (FC) was performed on a FACSCanto II,
with data analyzed on FlowJo software (BD). Cell sorting was performed using the
FACSAria I (BD Biosciences), with purities >95%. A 510/10-nm band pass (502LP
dichroic mirror) and a 542/27-nm band pass (525LP dichroic mirror) filters were
used to discriminate the GFP/YFP signals.
Gene expression
mRNA (RNAeasy MicroKit, Quiagen) isolation and cDNA synthesis (Superscript
First- Strand Synthesis System, Invitrogen) were performed as described [15].
Real-time PCR (iCycler iQ5) was performed using either TaqMan Universal PCR
Master Mix and primers for 18s, Ctsl, Aire, Ccl21, Tnfrsf11a, and Psmb11 (Applied
Biosystems); or iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) and primers for Actb and
Ccrl1 as detailed [119]; Triplicated samples were analyzed and the ΔΔCt method
was used to calculate relative levels of targets compared with 18s/Actb as
described [119].
FTOCs and RTOCs
FTOCs and RTOCs were established with E18.5 and E15.5 embryos, respectively,
as described [119]. For FTOCs, TECs were analyzed after 4 days culturing with 1
mg/ml anti- RANK and/or with 5 mg/ml recombinant CD40L (R&D Systems). For
RTOCs, 105 E15.5 CCRL1+UEA-CD80- TECs were sorted and mixed with
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CD4+CD8+ and CD4+ thymocytes at 1:1:1 ratio. After 3 days, 0.3 mg/ml anti-RANK

and 1.3 mg/ml recombinant CD40L were added to the cultures. RTOC were
analyzed after 7 days.
Statistical Analysis
The unpaired t test was used to perform statistical analysis. P < 0.05 was
considered significant.
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Figure S1. Total TECs (gated as CD45 EPCAM ) from non-reporter littermates isolated at the indicated time
YFP
GFP
points were analysed for IL7
and CCRL1
expression by flow cytometry. (B) Total TECs from ILYFP
GFP
GFP
7 CCRL1
dual reporter mice were analyzed for the expression of Ly51 and CCRL1 . N.D. not
8
determined. Ly51 expression in E13.5 has been shown previously in . (A–B) Numbers in plots indicate the
frequency of cells found within each gate. Plots are representative of three to five independent experiments. E
numbers represent embryonic day and P5 represents postnatal day 5. (C) Total TECs
YFP
GFP
from Rag2−/− and Rag2−/−Il2rg−/− non-reporter littermates were analyzed for IL7
and CCRL1
expression by
flow cytometry. Numbers in plots indicate the frequency of cells found within each quadrant. (D) Histograms
for Ly51, CD205, CCRL1GFP, CD40 and MHC II expression in total TECs from 2 weeks
YFP
GFP
old Rag2−/− and Rag2−/−Il2rg−/− IL7 CCRL1
dual reporter mice. (E) Expression of Psmb11 and Ctsl in
−/−
TECs purified from 2 weeks old Rag2 and Rag2−/−Il2rg−/− mice was accessed by qPCR. Values were
normalized to 18s.
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Figure S2. Total TECs (gated as CD45 EPCAM ) from non-reporter littermates isolated at the indicated time
GFP
points were analysed for CD80 and CCRL1
expression by flow cytometry. Numbers in plots indicate the
frequency of cells found within each gate. Plots are representative of three independent experiments. (B) The
expression of Ccrl1 in TEC subsets purified from postnatal day 5 (P5) thymus was analyzed by qPCR . Values
were normalized to Actb. (C-D) E18.5-FTOCs were left intact or stimulated with anti-RANK (αRANK) and/or
GFP
CD40L. (C) CCRL1
and CD80 expression in total TECs analyzed by flow cytometry. Grids indicate the
+
frequencies of each respective one. (D) numbers UEA mTECs recovered after FTOC analyzed by flow
int
+
cytometry. * The number of CCRL1 CD80 TECs (orange) in treated FTOCs is significantly higher than in
controls, p<0.05 (unpaired t test). (E) Total TECs from non-reporter P5 Rag2−/− and female MarilynGFP
Rag2−/− littermates were analyzed for CD80 and CCRL1
expression by flow cytometry.
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Abstract
Cortical (cTEC) and medullary (mTEC) thymic epithelial cells establish key
microenvironments for T-cell differentiation, which arise from thymic epithelial cell
progenitors (TEP). However, the nature of TEPs and the mechanism controlling
their stemness in the postnatal thymus remain poorly defined. Here, we found that
a fraction of cTECs generates specialized clonal-derived colonies (ClonoTECs).
We show that ClonoTECs are EpCAM+MHCII-Foxn1lo cells, which lack cTEC or
mTEC traits but co-express stem-cell markers. Supporting their progenitor identity,
ClonoTECs are able to integrate within native thymic microenvironment and a
fraction of them generate cTECs or mTECs. Furthermore, ClonoTECs improve
thymopoiesis in IL7-deficient mice. Additionally, we show that the abundance of
cTECs

able

to

generate

ClonoTECs

gradually

wanes

with

age

in

immunocompetent thymus. Our findings provide evidence that the postnatal cortex
harbors a reservoir of TEPs, which are depleted across lifespan.

Introduction
The development and selection of highly diverse T cells, which are
responsive against pathogens while tolerant to one’s own organs, takes place in
dedicated niches of the thymus. Central to this instructive process are thymic
epithelial cells (TECs) that segregate into specialized cortical (cTEC) and
medullary (mTEC) thymic epithelial microenvironments [10]. While cTECs instruct
the commitment of hematopoietic precursors into the T cell lineage and positively
select thymocytes expressing MHC-restricted TCR, mTECs contribute to the
elimination of thymocytes expressing autoreactive TCR and the development of
regulatory T cells [102]. Consequently, genetic alterations that affect the
differentiation of TECs lead to pathologies that range from immunodeficiency to
autoimmunity [10]. Since TECs are sensitive to aging and conditioning regiments
linked

to

bone

marrow

transplantation

or

cancer

therapy

[124],

the

functionalization of thymic epithelial niches emerges as a direct approach to
improve thymopoiesis in disorders associated with ineffective T cell responses.
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The two prototypical cTEC and mTEC subsets differentiate from common
bipotent TEC progenitors (TEP) that exist in the embryonic [32, 33, 36] and
postnatal [30] thymus. Deciphering how bipotent TEPs self-renew and
transmogrify into cTECs and mTECs has been under intense investigation. The
discovery of mTEC-restricted precursors [63, 64, 78] led to the concept that TEP
give rise to cortical and medullary lineages through unrelated differentiation
pathways. Yet, evidence that embryonic cTEC-like progenitors have the potential
to generate cTECs and mTECs [110, 119, 120] suggests the existence of TEPs
that progress through the cortical lineage prior to commitment to mTECs [125].
These findings equally implicate that TEPs nestle within the embryonic cortex.
Recent studies identify distinct subsets of TECs in the postnatal thymus that are
purportedly enriched in TEPs [126-128]. Whether TEC differentiation in the
postnatal thymus follows the same precursor-product relationships is not airtight.
Moreover, the singular identity and anatomical location of TEPs are still elusive.
Thymic epithelial cell microenvironments turnover more rapidly than
previously recognized, with an estimated replacement rate of one-two weeks to
mTECs of the young adult thymus [22, 129]. These results suggest a requirement
for regular differentiation of new mature TECs by their upstream progenitors. Two,
not necessarily mutually exclusive, scenarios can be considered. On one hand,
long-lasting TEPs must continually produce lineage-committed precursors without
self-renewing capacity. Alternatively, the abundance of functional TEPs might drop
with age, being the replenishment of cortical and medullary epithelial niches
assured by downstream compartment-restricted precursors. Fate-mapping studies
show that the majority of adult mTEC network arise from fetal- and newbornderived TEPs expressing beta5t (β5t), a prototypical cTEC marker [130, 131].
Furthermore, mTEC-restricted SSEA-1+ progenitors [132, 133] and specialized
podoplanin+ (PDPN) mTEPs residing at the cortico-medullary junction [134] have
been identified, both contributing to the maintenance of mTEC compartment.
Together these findings infer that the bipotency capacity of TEPs is preserved
beyond birth, but might be progressively lost with age. Consequently, the
maintenance of adult medullary epithelial network seems to be secured by
unipotent mTEP(s).
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How changes in the bioavailability of TEPs across life impact on the
maintenance of TEC microenvironment, and ultimately on thymic output, is not
understood. Another unexplored area pertains to the physiological causes
underlying the presumed age-dependent senescence of TEPs. Since the amount
of embryonic TEP dictates the size of functional TEC microenvironments [35], it is
conceivable that the loss of TEC with age might be coupled to the deterioration of
TEP stemness. Nevertheless, we lack experimental evidence that argues in favor,
or against, this possibility. Herein, combining the usage of reporter, clonogenic
assays and thymic transplantations, we identify a subset of cTECs capable of
forming colonies, which contain cells with the potential to generate cTECs and
mTECs. These results indicate that TEP-like cells nestle in the postnatal cTEC
compartment. Temporal analysis reveals an age-dependent loss in epithelial stem
cell activity during the first weeks of life.

Material and methods
Mice
Transgenic Actin reporter C57BL/6J mice in which the chicken β-actin promoter
respectively drives enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein (eGFP) (ActinGFP) or Red
Fluorescent Protein (RFP) (ActinRFP) expression were purchased from Jackson
Laboratory. Ccrl1:eGFP (CCRL1GFP) reporter mice were kindly provided by Dr.
Thomas Boehm (Germany) [105] and were used as such or were backcrossed
onto Rag2−/− Il2rg−/− [62] C57BL/6J background. Il7−/− were purchased from
Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência (Portugal). For thymic transplantation, 6-8 weeks
C57BL/6J mice were used as recipients. Mice were housed under specific
pathogen–free conditions and experiments were performed in accordance with
institutional guidelines. For fetal studies, the day of vaginal plug detection was
designated embryonic day (E) 0.5.
TEC Clonogenic Assay
Purified TECs were cultured onto a feeder layer of irradiated mouse embryonic
NIH/3T3 (3T3) fibroblast cell line as described [135, 136]. 3T3 cells were regularly
maintained in culture using Dulbecco-Vogt modification of Eagle’s Medium
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(DMEM, Gibco–Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and
penicillin/streptomycin. For the preparation of feeder layer, 3T3 cells were
irradiated (60 Gy) one day before the experiment, seeded onto 6-well culture
plates coated with 0,05mg/mL of fibronectin (Sigma-Aldrich), at a density of 12.5 x
104 cells cm-2. TEC purified by cell sorting were directly cultured onto feeder layer
in a specialized medium consisting of a 3:1 mixture of DMEM and Ham’s F-12
medium (Gibco–Invitrogen), supplemented with 10% FBS, hydrocortisone 0.4 µg
ml-1, 10-6 M cholera toxin, 5 µg ml-1 insulin, 2 x 10-9 M 3,3’,5-triiodo-L-thyronin (T3),
10

ng

ml-1 recombinant

human

epidermal

growth

factor

rhEGF,

and

penicillin/streptomycin. (Peprotech). All cultures were performed at 37 ºC in a 5%
CO2 atmosphere for 12 days.
TEC and ClonoTEC isolation and flow cytometry analysis
TECs were isolated as described [119]. ClonoTEC were recovered from
Clonogenic assays using 0,05% trypsin-EDTA (Gibco-Invitrogen) and cold PBS
supplemented with 10% FBS to stop the reaction. Single-cell suspensions were
stained with anti-Ly51 (PE) (BD Biosciences); anti-Sca-1 (BV785); CD24 (BV510)
and anti-EpCAM (BV421) (BioLegend); anti–I-A/I-E (Alexa 780); anti-CD45.2
(PerCP-Cy5.5); UEA-1 (biotin); anti-CD80 (APC) and streptavidin (PE-Cy7)
(eBioscience); anti-FOXN1 (Alexa 647) [137] was kindly provided by Dr. HansReimer Rodewald (Germany). For intracellular staining, cells were fixed and
permeabilised with the Transcription Factor Staining Buffer Set (eBioscience)
according to the manufacture’s instructions. Flow cytometry analysis was
performed with the LSRFortessa instrument (BD Biosciences) and FlowJo
software. Cell sorting was performed using the FACSAria II (BD Biosciences), with
sort purities >95%.
Immunofluorescence analysis
Immunofluorescence staining was performed directly either on clonogenic assays
or on 8-mm sections of reaggregate thymic organ cultures (RTOCs) samples.
Cultures or tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy
Sciences) and stained with rabbit anti-GFP (Thermo Fisher Scientific), rabbit antikeratin 5 (Covance), rat Troma-I (from Brulet/Kemler lab), rat anti–I-A/I-E, rat anti-
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Aire, UEA1- or Ly51-biotinilated (eBioscience); and revealed with secondary Alexa
Fluor 488 anti-rabbit, Alexa Fluor 647 anti-rat, or streptavidin Alexa 555
(Invitrogen). Nuclei were stained with DAPI (Invitrogen). Vectashield mounting
medium (Vector Laboratories) was used to prepare the slides. Analysis was
performed with IN Cell Analyzer 2000 (GE lifesciences) and collected images were
processed with Fiji Software.
Gene expression
For quantitative PCR, mRNA from sorted cells was purified using the RNeasy
Micro Kit (QIAGEN). RNA was reverse transcribed to cDNA, using the SuperScript
III First-Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR (Invitrogen) and Random Hexamers
(Fermentas), and then subjected to real-time PCR using TaqMan Universal PCR
Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and primers for 18s, Foxn1, Il7, Psmb11,
Tnfrsf11a, Aire, Kitl, Dll4, Cxcl12, Ccl25, Ccl19, Ccl21 (Applied Biosystems). All
samples were analyzed as triplicates, and the DDCt method was used to calculate
relative levels of target mRNA compared with 18s. Procedures were done
according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Real-time PCR was performed in an
iCycler iQ5 Real-Time PCR thermocycler (Bio- Rad). Data were analyzed using
iQ5 Optical System software (Bio-Rad).
RTOC
Freshly isolated E14.5 thymic lobes were used to establish RTOCs, as described
[119]. Previous to aggregation, embryonic lobes were cultured for 3 days in DMEM
supplemented with 10% FCS and 360mg/l 2-deoxyguanosine (dGuo) (SigmaAldrich). ClonoTECGFP+ were sorted to high purity (>95%). RTOCs were
established from mixtures of 100,000–150,000 ClonoTECGFP+ with E14.5 thymic
cells at 1:5 ratio, and transplanted under the kidney capsule of WT mice. Ectopic
thymus were recovered after 4 weeks of transplantation and analyzed by flow
cytometry or immunohistochemistry.
Intrathymic Injections
ClonoTECGFP+ were intrathymically injected into Il7-/- mice [49] as previously
described in [138]. Briefly, 150,000 to 200,000 FACS sorted ClonoTECGFP+ were
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injected per mouse, using a 10ml Hamilton syringe with 33g needle, and thymus
were recovered and analyzed 2 weeks after the procedure.

Results
The postnatal cortical thymic epithelium contains cells with clonogenic
capacity.
The postnatal thymus represents a period of intense growth of the TEC
network, which plateaus during young adulthood prior their progressive reduction
with age [22, 139]. We conceived that these dynamic changes in TEC niches
might be coupled to a temporal exhaustion of TEPs. To seek for stemness within
the postnatal thymus, we established clonogenic assays that were reported to
support the growth of stem cells from other stratified epithelial cells and purported
TEPs from the rat thymus [135, 136]. In clonogenic assays, purified bulk postnatalTECs are cultivated onto a monolayer of feeder cells in specialized cultured
medium (as reported in [135, 136]). The growth of a large amount of colonies with
tightly packed cells was visualized by immunofluorescence, using the antibodies
against the pan-epithelial markers cytokeratin 8 (K8) and K5 (Figure 1 A) [39].
Colony-forming units became microscopically visible around day 6 in culture and
grew in size up to day 12, suggestive of serial rounds of cellular division (data not
shown). A limitation of experiments with “bulk” TECs is that they might hinder a
possible heterogeneity at the single cell level. Thus, we determined if this was a
property of all, or only a fraction of postnatal-TECs. For that, we performed cocultures experiments using equal amounts of postnatal TECs isolated from mice
that constitutively express Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) or Red Fluorescent
Protein (RFP) under the control of β-actin promoter. The development of single
GFP+ or RFP+ colonies suggested their possible clonal origin (Figure 1 B). Given
their clonal nature, these cells will be referred hereafter as ClonoTECs.
The observations that ClonoTECs were generated from a fraction of
postnatal TECs (Figure 1 B) led us to investigate whether the clonogenic capacity
was restricted to a subpopulation of cTECs and/or mTECs. To do so, we used
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CCRL1GFP reporter mice, in which the combined analysis of the expression of
CCRL1GFP and CD80 defines discrete subsets of cTECs and mTECs in the
postnatal thymus [139] (Figure 1 C). While high levels of CCRL1GFP cells
(CCRL1hi) identifies Ly51+cTECs, intermediate levels of CCRL1GFP define novel
subsets of mTECs that arise in the postnatal thymus (Figure 1 C) [139]. Analysis
of the discrete TEC subsets showed that the capacity to generate ClonoTECs was
markedly restricted and enriched to CCRL1hi cTECs. Yet, we also found residual
clonogenic activity in CCRL1intCD80+/- and CCRL1-CD80+ expressing subsets.
Furthermore, analysis of broadly defined cTECs (Ly51+) and mTECs (UEA+) from
actin-reporter mice yielded similar results (Figure 1 D). Together, these findings
indicate that the postnatal thymus harbors a subset of cTECs that display
clonogenic and self-renewal capacity in vitro.

Figure 1. ClonoTECs typify TEP-like cells and are markedly restricted to the cortical thymic epithelium
+
of the postnatal thymus. (A) Total TECs (defined as CD45 EpCAM cells) from 5 days old (P5) thymus were
purified and cultured in midscale clonogenic assays (6-well plate). After 12 days, cultures were analyzed by
microscopy for the expression of cytokeratin 8 (K8) and cytokeratin 5 (K5). (B) Total TECs purified from P5
actin-GFP and actin-RFP mice were co-culture at 1:1 ratio and analyzed for the expression of GFP and RFP.
GFP
GFP
(C) Depicted TEC subsets from P5 CCRL1
reporter mice were purified based on CCRL1
and CD80
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expression, cultured and analyzed as in (A). (D) cTECs and mTECs from P5 actin-GFP thymus were purified,
cultured and analyzed as in (B). Images represent complete individual wells from clonogenic assays and are
illustrative of at least three experiments. (E) ClonoTECs were analyzed by flow cytometry for the expression of
the indicated markers, which were compared to total TECs isolated from postnatal day 5 thymus. Isotype
antibody controls for each marker is also represented (F) ClonoTECs, cTECs and mTECs were purified by
FACS cell sorting and analyzed by RT-qPCR for the expression of the indicated genes. Relative mRNA
expression for represented target genes was normalized to 18s and values are represented in arbitrary units
(A.U.). Data are representative of two to three experiments.

ClonoTECs present phenotypic and molecular traits of TEP-like cells.
To gain further knowledge on the lineage identity and role of ClonoTECs,
we next characterized them at phenotypic and molecular levels for pan-TEC, stem
cell, cTEC- and mTEC-restricted markers. As comparison, we co-analyzed freshly
isolated cTECs and mTECs. Flow cytometry analysis showed that ClonoTECs
were EpCAM+, but contrarily to mature TEC, lacked MHCII and expressed minute
amounts of Foxn1 both at protein and transcription level (Figure 1 E and F).
Interestingly, ClonoTECs expressed CD24 and Sca-1, which have been reported
to identify epithelial stem cells in other anatomical sites, including breast and lung
[140, 141]. Additionally, we analyzed the molecular profile of purified ClonoTECs
for a restricted set of genes associated to cTECs (Kitl, Dll4, Il7, Psmb11 (β5t),
Cxcl12 and Ccl25) or mTECs (Ccl19, Ccl21, Tnfrs11a (RANK) and Aire).
Relatively to ex vivo isolated cTECs and mTECs, ClonoTECs expressed lower to
undetectable levels of cortical- and medullary-associated genes. Together, these
findings infer that ClonoTECs segregate from a typical mature epithelial identity,
and instead they might typify a TEP-like subset.

ClonoTECs display bipotent and regenerative properties in vivo.
The results presented above raise the possibility that bipotent TEPs nestle
after birth within the cortical thymic niche. To define the lineage potential of
ClonoTECs in vivo, we combined the usage of reaggregate thymic organ cultures
(RTOC) with thymic transplantation under the kidney capsule. ClonoTECs
generated from CCRL1GFP TECs lost GFP expression in culture (data not shown)
and thus were not appropriate for fate mapping experiments. Since Ly51+cTEC
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from actin-GFP reporter mice exhibited similar enriched clonogenic capacity
(Figure 1), we employed ClonoTECs generated from ActinGFP cTECs, in which
constitutive active GFP expression provides an intrinsic label for subsequent
lineage tracing. To reconstruct thymic epithelial microenvironments, we mixed
ClonoTECGFP+ with dGUO-treated E14.5 thymic cells and the resulting hybrid
RTOC was engrafted under the kidney capsule of WT mice to allow the ectopic
formation of a thymus (Figure 2 A). As control, dGUO-treated E14.5 thymus
without ClonoTECGFP were reaggregated and subjected to similar procedure. From
6 control and 11 hybrid RTOCs, 4 and 8 ectopic thymi were respectively recovered
4 weeks post-thymic transplantation. A fraction of ectopic thymi were dissociated
and analyzed by flow cytometry for the detection of ClonoTECGFP+ cells (CD45EpCAM+GFP+). ClonoTECs were distinctly present in all RTOCs and expressed
MHCII (3/3), indicating that this subset contained cells competent to engage into
the TEC differentiation pathway (Figure 2 B).

Figure 2. ClonoTECs are able to generate cTECs and mTECs in vivo. (A) Scheme of the lineage tracing
GFP
experiment. Briefly, ClonoTECs
were isolated and aggregated with dGuo-treated E14.5 thymic lobes.
RTOCs were transplanted into the kidney capsule of WT mice, ectopic thymi were recovered 4 weeks posttransplantation and analyzed by flow cytometry (B) or fluorescent microscopy (C and D). (B) Cells were
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analyzed for the expression of MHCII and GFP before reaggregation (input) and after transplantation (output).
FACS plots are representative of 3 experiments/ectopic thymus. (C and D) Immunofluorescence analysis of
ectopic thymus. (C) Control and ClonoTECs RTOCs were screened for GFP cells (anti-GFP Ab) and (D)
analyzed for the expression of K8, UEA, Ly51, MHCII and Aire, as depicted. Cortical (C) and medullary (M)
+
+
zones are indicated. Squares (in C) designate the zoomed areas and triangles (in D) indicate Aire GFP
GFP
TECs. 50µm scale is shown. Images are representative of 5 ectopic thymus containing ClonoTEC .

Nevertheless, we systematically recovered few TECs (either from embryonic or
ClonoTEC origin) from individual RTOCs for cytometer analysis. Thus, to gain
insights in the phenotypic properties and spatial distribution of ClonoTECsGFP+
within native thymic niches, another set of transplanted RTOC experiments was
analyzed by immunofluorescence microscopy. We observed that ClonoTECsGFP+
engrafted within thymic microenvironments and were detected in all recovered
RTOC (5/5) (Figure 2 C). Notably, ClonoTECs spanned within discrete cortical or
medullary areas, with a fraction of these cells expressing cTEC traits, such as K8
and Ly51, and other fraction expressing mTEC features, including UEA, MHCIIhi,
and Aire specific markers (Figure 2 C and D). Furthermore, we tested the
regenerative contribution of ClonoTECs under defective thymic settings provoked
by the absence of Interleukin 7 (IL-7). Since IL-7 is mainly produced by TECs in
vivo [50, 142], we assessed whether intrathymic transplantation of ClonoTECsGFP+
improved the defective thymopoiesis of Il7-/- mice. Immunofluorescence analysis
showed that ClonoTEC were majorly found within the cTECs areas, but only in a
half of intrathymically injected mice (Figure 3 A). Noteworthy, mTEC areas are
sparse in Il7-/- thymus, presumably due to the insufficient TEC-thymocyte
crosstalk. Still, we observed that ClonoTEC transplantation augmented the
thymopoietic activity of IL-7-deficient mice (Figure 3 B), partly ameliorating
defective thymopoietic stages coupled to the lack of IL-7 signals, such as the
accumulation of double-negative (DN) thymocytes and the prototypical DN2-DN3
(CD44+CD25+-CD44-CD25-) blockage (Figure 3 C). Collectively, these results
indicate that in vitro generated ClonoTECs contain TEPs with multilineage
potential capable of generating cTECs and mTECs and possess intrinsic
regenerative function upon integration in native thymic microenvironments.
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Figure 3. Intrathymic transplantation of
ClonoTECs partially restores thymopoiesis
GFP
in IL-7 deficient mice. Purified ClonoTEC
-/were intrathymically injected into Il7 mice and
thymus were harvested 2 weeks after
procedure. (A) PBS injected (Control) and
ClonoTEC transplanted (+ClonoTEC) thymi
were screened for the presence of GFP cells
(Anti-GFP Ab) and analyzed for the coexpression of K8, UEA and DAPI. 50µm scale is
shown. (B) Thymic cellularity and (C) indicated
thymocyte subsets were examined based on
the expression of CD4 and CD8, and CD44 and
CD25 within DN compartment. Data are
representative of two experiments.
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The pool of postnatal cTECs displaying clonogenic potential decreases with
age.
Given their progenitor features, we used ClonoTECs as a proxy to survey
alterations in TEP dynamics across life. To do so, we have established competitive
clonogenic assays with age-matched or age-mismatched TECs isolated from GFP
and RFP actin-report mice. Since we have shown that clonogenic activity is mostly
restricted to cTECs, we have focused our analysis to the postnatal cortical
compartment and we have observed a conspicuous loss in the capacity of cTECs
to generate ClonoTEC with age. While co-culture experiments with cTECGFP and
cTECRFP purified from postnatal day 5 mice yielded a similar proportion of
ClonoTECs of both origins, cTECs purified from postnatal day 5 revealed a
marked clonogenic advantage over their older counterparts (around four fold)
(Figure 4). Together, our findings indicate that cTECs autonomously lose the
capacity to generate ClonoTECs with age, suggesting that this potential decreased
concomitantly with the loss of cTECs and the expansion of the mTEC network that
occurs during the first weeks of life.
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Figure 4. The pool of postnatal cTECs that generate ClonoTECs decreases with age. (A) Age-matched
GFP
RFP
postnatal day 5 (P5) or (B) mismatched P5 and 2-weeks old cTECs from Actin
and Actin
reporter mice
GFP
RFP
were co-cultured in clonogenic assays for 12 days. ClonoTEC
and ClonoTEC
were analyzed by
fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry. The percentages of recovered cells analyzed by flow cytometry
are represented in the graphs. Images represent complete individual wells and are illustrative of three
experiments.

Discussion
Comprehending the principles that underlie the maintenance of cortical and
medullary thymic epithelial compartments is chief to harness thymopoiesis in the
elderly and in patients with immunodeficiency disorders or autoimmunity.
Therefore, the prospective isolation of TEPs within the adult thymus emerge as a
central objective in thymic biology, as it would provide means for reconstructing
functionalized thymic epithelial microenvironments in therapies targeting thymus
disorders. An aspect of equal importance that has been overlooked pertains to the
principles that control the bioavailability and functionality of TEPs in the adulthood.
Our findings reveal that the postnatal life defines a period of intense TEP stem cell
activity within the thymic cortex, which gradually diminished thereafter into the
adulthood. The deterioration of the pool of TEPs and/or defect in their
replenishment rate might explain the incapacity to sustain functional epithelial
niches in the aged thymus.
Given that the TEC network expands vigorously during the period between
birth and early adulthood, we centered our initial attention in this temporal window
with the hypothesis that it might reveal new insights on how TEP homeostasis is
balanced in vivo. We identified and characterized a subset of postnatal cTECs that
is able to form colony-forming units under specialized clonogenic culture assays
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(ClonoTECs). Interestingly, detailed phenotypic and molecular analyses show that
ClonoTECs lacked traits that are typically associated with cortical or medullary
lineages, but instead expressed markers linked to stem cells. These observations
correlate with their reduced levels of Foxn1, which is central for the initiation and
maintenance of the TEC program but appears dispensable for the maintenance of
the thymic epithelial stem cell pool [30, 31, 126]. One possibility is that ClonoTECs
arise directly from progenitors that settle within the cTECs and express low levels
of Foxn1. Alternatively, ClonoTECs might gradually lose Foxn1 expression in vitro,
indicating that its levels are tightly controlled by thymic microenvironmental factors.
Further experiments are required to understand how this master regulator of TEC
identity is balanced in vivo. Importantly, the findings that ClonoTECs self-renew in
vitro and diversify into cTECs and mTECs in vivo reinforce their TEP-like
signature. Worth mentioning, the recovered ClonoTECs that reintegrated within
thymic microenvironment was reduced. Whether the low engraftment of
ClonoTECs is due to experimental impediments related to the establishment of
organotypic cultures and/or a competitive disadvantage relatively to embryonic
TEC within RTOCs is unclear. This technical limitation seems to be transversal to
other studies using hybrid RTOC, which are composed of predominant embryonic
thymic stromal cells mixed with adult TEC subsets purportedly enriched with TEPs
[126-128]. Furthermore, due to high cell density requirements, ClonoTECs used in
RTOC experiments derived from a pool of multiple colony-forming units. Despite
phenotypic similarities, possible intra and inter-clonal heterogeneity within
ClonoTECs might also influence their engraftment. Future refined experimental
setups are required to address these possibilities. Additionally, the observations
that ClonoTECs integrate within the defective thymic microenvironment of IL-7deficient mice and ameliorate their defective thymopoeisis, in a condition in which
they constitute the only source of IL-7, provide functional evidence for their
regenerative properties in vivo. Most of the current studies have so far addressed
the lineage potential of purported TEP. Improved experimental methods are
however necessary to analyze the autonomous contribution of isolated TEPs to
distinct aspects of thymopoiesis, including lineage commitment, migration positive
and negative selection and T regulatory cell differentiation.
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Using distinct TEC cellular fractionating approaches, three recent reports
have revealed the existence of TEC stem cell activity within the adult thymus.
First, Ucar et al. reported the presence of EpCAM- Foxn1- cells within the thymic
stromal cells that form spheroids, named thymosphere, under specialized in vitro
culture system and have the capacity to generate cTECs and mTECs [126]. We
reason that cTECs with clonogenic potential represent a distinct TEP subset from
thymospheres.

First,

although

the

location

of

thymospheres

remains

undetermined, ClonoTECs arise from cells belonging to the prototypical cTEC
lineage (EpCAM+Ly51+CCRL1+). Secondly, CD45-EpCAM- thymic stromal cells
failed to form colonies in our experimental condition (data not shown). More
recently, Wong et al. documented that bipotent TEPs exist within the UEA-1-MHIIlo
cTEC-like cells of the adult thymus [127] and Ulyanchenko et al. further mapped
them to a fraction of Ly51+MHCIIhiPlet1+ cTECs[128], inferring that TEPs share to
some extent a cortical-associated signature. Along this line, genetic inducible cellfate mapping studies by Ohigashi et al. and Mayer et al. found that a large fraction
of adult cTECs and mTECs develop from fetal- and newborn-derived TEPs
expressing β5t [130, 131]. Concordantly to our findings, these results suggest that
TEC differentiation in the postnatal period follows a similar process to the one
defined in the embryonic life [121], in which the cortex represents a reservoir of
TEPs wherefrom they can potentially differentiate into cortical and epithelial
lineages. Yet, it remains to be elucidated whether cTEC-derived ClonoTECs, and
all the recently identified subsets enriched in TEP-like cells, contain truly bipotent
progenitors or unipotent progenitors for each lineage. Albeit it is conceptually
possible that several pools of TEP-like cells exist within the thymus, further studies
are required to determine the lineage and temporal relationship between the
distinct types of reported TEPs that are being revealed within the adult thymus. It
is important to underline that even with the most refined subsets and distinct
assays, TEC precursors are still being described at the population level, but are
not yet recognized as single cells.
It remains unclear how TEC stem cell activity is controlled in the adult
thymus. The incapacity of TEC progenitors to undergo compensatory proliferation
to maintain the number of mature TECs [35] indicates a direct deficit in their
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stemness. Based on their progenitor activity, we used the clonogenic capacity of
cTECs as a surrogate to survey the detailed dynamics of TEP during early
postnatal life and adulthood. Our findings suggest that TEP activity is
predominantly enriched with the CCRL1hi cTECs during the first week of life.
Previous observations showed that cTECs regenerate after the specific ablation of
CCRL1hi cTECs [105]. Nevertheless, the complete cTEC depletion was not
achieved in this study and therefore resistant TEP within CCRL1-expressing
subset might explain the observed regenerative capacity of cortical epithelium.
The loss in the capacity of CCRL1hi cTECs to generate ClonoTECs in the ensuing
weeks indicates that the bioavailable pool of TEPs is reduced with the entry into
the adulthood. Supportive of this view are the findings that the contribution of β5t+
progenitors to cTEC and mTEC lineages declines postnatally [130, 131] and TEPs
isolated from the adult thymus are extremely rare cells [126, 127, 130]. Our results
suggest that the epithelial progenitor capacity decreases concomitantly with the
loss of cTECs and the expansion of the mTEC network, driven by continual
interaction with developing thymocytes [102]. Albeit lympho-epithelial interactions
are often considered stimulatory to TEC differentiation, we conjectured that signals
provided by developing thymocytes might restrain functional properties coupled to
immature TECs [102]. Further worker from our lab has shown that the clonogenic
activity in TEC is maintained in adult alymphoid thymus, suggesting that aging is,
not per se, a defining factor in this process (data not shown). In particular, we
observed that clonogenic activity was to a certain extent enriched within CCRL1hi
cTEC-like subset of adult mice, indicating that TEPs progress through, and settle
within, the cortical lineage in a thymocyte-independent manner (data not shown).
These observations provide evidence for a negative feedback mechanism in which
continual thymocyte-TEC crosstalk fine-tunes the stem cell activity of TEPs.
Similar observations were recently suggested to Cld3,4+SSEA1+ mTEC-restricted
cells, which are rare

in the adult thymus and enriched in Rag2-/- mice [133].

Thymocyte-derived signals are often considered stimulatory for TEC differentiation
[10]. Nonetheless, previous studies, including from our group, have shown that
thymocyte-TEC crosstalk negatively regulates functional attributes coupled to
cTECs, including the expression of DLL4 and IL-7 [61, 119]. Now, our findings
implicate that continuous lympho-epithelial interactions impact upstream on the
TEC differentiation branch, deteriorating the pool of TEPs and possibly limiting
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their replenishment rate. This notion provides a possible explanation to the failure
in maintaining TEC microenvironments in the aged thymus [22], and the success
in inducing cortical and medullary epithelial compartments in adult mice that lack
functional thymocytes-crosstalk [62, 111]. Together, our data question whether the
mere prospective isolation of bipotent progenitors from the adult and aged thymus
represents the more desirable strategy for cellular replacement therapies in thymic
disorders. Alternative approaches might focus in unraveling active mediators of
stem cell activity, which will permit a more effective functionalization of TEPs
isolated the adult thymus.
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The thymic epithelium defines a specialized microenvironment for T cell
generation, which rely on the proper diversification of uncommitted epithelial
progenitors into functionally different cortical and medullary subsets [10]. In this
thesis, we have deciphered novel TEC differentiation pathways that advance our
current knowledge on thymus development. We showed that the cortical
compartment of the embryonic and postnatal thymus harbors a pool of cells with
bipotent capacity to generate cTECs and mTECs. Interestingly, we also
demonstrated that the bioavailability of cortical-related progenitors is reduced
across life, possibly as a result of continual lympho-epithelial interactions.
Although the role of TEC-thymocyte crosstalk in promoting mTEC differentiation
has been intensively studied, its function on the cortical compartment is not yet
understood. Herein, we have additionally shown that MHC-peptide/TCR
interactions control the homeostasis of cTECs, limiting the size of their niche.
In this section, I discuss the major findings obtained in this thesis and
integrate them with several key studies that have contributed to our current
understanding of the processes underlying thymic microenvironment ontogeny and
maintenance.

Uncovering embryonic thymic development: establishment and patterning of
the epithelial microenvironment
TEC ontogeny is initiated early in embryonic development with the
formation endodermal-derived thymic anlagen [27, 28]. Thymus development is
then followed by a presumed expansion of thymic epithelial progenitor cells and
their differentiation into cortical and medullary epithelium, in a dynamic process
that continues in the postnatal life [22]. Yet, the true TEP identity and their
requirements for maintenance and/or differentiation are still poorly defined.
Several studies have examined the development of the downstream
progeny of bipotent TEPs. The description of compartment-restricted progenitors
led to the idea that cTEC and mTEC developmental pathways diverge early in
their developmental pathways and therefore the establishment of both
compartments would rely on lineage committed intermediate progenitors [121]
!
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(Introduction – figure V). Supportive of this, the nature of the medullary
epithelium was shown to be clonal, deriving from a single cell progenitor [63] and
the expression of the tight junction proteins Cld3,4 marks a minor subset of Aire+mTEC progenitors at E13 thymus [64]. More recently, the emergence of RANK+
mTEC-restricted cells within the Cld3,4hi population of the E14 thymus was
described as a purported downstream progeny of Cld3,4hiSSEA1+ early TEC
medullary precursors [132]. Further maturation can be analyzed by following the
acquisition of MHCII and CD80 maturation markers, confirming the direct
precursor-product relationship within mTEC lineage [22]. On the other side, less is
known about discrete developmental stages of cTECs, being their specific
progenitors identified by CD205 and β5t expression in thymus ontogeny [38].
Specifically, segregation between β5t and Claudins expression pattern in the outer
and inner layer of early thymic anlage, respectively, provided evidence for this
hypothesis of bimodal and unrelated TEC differentiation pathways [37].
Nevertheless, these studies do not unveil how transitional compartment-specific
progenitors relate with the other epithelial lineage or the common bipotent
precursor.
Here, we took advantage of a previously described IL-7 reporter mouse
model, in which a homogenous population of cTECs expressing high levels of Il7
transcripts is present in the embryonic and young postnatal thymus [50, 62], to
follow cortical epithelium dynamics throughout development. Employing RTOC, we
have shown that Il7hi/YFP cortical TEC population contains cells with the ability to
differentiate into both cTECs and mTECs (Results Chapter I, Figure 5). These
results suggest the existence of cells within the cortex with the capacity to divert
into the medullary lineage. In agreement, two complementary studies reported
similar findings. While Baik et al demonstrated that CD205+CD40- cTECs are able
to generate both β5t/CD205 cortical and Aire-expressing medullary TECs in RTOC
grafts [110]; Ohigashi et al used β5t-Cre-mediated reporter expression to
demonstrate that the great majority of mTECs derive from cells with a cTECassociated β5t expression history [120].
These findings imply that the early segregation model, in which cTEC and
mTEC differentiate through individual unrelated pathways downstream of bipotent
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TEPs, might be more complex than previously recognized. Instead, embryonic
epithelial progenitors seem to transiently progress through the cortical lineage,
prior to the commitment into mTEC, a process that we described as a serial
progression model for TEC differentiation [121] (Figure I). This notion would
implicate that the cortical compartment acts as a niche for cells with bipotent
capacity. Nevertheless, several questions remain unanswered: (1) what are the
molecular mechanisms regulating the dynamics of lineage conversion?; (2) how
many cells within the cortex retain the capacity to divert into both cTECs and
mTECs? One can speculate that only a small fraction of cells displaying cortical
features preserve their bipotency. Nonetheless, since none of these studies was
performed at the single cell level, one cannot exclude the existence of unipotent
cTEC and mTEC progenitors residing within the cortical compartment; (3) Do
these cells represent immature or mature cTECs? The complete segregation
between the timing of expression of the putative later cTEC marker CCRL1 and
the first mTECs emerging in the embryonic thymus (Results Chapter II, Figure 2)
suggests that these transitional precursors do not progress further within the cTEC
lineage. Still, further studies are warranted to address these queries. The definition
of more refined subsets of epithelial progenitors and their genome-wide analysis
might be of great interest to better understand their single cell nature and,
consequently, their specific molecular signature.

Figure I – Serial progression model for TEC differentiation. In this model, TEPs transverse through a
transitional stage in which they express phenotypic and molecular traits associated with cTECs prior to the
commitment into a cTEC or mTEC fate. Within the medullary lineage, the relation between the distinct mTEPs
described is still not understood.

Although thymus development and compartmentalization into cortical and
medullary areas starts during embryonic development, thymic epithelium
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establishment and expansion continues throughout life [22]. The maintenance of
the thymic microenvironment throughout postnatal life will be discussed in the
following section.

Expanding and maintaining thymic microenvironments: from the embryonic
to the adult thymus
The maintenance of the thymic epithelium throughout life requires a
continuous replenishment of mature TECs. Nevertheless, the adult thymus
undergoes an age-related atrophy that results in the loss of normal cortical and
medullary architecture. Yet, the fact that thymic involution and consequent
decreased T-cell output can be partially reverted under specific conditions, such
as sex steroid ablation [21, 22], suggests that the TEC compartment is able to
maintain some plasticity and regenerative capacity, which can be associated to the
presence of TEC progenitors in the adult thymus. It has been shown that TEPs
persist beyond the embryonic period [30]. Whether postnatal TEPs contribute to
the maintenance of the adult thymic epithelial compartment across life, is still not
completely understood.
The evidence that embryonic TEPs progress through the cortical lineage
prior to the commitment into mTECs led to the idea that the cortex functions as a
niche for bipotent precursors. Multi-color flow cytometry analysis of CCRL1reporter mice throughout thymic development enabled us to unravel novel mTEC
subsets that share cTEC and mTEC traits, which suggests a possible continual
contribution of the cortex to the medullary compartment. These subsets are
particularly prominent during the first week of age and point to the cortical
compartment as a possible niche for postnatal bipotent precursors (Results
Chapter II, Figure 2).
To test this, we employed specialized in vitro clonogenic assays [135, 136]
to selectively grow TEC progenitors and study their dynamics in the early postnatal
life. Our results suggest that epithelial cells with self-renewal and bipotent capacity
can be generated from cells nestling within the postnatal cTEC compartment
(Results Chapter III, Figures 1-3). Moreover, these cells appear to retain their
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functional capacity to boost T cell development upon reintegration in IL-7 deficient
thymus, indicative of their in vivo regenerative capacity (Results Chapter III,
Figure 4). Still, further investigation using more refined experimental systems are
required to access their capacity to support distinct crucial checkpoints during T
cell development, such as lineage commitment, and selection. In this regard, the
reconstruction of thymic environments exploiting cells with distinct MHC
deficiencies and TCR transgenic models may be of great value to access the
selection capacity of defined TEP-derived cells.
The amount of available TEPs appears to determine the size of the thymus
and its output [35]. Nevertheless, how the age-associated thymic involution is
related to a deterioration of the epithelial progenitor pool and consequent
imbalance in TEC maintenance is still poorly understood. Our findings suggest that
TEP activity is predominantly enriched in cTECs during the first week of life
(Results Chapter III, Figure 5), being timely correlated with the great expansion
of the TEC microenvironment in the young thymus. Further studies from our lab,
using microscaled assays to follow the dynamics of TECs with clonogenic
potential, revealed that the frequency of cTECs able to generate colonies is
prominently reduced between the first and the second week of age and becomes
almost negligible in the four weeks old thymus, at the peak of thymic activity
(Meireles & Ribeiro, unpublished). By taking advantage of mouse models
displaying severe blocks in thymocyte development, we established a correlation
between the loss of cTECs with clonogenic potential and continual lymphoepithelial interactions across life (Meireles & Ribeiro, unpublished). These results
provide evidence for a possible negative feedback mechanism in which TECthymocyte crosstalk acts as regulator of TEP stem cell activity. Therefore, these
findings also implicate that these continual interactions take place early in the TEC
differentiation pathway and might contribute the incapacity of the aged thymus to
maintain and replenish its TEC microenvironment [22]. Further studies using mice
with distinct blocks in T cell development are warranted to decipherer the cellular
and molecular partners of these interactions.
Our results are in line with two collaborative studies that have addressed
the contribution of cortical-associated precursors to the mTEC compartment in the
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postnatal thymus. By applying inducible models of lineage tracing based on β5t
expression [130, 131], the authors could follow the progeny of β5t+ TEPs during
postnatal life. Their reports showed that the contribution of cTEC-associated
progenitors to the adult mTEC niche decreases with age. In fact, cTEC-derived de
novo mTEC differentiation seems to be restricted to the first week of age and
almost negligible in the adult thymus. Instead, the growth and maintenance of the
mTEC compartment appears to be guaranteed by medullary-restricted precursors
[130] (Figure II). The existence of precursors committed to the medullary lineage
(mTEPs) in the adult thymus has been scrutinized by several studies. Within
these, Cld3,4+SSEA1+ cells were shown to be a rare population containing mTECrestricted progenitors in the adult thymus, suggesting that the pool of mTEPs is
exhausted throughout life [133]. Additionally, podoplanin+ (PDPN) TECs residing
at the cortical-medullary junction (jTECs) were described to be able to generate
nearly half of the adult mTECs [134]. Although Cld3,4+SSEA1+ mTEPs were
shown to derive from β5t+ cortical precursors, their link to PDPN+ jTECs is not yet
clear. One can speculate that the latter PDPN+ subset might represent a
downstream progeny of Cld3,4+SSEA1+ adult mTEPs, which contribute to the
maintenance of the medullary network, acting as transient amplifying subsets [143]
(Figure II).
These findings point to a scenario in which the maintenance of the
epithelium is guaranteed by the turnover of compartment-restricted cells. Indeed, it
has been previously shown that mature TEC populations proliferate in the adult
thymus [22]. Nevertheless, the contribution of bipotent TEPs throughout life is not
excluded in none of the above-discussed studies, and the cooperative action of
bipotent progenitors and turnover of committed cells throughout life might also be
considered. Several studies have focused their attention on the identification of
TEP throughout development. Adult TEPs with the capacity to generate cTECs
and mTECs were shown to be present either within the EpCAM-Foxn1- fraction of
stromal cells [126] and EpCAM+Foxn1+ epithelial lineages [127, 128]. Among
these latest, Wong et al reported that bipotent TEPs exist within the UEA-1MHCIIlo cTEC compartment [127], while Ulyanchenko et al further mapped them to
a fraction of Ly51+MHCIIhiPlet1+ cells [128], suggesting that TEPs maintain their
cortical associated features in the adult life. Yet, it is important to emphasize that
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the described epithelial subsets may be enriched for such progenitors, which are
described at the population level rather than as single cells. Still, one can
speculate that these identified subsets comprise different, yet some how
developmental-related, precursors.

Figure II – Establishment and maintenance of the epithelial compartments in the early postnatal and
adult thymus. While in the first week of life bipotent progenitors within cTECs contribute for the establishment
and growth of the medullary compartment, the adult niches are maintained by the expansion of lineagerestricted precursors. How the distinct progenitors relate to each other is not completely addressed.

All together, these findings demonstrate that functional TEPs are present in
the postnatal thymic cortical compartment and they preserve their bipotent
capacity. Nevertheless, their bioavailability diminishes across life, possibly as a
result of continual lympho-epithelial interactions. Therefore, the adult TEC
compartment seems to be expanded and maintained by lineage-restricted
intermediate precursors [133, 134, 143], rather than by the pool of bipotent
progenitors, which have undergone age-dependent exhaustion.
As TEPs seem to settle within the cTEC lineage and their bioavailability
appears to parallel the dynamics of their harboring cortical niche, it is of great
interest to gain a better understanding of the development of the thymic cortical
epithelium.
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Deciphering the cortical epithelial niche
Epithelial cells from the thymic cortex form the unique microenvironment
that provides crucial factors for thymocyte survival and T-cell commitment, and
that is able to process and present a myriad of self-derived peptides, responsible
for the selection of a great TCR diversity [10, 102]. Nonetheless, the discrimination
of distinct developmental stages within the cortical lineage is still not clear. In fact,
most of the cTEC-restricted markers are acquired early in ontogeny and are widely
expressed through the thymic cortex. For instance, both CD205 and β5t are
detected as early as the E12 thymus and their expression is progressively
upregulated throughout early development, concomitantly with MCHII levels [37,
38].
It is well established that continual interaction with developing thymocytes
elicit an increase of the mTEC compartment in the postnatal life with a
concomitant decrease in cTEC areas [22, 102]. Although mTEC developmental
stages and thymocyte-derived signals have been extensively studied, our
understanding on fundamental aspects of the cortical thymic epithelium
development and homeostasis remains limited. It was previously recognized that
cTEC development is not a cell autonomous process, in which mesenchymal cells
and developing thymocytes seem to cooperate to regulate cTEC homeostasis and
maturation [38-41]. Still, we lack information on the nature of the thymocytederived signals that control the thymic cortex.
As the dynamics of Il7hi/YFP TECs in IL-7 reporter mice mimics the one
observed for cTECs during embryonic and postnatal development [50, 62], we
followed this population as a surrogate cTEC subset to better understand the
homeostasis of this compartment. Thymocytes beyond DP subset were shown to
restrain the size of the cortical Il7hi/YFP compartment [62]. Here, we demonstrated
that this restraining lympho-stromal association is mediated by TCR/MHC-peptide
interactions during selection events (Results Chapter I, Figure 7 and 8).
Nevertheless, it is still not clear how these interactions affect cTEC homeostasis.
One can speculate that upon TCR-MHCII interaction, novel signaling pathways are
engaged in the thymocytes that culminate on the delivery of still unidentified
important signals for cTECs. Yet, little is known about cTEC-specific pathways
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controlling their differentiation and homeostasis. In this regard, a recent report had
suggested that Notch signaling is particularly evident in cTECs, and that its action
in mTECs leads to impaired medullary maturation [144], possibly indicating a
putative specific role for Notch pathway on the maintenance of the cortical identity.
However, further functional assays are required to clarify its role on cTEC
homeostasis, as well as the cellular source of Notch ligands within the thymic
microenvironment.
In order to further dissect the heterogeneity of the cortical compartment, we
have combined specific cTEC-associated Il7YFP with CCRL1GFP reporter mouse
models. Analysis of the double-reporter thymus throughout ontogeny has revealed
that initiation of CCRL1GFP expression typifies a later cTEC maturation marker that
is progressively acquired through embryogenesis and early postnatal life. (Results
Chapter II, Figure 1, S1). Additionally, CCRL1 and MHCII acquisition is partially
blocked in mice displaying combined Rag2 and Il2rg deficiencies, suggesting that
cTEC maturation is partially impaired (Results Chapter II, Figure 1) [38]. These
findings support the key role of interaction with DN2-DN3 thymocytes in cTEC
maturation. Nevertheless, one cannot exclude a possible additional and
complementary role of γc cytokine-dependent cells on cTEC differentiation. The
role of IL-7R-expressing Lti cells in tissue formation and organization is well known
for secondary lymphoid organs [145-147]. In the thymus, these cells belonging to
the group 3 of Innate Lymphoid Cells (ILC) express high levels of RANKL and
were shown to drive mTEC differentiation in the embryonic thymus [77].
Additionally, IL-22 produced by Lti cells was demonstrated as a crucial cue in
thymic regeneration upon acute damage, by acting mostly in cTECs and immature
mTECs [148]. Whether Ltis and IL-22 play a major role in cTEC differentiation and
homeostasis is still uncovered. The analysis of thymus with combined deficiency in
the Rag and Rorgc genes should further elucidate these questions.
The above-described possible heterogeneity within the TEP harboring
cortical compartment has raised the idea that developmental distinct progenitors
preserve the capacity to divert into the mTEC lineage. Whether these distinct
waves of mTEC differentiation result in a functional heterogeneity within the
medulla is not yet addressed.
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Unveiling mTEC development and heterogeneity
The neonatal life represents a very challenging developmental window for
the immune system and for its adaptation to the external environment. During the
first weeks of age, the peripheral T cell pool is greatly augmented and it is known
that specific Treg subsets that assure central tolerance throughout life are
generated during this developmental window [149, 150]. It is, then, a demanding
period for mTEC expansion and function in T cell selection and Treg development.
Accordingly, although the first mature mTECs are observed around embryonic day
16 in mice, major expansion of the medullary compartment occurs mainly in the
postnatal life, concomitantly with the emergence of positively selected SP
thymocytes [83].
Analysis of the cTEC-restricted CCRL1 reporter mouse model throughout
development has revealed novel mTEC subsets that emerge specifically in the
postnatal thymus and still co-express cortical features (Results Chapter II, Figure
2), suggesting the existence of distinct waves of mTEC differentiation in the
embryonic and postnatal thymus. Whether these temporally distinct waves
generate functionally distinct mTEC subsets is currently unclear. A recent report
has shown that embryonic and neonatally β5t-derived mTECs display subtle
differences in their expression pattern of TNF receptor-associated factor 3
(TRAF3) and some TRAs [130]. One can speculate that these differences may
arise from mTEC of possible distinct developmental origin.
Whether the two described postnatal subsets of mature medullary (CCRL1and CCRL1+) TECs differ in their antigen presentation capacity or in their ability to
support thymocyte maturation upon selection it is currently unaddressed. Our gene
expression analysis showed similar Aire expression patterns in both subsets
(Results Chapter II, Figure 2), suggesting that they are likely equally functional
on Aire-dependent antigens presentation. Nevertheless, we still do not know
whether this is also the case for Aire-independent TRAs. Recently, a novel
regulator of mTEC-mediated antigen presentation was described. However, in
contrast to Aire, Fezf2 is expressed in both immature and mature mTECs [74],
suggesting a broader presentation of Fezf2-dependent antigens. Further studies
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on the expression pattern of TRAs and their specific regulators are needed to
further dissect the distinct mTEC subsets.
Another degree of heterogeneity in early steps of mTEC differentiation has
been recently added, when Baik et al employed their RANK-reporter mouse model
to show that the emergence of the first RANK+ mTEPs occurs within the Cld3,4hi
population at E14 embryonic thymus. These mTEC-restricted cells seem to
represent a developmental stage distinct from the Cld3,4hiSSEA1+ TECs, based
on their levels of MHCII and CD205 expression [132]. However, although RANK+
mTEPs emerge temporally downstream of SSEA1+ mTEPs, the direct lineage
relationship between these two subsets remains undetermined. Additionally, future
experiments are required to access the expression of additional cTEC and mTEC
markers in both subsets. One can speculate that the segregation of
Cld3,4hiSSEA1+ and Cld3,4hiRANK+ cells may indicate the initiation of alternative
routes of embryonic mTEC differentiation. The functional relevance of the
described mTEC heterogeneity at embryonic and postnatal stages and the
possible correlation with their distinct ontogeny requires further dissection.
Additionally, Baik et al have shown that although Cld3,4hiSSEA1+ mTECrestricted progenitors are reduced in nude mice, their progression into the
medullary lineage as a RANK+ population is only dependent on Relb-signaling,
suggesting that the non-canonical NF-κB pathway [132] as an important
checkpoint in the regulation of RANK expression in mTEPs. This evidence also
infers that mTEC commitment and maturation are independently regulated.
Further experiments are required to define the identity of upstream receptors
controlling the expression of RANK in vivo. One can speculate that these signals
might dictate the divergence between epithelial lineages.

Final remarks and future directions
All together, the recent developments in the thymus field provide an
important part on our current understanding of TEC biology. Nevertheless, we still
lack evidence on how transcriptional and epigenetic changes contribute to TEP
maintenance or TEC lineage specification. The recent experimental advances on
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genome-wide data mining should be further exploited to solve this fundamental
question. I believe that deciphering the transcriptional master regulators for cortical
and medullary genetic program would represent the next big advance in the field.
Although we might have uncovered some of the signals related to lineage
specification, we still known very little about their induction and regulation at the
gene level and how its expression influence downstream differentiation processes.
Additionally, further functional studies involving more refined TEP
populations are required to address the factors involved in TEP nature and
regulation. In this regard, the advances in multi-parametric flow cytometry analysis
have been proven extremely useful on the definition of novel developmental
subsets within the thymic epithelium. Still, we should always take in consideration
that the studies at the population level are not powerful enough to address the real
bipotent capacity. As already discussed, single-cell functional assays are in
demand.
In this thesis, we have focused our attention on the embryonic and neonatal
developmental periods of the thymic epithelial microenvironment to unveil some of
the aspects related to cTEC and mTEC diversification. We have further dissected
the cortical compartment and its previously overseen heterogeneity, being able to
show that it harbors a pool of bipotent epithelial progenitors and cTEC-like
phenotype in both embryonic and postnatal thymus. Having this in mind, I believe
that it is of great value to unveil the cellular and molecular mechanisms that control
the homeostasis of the cortical harboring TEP niche, in order to better understand
TEP dynamics and function. In fact, we have shown that continual lympho-stromal
interactions curtain both niches of cTECs and cortical-associated TEPs,
suggesting that thymocyte-derived signals negatively regulate cTEC- and TEPhomeostasis and functional properties. Whether cTECs and TEPs are governed
by the same thymocyte-derived signals and by the same molecular functional
regulators, it is still unclear, however, given their similar phenotype, a certain
degree of overlap may be considered.
Collectively, the recent advances in TEC biology have demonstrated that
distinct progenitors might regulate initial establishment of the epithelium and its
later growth or maintenance. While bipotent epithelial progenitors control TEC
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homeostasis in the embryonic and early postnatal thymus, the expansion of the
adult niches seems to be guaranteed by compartment-restricted progenitors.
Comprehending how thymic function is tightly regulated throughout life is of great
interest, as alterations in the thymic epithelium are closely related to ageassociated decrease in thymic output and consequent impaired T cell responses,
as well as disrupted self-tolerance. Therefore, uncovering the cellular and
molecular pathways involved in the maintenance and function of the thymic
epithelium and its progenitors represents a great challenge for designing
strategies to therapeutically intervene to treat and revert the deterioration of the
immune system.
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Thymocyte Selection Regulates the Homeostasis of
IL-7–Expressing Thymic Cortical Epithelial Cells In Vivo
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T

hymic epithelial cells (TECs) provide essential instructive
signals for the differentiation of T lymphocytes bearing a
diverse TCR repertoire restricted to self-MHCs and tolerant
to self-antigens. Cortical thymic epithelial cells (cTECs) and
medullary thymic epithelial cells (mTECs) constitute two functionally distinct microenvironments for T cell differentiation (1, 2).
Whereas cTECs mediate early stages of T cell development, including lineage commitment, proliferation, and positive selection,
mTECs are largely responsible for negative selection (2, 3). These
two prototypical TEC subsets derive from a common bipotent
precursor (4, 5), although the definition of compartment-specific
progenitors remains incomplete.
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The complete partitioning into cTECs and mTECs requires reciprocal instructive signals from developing thymocytes, a bidirectional interaction known as “thymic crosstalk” (6–8). It has been
recently elucidated that the establishment of the medullary epithelial niche relies on the cooperative contribution of members of the
TNFR superfamily, including receptor activator of NF-kB (RANK),
lymphotoxin b receptor (LTbR), and CD40, whose ligands are
differentially expressed by several thymic hematopoietic cell types,
namely, lymphoid tissue inducer cells, positively selected double
positive (DP) thymocytes, ab CD4+ single positive thymocytes
(SP4), and gd T cells (9). Still, our understanding of the molecular
nature, as well as the impact, of thymic crosstalk for the homeostasis of cTECs is largely unresolved, owing in part to the
paucity of appropriate markers to define checkpoints in their differentiation.
IL-7 is an essential cytokine for T cell development in humans,
mice, and jawed fish (10–12), indicating a high functional conservation of the IL-7 signaling pathway in thymopoiesis. Several
reports, including our own, have shown that IL-7 is predominantly
produced by TECs within the thymus (13–16). Using IL-7 reporter
transgenic mice, in which YFP expression identifies a subset of
TECs that coexpress high levels of Il7 (referred to as Il7YFP+
TECs), we documented that Il7YFP+ TECs gradually decay with age
in a thymocyte-dependent manner that correlated inversely with the
emergence of CD80-expressing mTECs, suggesting that these cells
may define a particular cortical epithelial subset. Of interest, Il7YFP+
TECs are, conversely, sustained when T cell development is profoundly blocked in Rag22/2Il2rg2/2 mice (13, 17), indicating that
the regulation of their homeostasis is coupled to thymocyte–TEC
interactions. These findings have raised the hypothesis that lympho–
epithelial interactions affect the size and function of cortical epithelial microenvironments while promoting mTEC diversification
(17–19). Still, identification of the thymocyte-derived signals that
modulate the size of the thymic IL-7 epithelial niche remains elusive.
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Thymic epithelial cells (TECs) help orchestrate thymopoiesis, and TEC differentiation relies on bidirectional interactions with
thymocytes. Although the molecular mediators that stimulate medullary thymic epithelial cell (mTEC) maturation are partially
elucidated, the signals that regulate cortical thymic epithelial cell (cTEC) homeostasis remain elusive. Using IL-7 reporter mice,
we show that TECs coexpressing high levels of IL-7 (Il7YFP+ TECs) reside within a subset of CD205+Ly51+CD40low cTECs that
coexpresses Dll4, Ccl25, Ccrl1, Ctsl, Psmb11, and Prss16 and segregates from CD80+CD40high mTECs expressing Tnfrsf11a, Ctss,
and Aire. As the frequency of Il7YFP+ TECs gradually declines as mTEC development unfolds, we explored the relationship
between Il7YFP+ TECs and mTECs. In thymic organotypic cultures, the thymocyte-induced reduction in Il7YFP+ TECs dissociates
from the receptor activator of NF-kB–mediated differentiation of CD80+ mTECs. Still, Il7YFP+ TECs can generate some CD80+
mTECs in a stepwise differentiation process via YFP2Ly51lowCD80low intermediates. Il7YFP+ TECs are sustained in Rag22/2 mice,
even following in vivo anti-CD3« treatment that mimics the process of pre-TCR b-selection of thymocytes to the double positive
(DP) stage. Using Marilyn-Rag22/2 TCR transgenic, we find that positive selection into the CD4 lineage moderately reduces the
frequency of Il7YFP+ TECs, whereas negative selection provokes a striking loss of Il7YFP+ TECs. These results imply that the
strength of MHC/peptide–TCR interactions between TECs and thymocytes during selection constitutes a novel rheostat that
controls the maintenance of IL-7–expressing cTECs. The Journal of Immunology, 2013, 191: 1200–1209.

The Journal of Immunology
In this article, we study the lineage relationship between Il7YFP+
TECs and other well-defined TEC subsets. In addition, we examine the regulation of Il7YFP+ TEC homeostasis in models of
absent, positive, and negative thymocyte selection. We find that
Il7YFP+ TECs represent a cortical epithelial subset that is able
to give rise to mTECs in reaggregate thymic organ cultures
(RTOCs), although less efficiently when compared with YFP2
counterparts. Il7YFP+ TECs are maintained in Rag22/2 mice, and
their homeostasis is not substantially affected by in vivo antiCD3ε treatment, which generates functionally incompetent DP
thymocytes to undergo selection. Using TCR transgenic models,
we show that thymocyte–TEC interactions during positive selection reduce Il7YFP+ TECs. Of note, negative selection induces a
severe depletion of this subset. Our findings indicate that TCRmediated signals delivered by thymocytes during thymic selection
regulate IL-7–expressing TECs.

Materials and Methods
IL-7 reporter mice [B6.Cg-Tg (Il7-EYFP)5Pas] were backcrossed onto
Rag22/2 (20) and Marilyn-Rag22/2 (21) C57BL/6 background. Dual reporter mice were generated by crossing IL-7 reporter mice with Ccrl1:
eGFP reporter mice (CCRL1-reporter) (22). Marilyn-Rag22/2 and
CCRL1-reporter mice were kindly provided by Jocelyne Demengeot
(Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência, Oeiras, Portugal) and by Thomas Boehm
(Max Planck Institute of Immunobiology and Epigenetics, Freiburg, Germany), respectively. Mice were housed under specific pathogen–free
conditions, and experiments were performed in accordance with institutional guidelines. For fetal studies, the day of vaginal plug detection was
designated embryonic day (E) 0.5.

Isolation and flow cytometry analysis of TECs
TECs were isolated as described (23). Single-cell suspensions were stained
with anti-CD4, anti-CD80, and anti-Ly51 (PE) Abs (BD Biosciences); anti–
I-A/I-E (Alexa 780); anti-CD40 (PE); anti-CD45.2 (PerCP-Cy5.5); antiEpCAM, anti-CD8 (APC); anti-CD205 (biotin), anti-EpCAM (eFluor 450)
Abs, and streptavidin (PE-Cy7) (eBioscience). Analysis was made with the
FACSCanto II (BD Biosciences) and FlowJo software. Cell sorting was
performed using the FACSAria I (BD Biosciences), with sort purities . 95%.
A 510/10-nm band pass filter (502LP dichroic mirror) and 542/27-nm band
pass filter (525LP dichroic mirror) were used to discriminate the GFP from
the YFP signal.

Gene expression
For quantitative PCR, mRNA from sorted cells was purified using the
RNeasy Micro Kit (QIAGEN). RNA was reverse transcribed to cDNA, using
the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR (Invitrogen)
and Random Hexamers (Fermentas), and then subjected to real-time PCR
using either TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and
primers for Hprt, 18s, Il7, Prss16, Ctsl, Aire, Dll4, Ccl25, Tnfrsf11a, and
Psmb11 (also from Applied Biosystems); or iQ SYBR Green Supermix
(Bio-Rad), using primers specific for Actb (forward: 59-CGTGAAAAGATGACCCAGATACA-39; reverse: 59-TGGTACCAGCAGAGGCATACAG-39),
Ctss (forward: 59-CCATTGGGATCTCTGGAAGAAAA-39; reverse: 59-TCATGCCCACTTGGTAGGTAT-39), and Ccrl1 (forward: 59-AGGTCCTCTGATTTCCTCTGC-39; reverse: 59-GCAGGAAGACTTTTGCGAAC-39). All
samples were analyzed as triplicates, and the DDCt method was used to
calculate relative levels of target mRNA compared with Hprt, 18s, or Actb.
Procedures were done according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Real-time
PCR was performed in an iCycler iQ5 Real-Time PCR thermocycler (BioRad). Data were analyzed using iQ5 Optical System software (Bio-Rad).

Fetal thymic organ culture
Freshly isolated E14.5 thymic lobes were used to establish fetal thymic organ
cultures (FTOCs), as described (24). Three to four lobes were used per
condition to normalize intrathymic variations. FTOCs were cultured for
4 d in DMEM (Life Technologies), supplemented with 10% FCS, 2 mM
L-glutamine (Life Technologies), and 360 mg/l 2-deoxyguanosine (dGuo)
(Sigma-Aldrich). The dGuo-treated FTOCs were cultured with 5 mg/ml
anti-RANK (aRANK) (R&D Systems) and/or with 10 mg/ml anti-LTbR
mAb AC.H6 (kindly provided by Jeff Browning, Biogen Idec, Weston,

MA). For blocking experiments, anti-RANKL Ab (PeproTech) was added
on days 0 and 4 of FTOC at a final concentration of 10 mg/ml. After 8 d in
culture, stromal cells were isolated and analyzed by flow cytometry.

RTOC
Freshly isolated E14.5 thymic lobes were used to establish RTOCs, as
described (24). Il7YFP+ and YFP2 TECs (CD452EpCAM1+) were sorted to
high purity (.95%) using a FACSAria. RTOCs were established from
mixtures of 100,000–150,000 TECs, with CD4+CD8+ and CD4+ thymocytes at 1:1:1 ratio. After 8 d in culture, RTOCs were dissociated, and
single-cell suspensions were analyzed by flow cytometry.

In vivo anti-CD3« treatment
Neonatal 3- to 4-d-old Rag22/2 mice were injected i.p. with 10 mg/g (body
weight) of purified anti-CD3« mAb (25) (clone 1452C11; kindly provided
by Dr. Benedita Rocha, Hôpital Necker, Paris, France). Mice thymi were
collected and analyzed 12 d after treatment.

Immunohistological analysis
Thymic lobes were prepared as described (13). Briefly, samples were fixed
in 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences), and 8-mm sections were stained with rabbit anti-GFP, biotinylated anti-CD205, antiCD8, anti-MTS10, and rat anti-MHCII Alexa Fluor 647 as primary Abs,
with Alexa Fluor 488 anti-rabbit, Alexa Fluor 647 anti-rat, and streptavidin
Alexa 555 as secondary Abs (Invitrogen). MTS10 was kindly provided by
Dr. R. Boyd (Monash Immunology and Stem Cell Laboratories, Monash
University, Melbourne, Australia). Vectashield mounting medium with
DAPI (Vector Laboratories) was used to prepare the slides. Analysis was
performed in an AxioImager.Z1 (Zeiss). Images were processed with
AxioVision (Zeiss) and Fiji Software.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis of the results was made using GraphPad Prism Software.
The two-tailed Mann–Whitney U test was used for analysis between
groups. A 95% confidence interval was applied in the calculations, and
samples with p values , 0.05 were considered significant (marked with *).

Results
Il7YFP+ TECs identify a subset of cortical epithelial cells
throughout development
In IL-7 reporter mice, the expression of YFP identifies TECs (Il7YFP+
TECs) that arise early in embryonic development, gradually declining in proportion postnatally (Fig. 1A, 1C) in a thymocytedependent manner (13, 17). We first examined how the development of Il7YFP+ TECs correlated with the differentiation of distinct
thymic epithelial subsets. Both Il7YFP+ and YFP2 TECs were phenotypically indistinguishable at E13.5–14.5, having the Ly51low
CD205low phenotype. However, from E15.5 onward, although the
majority of Il7YFP+ TECs retained a cortical Ly51highCD205high
phenotype, a fraction of Ly51lowCD205low cells emerged exclusively within the YFP2 fraction [Fig. 1B, top; age-matched wildtype (WT) thymi are shown in Supplemental Fig. 1]. It has been
previously shown that the differential expression of CD205, CD40,
and MHCII define distinct stages during cTEC development (26).
We found that Il7YFP+ and YFP2 subsets gradually expressed
CD205 and CD40 between E13.5 and 16.5. Noticeably, and in
contrast to some YFP2 cells that progressively acquired higher
levels of CD40 and decreased the expression of CD205, the majority
of Il7YFP+ TECs continually expressed CD205 and intermediate
levels of CD40 (Fig. 1B, middle). The emergence of CD80+ mature
mTECs occurred exclusively within the YFP2CD40high TEC subset
and continually segregated from Il7YFP+ TECs (Fig. 1B, bottom).
Proportionally, Il7YFP+ TECs made up 60% of the cortical-enriched
TEC compartment about E13–15, identifying a cTEC subset that
gradually declined as mTEC differentiation unfolded from E16
onward (Fig. 1C). Quantitatively, the initial rise in mature mTECs
(E16-Nb) preceded the conspicuous drop in Il7YFP+ TEC numbers
observed from 1–2 postnatal wk onward (Fig. 1C and as shown
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previously in Ref. 13), implying that YFP2TECs may be enriched in
direct precursors of mTECs. As such, we further investigate the
mechanisms underlying the decay in Il7YFP+ TECs and its relationship to the developing mTEC compartment.
We next analyzed how the phenotypic traits of Il7YFP+ TECs
related to the genetic profile of cTEC and mTEC lineages. The
expression of genes associated with either cTEC [Ccl25, Dll4, Il7,
Ccrl1, Ctsl (Cathepsin L), Prss16 (TSSP), and Psmb11 (b5t)] (1, 2,
22, 26, 27) or mTEC [Tnfrs11a (RANK), Ctss (Cathepsin S), and
Aire] (1, 3) functions was compared in purified Il7YFP+ and YFP2
TECs at successive stages of thymic development. Both subsets
expressed similar levels of cTEC-associated genes at E14.5.
However, as TEC differentiation ensued, the differences in gene
expression progressively diverged between subsets, with Il7YFP+
TECs retaining Ccl25, Dll4, Il7, Ccrl1, Ctsl, Prss16, and Psmb11

expression (Fig. 2). Il7YFP+ TECs were virtually devoid of the
medullary-associated genes Tnfrsf11a, Ctts, and Aire at all analyzed stages. Of interest, these transcripts were detected in YFP2
TECs as early as E14.5 and steadily increased throughout development in this fraction (Fig. 2, bottom), reinforcing the idea that
some direct precursors of mTECs may exist within YFP2 TECs.
To corroborate that Il7YFP+ cells define a cTEC subset, we
generated dual IL-7YFP–CCRL1GFP reporter mice by crossing IL-7
reporter mice with CCRL1-reporter mice, in which GFP expression
identifies exclusively cTECs within thymic stromal cells (22).
Analysis of IL-7YFP–CCRL1GFP mice revealed four distinct epithelial subtypes in the postnatal thymus: YFP+GFP+, YFP2GFP+,
YFP2GFPlow, and YFP2GFP2 (Fig. 3). Il7YFP+ cells resided within
Ccrl1GFP+ cTECs, but a fraction of Ccrl1GFP+ cTECs lacked the
expression of YFP. Conversely, the YFP2GFPlow subset contained a
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FIGURE 1. Il7YFP+ TECs define a cortical epithelial subset that segregates from mTECs throughout thymic development. Thymi from IL-7 reporter mice
were isolated at the indicated time points, and total TECs (defined hereafter as CD452EpCAM+) were analyzed for the expression of (A) MHCII and YFP
and (B) CD205, Ly51, CD40, and CD80. (A) The frequency of Il7YFP+ TECs declines throughout organogenesis. Percentages in gated cells are shown. (B)
Phenotypic comparison of YFP2 (gray contour) and Il7YFP+ TECs (black dot plot). The percentage of Il7YFP+ TECs within each gate is shown. Data are
representative of at least three experiments per time point. (C) Bar graphs display the percentage and number of TEC subsets as mean 6 SD: YFP2 cTECs
(Ly51+CD205+) (gray bars), YFP2 mature mTECs (Ly512CD2052CD80+) (white bars), and Il7YFP+ TECs (black bars). *The number of Il7YFP+ TECs at 2
wk is significantly lower than at 1 wk, p , 0.05.
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mixture of CD802 and CD80+ mTECs, and the YFP2GFP2 fraction
was majorly enriched in CD80+ mTECs (Fig. 3). Collectively, our
phenotypic and genotypic characterization during thymic ontogeny
provides evidence that Il7YFP+ cells define a specialized cortical
epithelial lineage.
Thymocyte-induced loss of Il7YFP+ TECs dissociates from the
RANK-mediated differentiation of CD80+ mTECs
We previously described a thymocyte-induced decay of Il7YFP+
TECs that correlated inversely with the development of mTECs
(Fig. 1) (17). Using FTOCs, we first assessed whether Il7YFP+ TECs
share a direct precursor-product lineage relationship with mTECs.
The differentiation of CD80+Aire+ mTECs depends on signal
transduction pathways induced by the TNFR superfamily members
LTbR, RANK, and CD40, whose ligands are provided by hematopoietic cells (24, 28–32). E14.5 FTOCs were maintained in
medium for 8 d, which allowed a normal program of T cell differentiation (FTOCs), or were treated with dGuo (dGuo-FTOCs),
which selectively eliminated thymocytes (data not shown). Be-

cause RANK signaling has a dominant effect in the generation of
CD80+Aire+ mTECs (24, 28, 32), in dGuo-FTOCs an agonistic
anti-RANK mAb (aRANK) was used to “rescue” mTEC development (24). In dGuo-FTOC, Il7YFP+ TECs were maintained and
the formation of mTECs was impaired. Conversely, in FTOCs,
Il7YFP+ TECs markedly decreased the intensity of YFP reporter
activity and sustained a cTEC phenotype, with mTECs developing
within the YFP2 subset (Fig. 4A, 4B), partially recapitulating the
perinatal in vivo phenotype. Treatment of dGuo-FTOCs with
aRANK stimulated the development of CD80+ mTECs within the
YFP2 fraction, as observed in FTOCs (Fig. 4A, 4C; the total patterns of TECs for WT and IL-7 reporter FTOCs are shown in
Supplemental Fig. 2A and B, respectively). In contrast to FTOC,
RANK activation did not induce a substantial decay in the intensity
of YFP expression in Il7YFP+ TECs (Fig. 4A–C).
As LTbR signals augment the RANK-driven development of
mTECs (29), we further treated dGuo-FTOCs with an agonistic
anti-LTbR (aLTbR) mAb (29) alone or in combination with aRANK.
Combined aRANK and aLTbR stimulation increased the fre-

FIGURE 3. Il7YFP+ cells are
Ccrl1GFP+-expressing cTECs. TECs
from WT (A), IL-7 reporter mice (B),
and IL-7YFP-CCRL1GFP dual reporter
(C) neonatal littermates were analyzed
for the expression of YFP and GFP.
Subsets defined on the basis of YFP
and GFP expression were compared
for the expression of Ly51 and CD80.
The percentages of total TECs (A),
Il7YFP+ TECs (B), and subtypes (a),
(b), (c), and (d) (C) within each gate
are shown. Data are representative of
three independent experiments.
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FIGURE 2. Il7YFP+ TECs display
a gene expression profile throughout
development associated with cTECs.
YFP2 (gray bars) and Il7YFP+ TECs
(black bars) were purified at the indicated time points and compared for
the expression of Ccl25, Dll4, Il7,
Ctsl (Cathepsin L), Prss16 (TSSP),
Psmb11 (b5t), Ccrl1, Tnfrsf11a
(RANK), Ctss (Cathepsin S), and
Aire. Values were normalized to 18s,
Hprt, or Actb. Il7YFP+ TECs were set
as 1, at each time point, and the fold
difference in the relative mRNA expression was compared with that of
YFP2 TECs. Data are representative
of two to four experiments per time
point. *p , 0.05.
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quency of CD80+YFP2 mTECs, whereas the YFP reporter activity
was not substantially affected in Il7YFP+ TECs (Supplemental Fig.
2D–F). No changes were observed upon single LTbR activation
(data not shown). In a complementary approach, we examined the
effects of blocking hematopoietic-derived RANKL on TEC differentiation in FTOCs, using anti-RANKL (aRANKL) Ab. Blocking
of RANKL abrogated mTEC generation without affecting thymocyte-induced decay in the YFP reporter intensity of Il7YFP+ TECs
(Fig. 4D–F; the total patterns of TECs are shown in Supplemental
Fig. 2C). These results underscore that the maintenance of Il7YFP+
TECs is regulated by thymocyte-dependent interactions that are
independent of the RANK- and LTbR-mediated maturation of
mTECs.
Il7YFP+ TECs can give rise to CD80+ mTECs via a YFP2
CD80lowLy51low intermediate stage
To directly determine the lineage potential of Il7YFP+ TECs, we
established RTOCs using isolated Il7YFP+ and YFP2 TECs from
E14.5 embryos (Fig 5A) mixed with mature DP and SP4 thymocytes to induce mTEC differentiation (28, 31, 32). Whereas YFP2
TECs showed prominent mTEC progenitor activity, Il7YFP+ TECs
were also able to generate CD80+ mTECs, following a stepwise
downregulation of YFP expression and differentiation through
a YFP2CD80lowLy51low intermediate stage (Fig. 5B–D). Collectively, the results suggest that although Il7YFP+ TECs can give rise
to mTECs, they are not the immediate precursor of mTECs, and

instead indicate that mTECs arise from precursors residing within
the YFP2 fraction.
Il7YFP+ TECs persist in Rag22/2 thymus
Our previous observations showed that Il7YFP+ TECs are sustained
in mice with severe and premature arrest in thymopoiesis caused
by the combined deficiency in Rag2 and Il2rg genes (17). Because
lympho–epithelial interactions are minimal in Rag22/2Il2rg2/2
mice (17), we analyzed the thymic microenvironment of Rag22/2
mice in which T cell development is blocked at the double negative (DN) 3 stage (20). As early stages of thymic cortical epithelium development are apparently normal in Rag22/2 mice (26),
we examined whether the homeostasis of Il7YFP+ TECs was regulated by lympho–epithelial interactions between immature thymocytes (DN1 to DN3) and TECs. During early stages of
embryogenesis, Il7YFP+ TECs follow developmental kinetics
similar to those observed in mice with a normal T cell differentiation program (see Fig. 1). However, the proportion of Il7YFP+
TECs was markedly maintained in Rag22/2 mice, displaying
a cortical phenotype (Fig. 6A, 6B). An overall drop in the cellularity of both subsets in adult Rag22/2 mice was observed (Fig.
6C). The differentiation of mTECs was partially impaired, although few CD80+ mTECs were detected within the YFP2 fraction (Fig. 6B). These data suggest that the homeostasis of Il7YFP+
TECs is regulated by thymocyte-derived signals generated beyond
b-selection.
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FIGURE 4. Thymocyte-mediated decrease in Il7YFP+ TECs is independent of RANK-induced mTEC differentiation. (A–C) E14.5 FTOCs and dGuotreated FTOCs (dGuo-FTOC) from IL-7 reporter mice were cultured in medium or, for dGuo-FTOC, in the presence of anti-RANK (aRANK). (D–F) E14.5
FTOCs were supplemented with the blocking Ab for RANK ligand (aRANKL). (A and D) Top, Total TECs were analyzed for the expression of YFP and
MHCII. Percentages in gated cells are shown. Bottom, Il7YFP+ (black dot plot) and YFP2 (gray contour) TECs were compared for the expression of Ly51
and CD80. The percentage of Il7YFP+ TECs within each gate is shown. Data are representative of four to six independent experiments. (B and E) The YFP
expression on total TECs is compared for the conditions represented in (A) and (D), respectively. (C) and (F) represent the fold difference in the recorded
mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of YFP expression in Il7YFP+ TECs (left) and percentage of CD80+ cells in the total TEC gate (right). *p , 0.05.
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The strength of thymocyte selection influences Il7YFP+ TEC
homeostasis
FIGURE 5. Il7YFP+ TECs can give rise to mTECs. (A) YFP2 and Il7YFP+
TECs were purified from E14.5 embryos. RTOCs were established with
sorted TEC fractions (average, 1–1.5 3 105) and thymocytes (DP and SP4)
mixed in 1:1:1 ratio. (B) RTOCs were analyzed for the expression of YFP,
Ly51, and CD80. (C) Ly51 expression levels within CD802 TECs: YFP+
(black) and YFP2 (gray) TECs derived from Il7YFP+ RTOC and YFP2
(white) TECs from YFP2 RTOCs. (D) Bar graphs show frequencies of
CD80+ mTECs. Data from three experiments, each with three paired
RTOCs per condition.

The homeostasis of Il7YFP+ TECs is not altered by thymic
crosstalk with TCR-deficient DP thymocytes
Progression through the b-selection checkpoint involves the expression of a functional pre-TCR complex, composed of rearranged TCR b-chain together with pre-Ta and CD3 chains (2, 33).
To analyze whether thymic crosstalk during b-selection regulated
the maintenance of Il7YFP+ TECs, we used an in vivo experimental
model of pre-TCR activation in which neonatal IL-7 reporter
Rag22/2 mice were treated with anti-CD3ε mAb. Analysis
12 d after anti-CD3ε treatment showed a conspicuous increase in
thymic size and total cellularity, reaching numbers similar to those
in age-matched immunocompetent counterparts (Supplemental
Fig. 3A, 3B). Cross-linking of CD3ε at the surface of Rag22/2
DN3 thymocytes mimics the pre-TCR signaling during b-selection (25), generating TCR-deficient DP thymocytes (Supplemental
Fig. 3C) that cannot be positively selected and die by neglect. In
treated IL-7 reporter Rag22/2 mice, despite the vast increase in
thymocyte cellularity, the decrease in the frequency and intensity

To study the role of positive and negative selection events in the
regulation of Il7YFP+ TEC homeostasis, we crossed IL-7 reporter
Rag22/2 mice onto the Marilyn-Rag22/2 TCR transgenic background (21). Marilyn-Rag22/2 mice express I-Ab–restricted TCR
recognizing the male-specific HY Ag. Thymocyte development
in IL-7 reporter Marilyn-Rag22/2 TCR double transgenic mice
(Supplemental Fig. 4A, 4B) reproduced that observed in WT
Marilyn-Rag22/2 TCR transgenic mice (data not shown), with
positive selection in female mice and negative selection in male
mice. Analysis of TEC differentiation showed that in IL-7 reporter
Marilyn-Rag22/2 female, and comparatively so with IL-7 reporter
Rag22/2 littermates, positive selection of CD4 thymocytes was
sufficient to reduce the frequency and abundance of Il7YFP+ TECs
and promoted the development of YFP2 mTECs (Fig. 8A–C),
phenocopying the epithelial differentiation observed in the agematched immunocompetent thymus (Fig. 7). Strikingly, negative
selection induced a conspicuous loss in the proportion and intensity
of YFP reporter activity of Il7YFP+ TECs, with a concomitant increase in the number of YFP2 TECs and the emergence of Ly512
CD80low TECs (Fig. 8A–C). These sex differences in the representation of TEC subsets were not manifested in IL-7 reporter
Rag22/2 mice (data not shown). The total pattern of TECs for IL-7
reporter–Rag22/2 and IL-7 reporter–Marilyn-Rag22/2 and for
C57BL/6 Rag22/2 and Marilyn-Rag22/2 are shown in Supplemental Fig. 4C and 4D. Thus, our findings indicate that the strength
of TCR–peptide/MHC interactions occurring during thymocyte
selection dynamically controls the proportion of the IL-7–expressing cortical epithelial niche.
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of the YFP reporter activity of Il7YFP+ TECs was significantly
attenuated relative to age-matched immunocompetent thymus, and
only moderately affected when compared with control Rag22/2
mice (Fig. 7A–C). Interestingly, Il7YFP+ TEC numbers were also
found to be augmented in this condition, indicating that the loss of
this subset observed in immunocompetent mice is not regulated
by thymic crosstalk with TCR-deficient DP thymocytes (Fig. 7D).
This treatment increases the development of CD80+ mTECs
within the YFP2 subset. Yet, the representation of mTECs did not
reach the levels of the immunocompetent thymus (Fig. 7A–C; the
total pattern of TECs is shown in Supplemental Fig. 3D). In E14
dGuo-FTOCs treated with anti-CD3ε mAb, mTECs were not
generated (data not shown). This finding indicates that the in vivo
observations were not due to a direct effect of the Ab on TECs, but
resulted from the TCR-deficient DP thymocyte–TEC crosstalk.
To represent spatial organization in thymic microenvironments,
thymic sections of control and treated IL-7 reporter Rag22/2 mice
were analyzed by immunofluorescence. In control Rag22/2 thymus, the CD205+ cortical epithelium predominated, with few
MTS10+ mTECs and scattered distribution of Il7YFP+ TECs. In IL7 reporter Rag22/2–treated mice, the formation of small medullary
MHCIIhighMTS10+ islets (34) was detected, yet smaller relative
to immunocompetent mice. Immature single positive–DP thymocytes, marked by CD8 immunostaining, were compartmentalized
within cortical areas and excluded from the medulla of Rag22/2
-treated thymus. Il7YFP+ TECs were clearly detected and scattered
across the cortex of treated mice, with some cells found within the
MTS10+ medullary pouches (Fig. 7E). Together, signals derived
from TCR-deficient thymocytes progressing across DN to DP
stages partially restored mTEC differentiation without substantially curtailing Il7YFP+ TECs. In addition, these data point to the
involvement of TCR–peptide/MHC interactions in regulating their
maintenance.
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Discussion
The establishment and maintenance of cTECs determine the thymopoietic capacity of the thymus, given their chief function in
supporting early stages of T cell development (1, 2). However, our
understanding of fundamental aspects of thymic cortical epithelial
homeostasis remains limited (26). The representation of cTECs
gradually decreases in postnatal life (34), possibly elicited by extrinsic and/or intrinsic mechanisms. The cTECs share with mTECs
a common bipotent progenitor (4, 5). One can consider that the
potential of progenitor cells to self-renew or differentiate into mature cells is progressively lost with age. Concurrently, continual
thymocyte–TEC interactions throughout life may also control the
epithelial progenitor activity and/or other TEC functional properties, while promoting the maturation of TECs (19). In this view,
thymocyte development up to the DP stage seems sufficient to restrain the expression of IL-7 (17) and Dll4 (18) by TECs, although
identification of the molecular liaisons remains undisclosed. In this
article, we report that previously identified Il7YFP+ TECs (13, 19)
define a subset of Ccrl1-expressing cortical epithelial cells and
examine the mechanisms that regulate the homeostasis of these IL7–expressing cTECs.
The developmental stages as well as the molecular signals that
regulate cTEC differentiation from bipotent precursors are just beginning to be identified. A heterogeneity within the cortical microenvironment is suggested to exist on the basis of the differential
expression of CD205, Ly51, IL-7, Dll4, b5t, and CCRL1 (17, 18, 22,
26, 34, 35). Our kinetic analysis during thymic ontogeny revealed
that Il7YFP+ TECs sustained phenotypic and molecular traits associated with cTECs (26). Of interest, although YFP2 TECs steadily
accumulate more medullary characteristics as TEC maturation
proceeds, they share cortical- and medullary-associated features at
an early phase of thymic development. These findings indicate that
mTEC precursors may reside at early stages within a subset that
shares some cTEC features. Still, the degree of heterogeneity within
cTECs remains to be determined. The frequency of Il7YFP+ TECs
gradually declines as mTEC development advances. One can envisage that Il7YFP+ TECs represent a lineage that participates in the
differentiation of mTECs as a result of lympho–stromal interactions.
Alternatively, one can consider that YFP2 TECs detected at the
E13–14 stage include direct mTEC precursors poised to differen-

tiate, which expands and replaces (or dilutes) Il7YFP+ TECs. The
establishment of medullary microenvironments involves the hierarchical, but concerted, participation of TNFRSF RANK, LTbR,
and CD40 molecules (9). Our in vitro findings corroborate that
RANK signaling has a dominant function in the development of
mTECs (28, 31, 32), whereas signaling through LTbR seems to
amplify the RANK-mediated effects (29). These signals delivered
upon interactions with hematopoietic cells did not, however, substantially affect the homeostasis of Il7YFP+ TECs. Instead, they seem
to drive mTEC development from a precursor within the YFP2
fraction, indicating that Il7YFP+ TECs do not have an immediate
precursor–product relationship with mature mTECs. Our analysis of
the lineage potential of purified subsets revealed that although
YFP2 TECs appeared to be more competent in differentiating
mTECs, Il7YFP+ TECs can still give rise to medullary epithelia in
a suggested stepwise fashion, terminating YFP expression as they
progress through an intermediate immature stage of mTEC differentiation. Further studies are needed to address whether mTECs
derived from both subsets represent functional distinct medullary
subtypes and to study their physiological relevance in regulating
T cell development. In agreement with our results, it has been recently shown that mTECs can arise from CD205+CD402 TEC
progenitors (36), which are generally associated with the cTEC
lineage (26). Collectively, these findings suggest that mTEC differentiation may be more complex than previously appreciated,
following a linear stepwise differentiation pathway from progenitors that simultaneously express cTEC and mTEC traits, rather than
a simple dichotomist model from compartment-specific progenitors.
Still, the degree of heterogeneity within cTECs remains to be determined, and further studies on the stepwise generation of the
cTEC and mTEC lineages are warranted.
In mice with early blocks in thymopoiesis, including Rag22/2
Il2rg2/2 (17) and CD3εTg26 mice (7, 37), the thymic epithelium is
devoid of distinct cortical and medullary areas (7). In these models,
TEC differentiation is severely compromised (7, 17, 37), which
limits the study of cTEC development downstream of a bipotent
progenitor. We previously reported that Il7YFP+ TECs are markedly
maintained in Rag22/2Il2rg/2 mice. Restoration of normal thymopoiesis following WT stem cell transplantation reduces their
frequency (17), suggesting that thymic crosstalk regulates their
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FIGURE 6. Il7YFP+ TECs develop normally but are sustained in Rag22/2 mice. Thymi from IL-7 reporter Rag22/2 mice were isolated at the indicated
time points. (A) Total TECs were analyzed for the expression of MHCII and YFP. Percentages in gated cells are shown. (B) The expression of Ly51 and
CD80 was compared between YFP2 (gray contour) and Il7YFP+ TECs (black dot plot). The percentage of Il7YFP+ TECs within each gate is shown. Data are
representative of two to three experiments per time point. (C) Bar graphs display the percentage and number of TEC subsets as mean 6 SD: YFP2 cTECs
(Ly51+CD205+) (gray bars), YFP2 mature mTECs (Ly512CD2052CD80+) (white bars), and Il7YFP+ TECs (black bars).
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homeostasis. Rag22/2 mice offer an intermediate version because
the development of cTECs is overtly normal (8, 26, 38). Yet, it has
been suggested that DNs facilitate the establishment of the threedimensional reticular cTEC structure (39), implying the existence
of a DN stage–specific requirement for differentiation of cTECs. It
has been documented that cTECs retain a Ly51high phenotype in
Rag22/2 mice (34), suggesting that further cortical maturation
stages dependent on post–b-selected thymocytes may be absent in
this setting. Our results showed that Il7YFP+ cTECs developed
normally and were sustained in Rag22/2 mice, corroborating that
thymocyte-derived signals generated beyond b-selection regulate
the maintenance of this cTEC immature lineage (17). In line with
previous studies (34, 39), we observed an insufficient differentiation
of mTECs in Rag22/2 mice. Still, vestigial mTECs could be
detected within the YFP2 TEC fraction, indicating that the hema-

topoietic fraction (e.g., DN2–3 thymocytes, lymphoid tissue inducer
cells, NK cells) elicits a certain degree of mTEC maturation.
The b-selection defines a chief checkpoint during the progression from DN to DP thymocytes (33). Using a pre-TCR activation
model in Rag22/2 mice (25), we bypassed the b-selection. In this
in vivo model, progression through DN–immature single positive–
DP stages allows physiological lympho–stromal interactions, but
in the absence of TCR-derived signals. DP thymocytes from antiCD3–treated Rag22/2 mice lack TCR complexes, are not positively selected, and die by apoptosis, similarly to the majority of
WT DP thymocytes that do not receive survival signals for lack of
TCR–MHC/peptide interactions. Our results showed that Il7YFP+
cTECs were not substantially affected in this condition, indicating
that thymocyte TCR-dependent signals generated during thymic
selection might control their homeostasis. We observed a con-
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FIGURE 7. Bypassing b-selection by TCR-deficient thymocytes partially restores mTEC differentiation without significantly curtailing Il7YFP+ TECs.
(A) IL-7 reporter Rag22/2 neonatal mice were analyzed 12 d after anti-CD3« treatment (aCD3), together with age-matched (12–14 d old) IL-7 reporter
Rag22/2 control (Ctrl) and IL-7 reporter immunocompetent (IC) mice. Top, Total TECs were analyzed for the expression of YFP and MHCII. Percentages
in gated cells are shown. Bottom, YFP2 (gray contour) and Il7YFP+ TECs (black dot plot) were compared for the expression of Ly51 and CD80. Numbers
represent the percentages of Il7YFP+ TECs within each gate. (B) The YFP expression on total TECs is compared for the different conditions in (A). Data are
representative of four experiments. (C) Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of YFP expression in Il7YFP+ TECs (left), percentage of Il7YFP+ (middle), and
CD80+ (right) cells within total TECs. *p , 0.05, **p , 0.0001. (D) Bar graphs display the percentage and number of YFP2 (gray) and Il7YFP+ (black)
TECs as mean 6 SD. (E) Immunohistochemical analysis of untreated Rag22/2, aCD3-treated Rag22/2 (aCD3), and age-matched IC IL-7 reporter mice
thymic sections stained with the indicated Abs (CD205 red and MHCII blue; DAPI blue and MTS10 red; YFP green and CD8 red).
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comitant moderate improvement in mTEC development in antiCD3ε–treated Rag22/2 mice. An amelioration of medullary
niches upon anti-CD3ε treatment has been recently reported in
a mouse model of Omenn syndrome, which is associated with a
hypomorphic R229Q mutation in the RAG2 enzyme (40). In
contrast to our model, TCR-expressing cells are found in the
thymus of R229Q RAG2 mice (40), which may also contribute to
the improvement of the medullary epithelium. In both cases, insufficient mTEC differentiation might reflect a lack of instructive
signals from mature thymocytes (9).
It is an accepted idea that positive selection and negative selection occur in the cortex and medulla, respectively. Whereas
intermediate signals from low-affinity interactions between TCR
and peptide/MHC ligands result in positive selection, strong signals
from recognition of high-affinity peptide/MHC ligands lead to
negative selection (2, 9). Still, whether positive and negative selection can be sequential or independent events remains unanswered. Some evidence does exist that negative selection also
occurs in the cortex (41–43), although the medulla provides
a larger repertoire of self-antigens for the elimination of autoreactive T cells (1, 3). Using a TCR transgenic model, we examined
the consequences of positive and negative selection in the thymic
microenvironment (21). Our findings indicate that positive selection of thymocytes in Marilyn TCR transgenic cortex suffices to
induce the proportional loss of Il7YFP+ cTECs and the expansion
of medullary TECs. During negative selection, the premature
expression of transgenic Ml TCR may accelerate the deletion of
autoreactive thymocytes in the cortical microenvironment (21).
Indeed, deletion of DP thymocytes expressing self-reactive TCR is
observed in the cortex (42, 43). Our findings indicated that the IL7–expressing cTEC niche might be limited by strong TCR–
peptide/MHC interactions within the cortical thymic microenvironment. It is worth mentioning that the modulation of the IL-7
cTEC niche detected in Rag22/2 TCR transgenic mice is also seen
in WT immunocompetent mice. In a normal thymus, strong TCR

signals are probably less frequent at the DP stage. Because positive selection occurs within the cortex (2, 9), continual positive
selection may locally feed back to cTECs and induce the loss of
Il7YFP+ cTECs in WT thymus. One can hypothesize that bidirectional crosstalk directly transmits outside-in signaling through
MHC molecules on TECs. Alternatively, the high-avidity TCR–
MHC/peptide recognition may elicit a downstream molecular interaction that restrains the IL-7–expressing cortical epithelial
niche. Further studies are required to elucidate the specific signals
generated during thymic selection that can regulate the cTEC
microenvironment.
To our knowledge this is the first study indicating that the
strength of MHC/peptide–TCR interactions between TECs and
thymocytes during selection constitutes a rheostat regulating the
maintenance of IL-7–expressing cTECs. These findings have implications for understanding the molecular basis of cTEC differentiation and should inspire further studies aimed at uncovering
the physiological consequences linked to the functional capacity
of the thymus, an ongoing topic of investigation.
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FIGURE 8. The strength of TCR–MHC interactions during thymocyte selection controls the homeostasis of Il7YFP+ TECs. Thymi from female (♀) and
male (♂) IL-7 reporter Marilyn-Rag22/2 mice (Ml Rag22/2) were analyzed together with IL-7 reporter Rag22/2 (Rag22/2) littermates at 12–14 d of age.
(A) Top, Total TECs from Rag22/2 and from female and male Ml Rag22/2 mice were examined for the expression of YFP and MHCII. Percentages in
gated cells are shown. Bottom, YFP2 (gray contour) and Il7YFP+ (black dot plot) TECs were compared for the expression of Ly51 and CD80. The percentage of Il7YFP+ TECs within each gate is shown (B) Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of YFP expression in Il7YFP+ TECs and percentages of Il7YFP+
and CD80+ TECs are shown. Data are representative of two to three experiments per time point. *Statistical significance, p , 0.05. (C) Bar graphs display
the percentage and number of YFP2 (gray) and Il7YFP+ (black) TECs as mean 6 SD.
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Intermediate expression of CCRL1 reveals novel
subpopulations of medullary thymic epithelial cells
that emerge in the postnatal thymus
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Cortical and medullary thymic epithelial cells (cTECs and mTECs, respectively) provide
inductive microenvironments for T-cell development and selection. The differentiation pathway of cTEC/mTEC lineages downstream of common bipotent progenitors at
discrete stages of development remains unresolved. Using IL-7/CCRL1 dual reporter mice
that identify specialized TEC subsets, we show that the stepwise acquisition of chemokine
(C–C motif) receptor-like 1 (CCRL1) is a late determinant of cTEC differentiation. Although
cTECs expressing high CCRL1 levels (CCRL1hi ) develop normally in immunocompetent
and Rag2−/− thymi, their differentiation is partially blocked in Rag2−/− Il2rg−/− counterparts. These results unravel a novel checkpoint in cTEC maturation that is regulated
by the cross-talk between TECs and immature thymocytes. Additionally, we identify
new Ulex europaeus agglutinin 1 (UEA)+ mTEC subtypes expressing intermediate CCRL1
levels (CCRL1int ) that conspicuously emerge in the postnatal thymus and differentially
express Tnfrsf11a, Ccl21, and Aire. While rare in fetal and in Rag2−/− thymi, CCRL1int
mTECs are restored in Rag2−/− Marilyn TCR-Tg mice, indicating that the appearance of
postnatal-restricted mTECs is closely linked with T-cell selection. Our findings suggest
that alternative temporally restricted routes of new mTEC differentiation contribute to
the establishment of the medullary niche in the postnatal thymus.
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Introduction
Within the thymus, it is well established the role of distinct thymic
epithelial cell (TEC) microenvironments in supporting the generation of functionally diverse and self-tolerant T cells [1]. While
cortical TECs (cTECs) promote T-cell lineage commitment and
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positive selection, medullary TECs (mTECs) participate in the
elimination of autoreactive T cells and the differentiation of Treg
cells [2]. In particular, auto-immune regulator (Aire)+ mTECs
have an established role in tolerance induction [3]. Cortical and
medullary TECs are derived from common bipotent progenitors
present within the fetal and postnatal thymus [4, 5]. Importantly,
the cTEC/mTEC maturation pathways downstream of bipotent
progenitors, as well as the requirements for the establishment of
these specialized compartments at discrete stages of development
are still unresolved.
www.eji-journal.eu
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The cTEC/mTEC lineage specification branches early in embryonic development [6]. During initial stages of gestation, the
thymic epithelium predominately comprises Ly51+ CD205+ β5t+
cTECs [7–9], and mature mTECs, including Aire+ mTECs, first
appear around embryonic day 16 (E16) [10, 11]. The emergence of embryonic mTECs depends on cellular interactions with
lymphoid tissue inducer cells and invariant γδ T cells [12, 13], and
involves signaling through TNFR superfamily receptor activator of
NF-κB (RANK) and lymphotoxin beta receptor (LTβR) expressed
on TEC precursors [12, 14]. However, and despite the elucidation
of distinct maturation stages in mTECs [2], there are still gaps in
the understanding of cTEC differentiation. We, and others, have
recently demonstrated that fetal TEC progenitors expressing cortical properties are able to generate mTECs [15–17]. These reports
support the idea that embryonic TEC precursors progress transitionally through the cortical lineage prior to commitment to the
medullary pathway, emphasising that TEC differentiation is more
complex then previously recognized [18].
The size of the medullary epithelial microenvironment continues to expand after birth, fostered by additional interactions
between TECs and mature thymocytes, namely positively selected
and CD4 single positive (SP4) thymocytes [2]. The concerted
activation of RANK-, LTβR-, and CD40-mediated signaling on
mTECs and their precursors completes the formation of the adult
medullary niche [2]. It has been previously demonstrated a clonal
nature for discrete embryonic mTEC islets, which progressively
coalesce into larger medullary areas in the adult thymus [10, 19].
Hence, one can argue that the adult mTEC niche exclusively results
from the expansion of embryonic-derived mTECs and their precursors. Still, it remains possible that alternative developmental
stage-specific pathways participate in the organization of the adult
mTEC niche.
Here, we report a novel checkpoint in cTEC differentiation,
which is defined by the sequential acquisition of chemokine
(C–C motif) receptor-like 1 (CCRL1) expression and is compromised in mice with profound blocks in early T-cell development.
Additionally, we define original subsets of mTECs, characterized
by the intermediate CCRL1 expression, that emerge in the postnatal thymus in tight association with thymocytes that develop
beyond the TCRβ selection. Our findings provide evidence for the
existence of several waves of mTEC development in the embryonic
and postnatal thymus.

Results and discussion
Acquisition of CCRL1 expression is a late cTEC
determinant
The expression of CCRL1, an atypical chemokine receptor that
controls the bioavailability of key chemoattractants CCL19,
CCL21, and CCL25, identifies cTECs in the postnatal thymus
[20]. Given the incomplete knowledge on the differentiation of
CCRL1+ cTECs, we assessed their generation using previously generated IL7YFP -CCRL1GFP dual reporter mice [15]. While in IL7YFP
⃝
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reporter mice, YFP expression is a surrogate of a subtype of
cTECs expressing abundant levels of the crucial thymopoietin
IL-7 (Il7YFP+ ) [8, 15], in CCRL1GFP reporter mice, GFP expression labels cTECs in the postnatal thymus [20]. We previously
showed that postnatal Il7YFP+ TECs locate within cTECs that
express high CCRL1 levels (referred as CCRL1hi ) [15]. Here,
analysis during early stages of thymic development showed that
the emergence of Il7YFP+ , CD205+ , and Ly51+ TECs around
E12.5–13.5 [7–9] preceded the appearance of CCRL1-expressing
cells (Fig. 1A and Supporting information Fig. 1B; nonreporter
thymi in Supporting Information Fig. 1A). During the E12.5–
15.5 period, both Il7YFP+ and remaining YFP− cTECs progressively acquired the expression of CCRL1. At E18.5, and similarly to the postnatal thymus [15], Il7YFP+ TECs reside within
CCRL1hi cells (Fig. 1A). The number of CCRL1hi cTECs gradually increased throughout development, contributing to the
expansion of TEC cellularity during perinatal life. TECs lacking
CCRL1 and expressing intermediate CCRL1 levels (referred as
CCRL1− and CCRL1int , respectively) followed steadier numbers
during this period (Fig. 1B). To address whether the acquisition
of CCRL1 defined a late cTEC maturation stage dependent on
signals provided by developing thymocytes, we crossed double
reporter mice onto a Rag2−/− or Rag−/− Il2r−/− background.
While the majority of TECs were CCRL1hi in the postnatal Rag−/−
thymus, we detected an accumulation of CCRL1int TECs in the
Rag2−/− Il2rg−/− thymus (Fig. 1C and D, nonreporter thymi in
Supporting Information Fig. 1C), akin to the CCRL1 pattern
observed at E15.5 (Fig. 1A). Contrarily to CCRL1, the expression
of Ly51, CD205, Psmb11 (β5t), and Ctsl was not impaired in TECs
from Rag2−/− Il2rg−/− thymi (Supporting Information Fig. 1D and
E) [8, 15]. CCRL1− and CCRL1int TECs in the Rag2−/− Il2rg−/−
thymus were distinct from immunocompetent counterparts, as
in the later these subsets comprised mostly mTECs (below in
Fig. 2) that are virtually absent in the Rag2−/− Il2rg−/− thymus [8].
The partial blockade in CCRL1, CD40, and MHCII expression in
Rag2−/− Il2rg−/− mice (Supporting Information Fig. 1D) was similar to blocks in the expression of CD40 and MHCII also reported in
CD3εTg26 mice [7]. Although the signals remain unidentified, our
results indicate that lymphoepithelial interactions with DN1–DN3
thymocytes provide differentiation cues that control late stages in
the cTEC differentiation program.

Intermediate CCRL1 levels define distinct mTEC
subtypes in the postnatal thymus
We reciprocally examined the generation of mTECs relatively
to the differentiation of CCRL1-expressing TECs. The primordial
CD80+ mTECs were found within CCRL1− cells (CCRL1− CD80+ )
at E15.5 (Fig. 2A), preceding the complete differentiation of
CCRL1hi cTECs around E18.5-postnatal (Fig. 1A). The proportion and number of CCRL1− CD80+ mTECs augmented throughout
time (Fig. 2A and D). Notably, a subset of CD80+ TECs, expressing intermediate levels of CCRL1 (CCRL1int CD80+ ), emerged
distinctly after birth (Fig. 2A; nonreporter CD80+ mTECs and
www.eji-journal.eu
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Figure 1. CCRL1 is a late cTEC determinant. (A) Total TECs (gated as CD45– EpCAM+ ) from IL-7YFP CCRL1GFP mice were analyzed for IL-7YFP and
CCRL1GFP or CD205 and CCRL1GFP expression by flow cytometry (FC) at the indicated time points. Numbers in plots indicate the frequency of
cells found within each gate. Plots are representative of three to five independent experiments per time point. E represents embryonic day
and P5 represents postnatal day 5. (B) Cellularity of TECs expressing high (CCRL1hi ), intermediate (CCRL1int ), and no CCRL1 (CCRL1− ) was determined by the absolute thymic cell numbers and the respective frequencies of each subset obtained by FC. Numbers on top of bars indicate
average TEC cellularity for each time point. Data are shown as mean + SD of 3–5 samples pooled from three to five independent experiments.
* p < 0.05 (unpaired t test). (C) TECs from 2-week-old Rag2−/− , Rag2−/− Il2rg−/− , and immunocompetent (IC) thymi were analyzed by FC for IL-7YFP
and CCRL1GFP expression. Numbers in plots indicate the frequency of each gate. Plots are representative of three independent experiments.
(D) The mean proportion (%) of CCRL1 subsets in 2-week-old Rag2−/− , Rag2−/− Il2rg−/− , and IC mice, determined by FC, is depicted. *p < 0.001
(unpaired t test). Data represent means of three to five experiments (n = 5–6 mice/group).

Ccrl1 expression are shown in Supporting Information Fig. 2A
and B, respectively). As this subtype was virtually absent at
E15.5, we compared CCRL1int TECs for the expression of additional cTEC (Ly51) and mTEC (UEA binding) markers [15, 17]
in E18.5 and neonatal thymus. At both periods, CCRL1hi and
CCRL1− CD80+ TECs majorly identified either Ly51+ cTECs
or Ulex Europaeus Agglutinin 1 (UEA+ ) mTECs, respectively
(Fig. 2A and B). The CCRL1− CD80− TECs, which represent
a minor subset in the neonatal thymus, were predominantly
composed of Ly51int UEA+ TECs at this stage. CCRL1int TECs
at E18.5 comprised mostly Ly51+ UEA− CD80− , although few
UEA+ CD80− and scarce UEA+ CD80+ were detected (Fig. 2B
and C). Interestingly, three discrete sizeable subpopulations accumulated within neonatal CCRL1int TECs, including UEA− CD80− ,
UEA+ CD80− , and UEA+ CD80+ (Fig. 2C). Both CD80− and CD80+
CCRL1int UEA+ mTEC subsets, while scarce at E18.5 (Fig. 2B and
C), totally represented approximately half and one quarter of
the mTEC compartment in neonatal and young thymi, respectively (Fig. 2D). To examine whether CD80+ CCRL1int mTECs
⃝
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differentiate by the reiteration of the same pathways defined
for postnatal mTECs [2, 21], we set E18.5 fetal thymic organ
cultures (FTOCs). While rare in intact FTOCs, RANK, and/or
CD40 stimulation induced the differentiation of CD80+ CCRL1int
mTECs (Fig. 2E and Supporting Information Fig. 2C and D).
Additionally, reaggregate thymic organ cultures (RTOCs) established with E15.5 CCRL1+ UEA− CD80− TECs, and RANK- and
CD40-activated to induce mTEC differentiation, showed that
a fraction of fetal CCRL1+ cTECs displayed CD80+ mTEC
progenitor activity (Fig. 2F). Next, we analyzed how the
phenotypic traits of the emergent neonatal CCRL1int TECs related
to the expression of genes linked to cTECs (Psmb11 and
Cstl) and mTECs (Tnfrsf11a (RANK), Ccl21, and Aire) [2, 3].
Increasing Psmb11 and Cstl expression was exclusively detected
within CCRL1int UEA− and CCRL1hi cells. Interestingly, a gradual
increase in Tnfrsf11a expression was observed in CCRL1int UEA− ,
CCRL1int UEA+ CD80− , CCRL1int UEA+ CD80+ , and CCRL1− CD80+
TECs. Ccl21, which is expressed by postnatal immature mTECs
[22], was specifically found within the CCRL1int UEA− CD80− and
www.eji-journal.eu
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Figure 2. Intermediate CCRL1 expression reveals novel postnatal mTECs. (A) TECs (gated as CD45– EpCAM+ ) from IL-7YFP CCRL1GFP mice were
analyzed for CCRL1GFP and CD80 expression by FC at the indicated time points. Colored gates define different subsets and grids indicate the
frequencies of each respective one. (B) TEC subsets defined by the colored gates in (A) from E18.5 and postnatal day 5 (P5) thymi were analyzed for
Ly51 and UEA expression by FC. Numbers in histograms indicate the frequency within each gate. Histograms are representative of three to five
independent experiments. (C) Expression of UEA and CD80 within gated E18.5 and postnatal day 5 (P5) total CCRL1int TECs was determined by FC.
Numbers in plots indicate the frequency of cells found within each gate. (A–C) Plots are representative of three to five independent experiments.
(D) Cellularity of UEA+ mTEC subsets from IL-7YFP CCRL1GFP mice was assessed as in Figure 1. Average total mTEC cellularity is detailed above bars.
Pie graphs represent the mean proportion of color-coded subsets within total UEA+ mTECs. *p < 0.05 (unpaired t test) (data are shown as mean
+ SD of 4–6 mice/group, pooled from three to five independent experiments (E) E18.5 FTOCs were cultured for 4 days with the indicated stimuli and
then assessed for mTEC induction (UEA+ CD80−/+ ) by FC. The proportion of subsets within UEA+ mTECs is color-coded. Data are shown as mean
+ SD of 8–10 thymic lobes/group, pooled from three independent experiments. *p < 0.05 (unpaired t test). (F) RTOCs established with E15.5-derived
CCRL1+ UEA− CD80− TECs were stimulated with αRANK and/or CD40L and gated TECs were analyzed for the expression of the indicated markers
by FC. Plots are representative of three independent experiments. (G) Expression of Psmb11, Ctsl, Tnfrsf11a, Ccl21, and Aire was assessed by qPCR
in purified TEC subsets (colored columns) from postnatal day 5 (P5) IL-7YFP CCRL1GFP mice. Values were normalized to 18s. Data are shown as
representative of three independent experiments.

CCRL1int UEA+ CD80− subsets. Lastly, Aire expression was equally
enriched in CCRL1− and CCRL1int CD80+ mTECs (Fig. 2G).
Although fetal CCRL1+ UEA− TECs have the potential to generate mTECs (Fig. 2F), and the gradual increase in the expression
of RANK and CCL21 within CCRL1int cells might suggest a continual stepwise differentiation: CCRL1int UEA− – CCRL1int UEA+ –
⃝
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CCRL1int UEA+ CD80+ , our attempts to evaluate a direct lineage
relationship between neonatal CCRL1int TEC subsets have been
unsuccessful, given the difficulty of establishing RTOC with perinatal TECs [23]. Thus, we can only speculate that the postnatal
cTEC niche harbors progenitors that are able to differentiate into
mTECs, as shown in the fetal thymus [15–17]. Alternatively, one
www.eji-journal.eu
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Figure 3. Thymic selection drives the emergence of the postnatal-specific CCRL1int CD80+ TECs. (A) TECs (gated as CD45– EpCAM+ ) from postnatal
day 5 (P5) Rag2−/− and female Marilyn-Rag2−/− mice were analyzed for CCRL1GFP and CD80 expression by FC. Colored boxes define different TEC
subsets and grids indicate the frequencies of each one. Plots are representative of two to three independent experiments. (B) Subsets defined
by the colored gates in (A) from Rag2−/− and Marilyn-Rag2−/− mice were analyzed for Ly51 and UEA expression by FC. Numbers in histograms
indicate the frequency within each gate. Histograms are representative of three independent experiments. (C) Frequency of subsets within total
mTECs (pie graphs) and numbers of mTEC subsets was determined by FC. Data are shown as mean + SD of three to five samples, pooled from two
independent experiments. *p < 0.05 (unpaired t test).

cannot exclude that postnatal CCRL1int mTECs might differentiate
from a lineage unrelated to cTECs. Collectively, our data indicate
that while CCRL1int UEA− TECs coexpress molecular traits of cTECs
and mTECs, CCRL1int UEA+ CD80− and CCRL1int UEA+ CD80+ cells
define novel subtypes of immature and mature mTECs, respectively, that emerge postnatally.

Thymic selection promotes the generation
of CCRL1int mTECs
The differentiation of the CCRL1int CD80+ mTECs correlates timely
with the intensification of positive thymic selection around the
perinatal period [6]. Given that activation of RANK and CD40
fostered CCRL1int CD80+ mTECs (Fig. 2C) and the ligands for
those mTEC-inductive signals are expressed by SP4 thymocytes
[2], we investigated whether the appearance of CCRL1int CD80+
mTECs depends on TEC-SP4 interactions during selection. To this
end we crossed CCRL1-reporter mice onto a Marilyn-Rag2−/− TCR
transgenic background, in which T cells express an I-Ab -restricted
TCR that recognizes the male H-Y antigen [15]. As control, we
coanalyzed Rag2−/− littermates, wherein mTEC differentiation is
compromised due to the lack of mature thymocytes [15]. Few
CD80+ mTECs were present in the neonatal Rag2−/− thymus, and
those were majorly CCRL1− (Fig. 3A–C), resembling mTECs found
in the E18.5 thymus (Fig. 2). Contrarily to the normal postnatal
thymus, the scarce CCRL1− and CCRL1int CD80− subsets found
in Rag2−/− mice were predominantly composed of Ly51+ UEA−
cells (Fig. 3A and B). Strikingly, we detected a marked expansion
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of both CCRL1− CD80+ and CCRL1int CD80+ mTECs in neonatal
Marilyn-Rag2−/− females (Fig. 3A–C, nonreporter Rag2−/− and
Marilyn-Rag2−/− are shown in S2E), recapitulating the mTEC composition of the young thymus (Fig. 2A). Akin to the WT thymus,
CCRL1hi and CCRL1− CD80+ TECs specifically identified cTECs
and mTECS, respectively, and the emergent CCRL1int CD80+ TECs
were Ly51lo UEA+ (Fig. 3B). One can envision that temporally
restricted mTEC differentiation pathways are engaged by interactions between mTEC precursors and distinct hematopoietic
cells. As shown previously [10, 11], the generation of the first
embryonic mature CD80+ mTECs (CCRL1− ) precedes the development of SP4s and depends on LTβR- and RANK-mediated signaling engaged upon lymphoepithelial interaction with lymphoid
tissue inducer cells and γδ T cells [12–14]. Our findings indicate
that the differentiation of the postnatal-restricted CCRL1int CD80+
mTECs results from MHC-TCR, CD40-CD40L, and RANK-RANKL
interactions [2, 21] between TEC precursors and TCRβ−selected
thymocytes.

Concluding remarks
The neonatal life marks a period characterized by a drop in cTECs
and an expansion in mTECs [20]. The identification of novel postnatal mTEC subsets supports the concept that the foundation of
the adult medullary microenvironment results from alternative
waves of mTEC differentiation. In this regard, recent evidence
suggests that the expansion of the medulla after birth involves
de novo formation of mTECs [24]. This notion implicates that
fetal mTEC precursors might have limited self-renewal potential,
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as shown for bipotent TEC progenitors [25], and in turn the formation of the adult mTEC niche relies on additional inputs arising
after birth. Still, further studies are needed to elucidate to what
extent bipotent progenitors might progress through the cortical
differentiation program in the adult thymus. Also, the functional
relevance of the mTEC heterogeneity reported herein should be
further dissected. As mTECs have a crucial role in T-cell maturation and tolerance induction, our findings have implications in
therapeutics aimed at modulating TEC niches in the adult thymus.

Materials and methods

with 5 µg/mL recombinant CD40L (R&D Systems). For RTOCs,
105 E15.5 CCRL1+ UEA− CD80− TECs were sorted and mixed with
CD4+ CD8+ and CD4+ thymocytes at 1:1:1 ratio. After 3 days,
0.3 µg/mL anti-RANK and 1.3 µg/mL recombinant CD40L were
added to the cultures. RTOC were analyzed after 7 days.

Statistical analysis
The unpaired t test was used to perform statistical analysis.
p < 0.05 was considered significant.

Mice
Dual IL-7YFP CCRL1GFP reporter mice were backcrossed onto
Rag2−/− , Rag2−/− Il2rg−/− , and Marilyn-Rag2−/− C57BL/6
background [8, 15]. E0.5 was the day of vaginal plug detection.
Animal experiments were performed in accordance with European
guidelines.

TEC isolation and flow cytometry
TECs were isolated as described [15]. Cells were stained with
anti– I-A/I-E (Alexa 780); anti-CD45.2 (PerCP-Cy5.5); antiEpCAM (A647); anti-CD80 (A660); anti-Ly51, anti-CD205, UEA-1
(biotin), anti-EpCAM (eFluor 450) Abs, and streptavidin (PE-Cy7)
(eBioscience). Flow cytometry was performed on a FACSCanto II,
with data analyzed on FlowJo software (BD). Cell sorting was
performed using the FACSAria I (BD Biosciences), with purities
>95%. A 510/10-nm band pass (502LP dichroic mirror) and a
542/27-nm band pass (525LP dichroic mirror) filters were used
to discriminate the GFP/YFP signals.
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Thymic epithelial cells (TECs) provide key instructive signals for T-cell differentiation.
Thymic cortical (cTECs) and medullary (mTECs) epithelial cells constitute two functionally distinct microenvironments for T-cell development, which derive from a common
bipotent TEC progenitor. While seminal studies have partially elucidated events downstream of bipotent TECs in relation to the emergence of mTECs and their progenitors, the
control and timing of the emergence of the cTEC lineage, particularly in relation to that of
mTEC progenitors, has remained elusive. In this review, we describe distinct models that
explain cTEC/mTEC lineage divergence from common bipotent progenitors. In particular,
we summarize recent studies in mice providing evidence that mTECs, including the autoimmune regulator+ subset, derive from progenitors initially endowed with phenotypic
properties typically associated with the cTEC lineage. These observations support a novel
“serial progression” model of TEC development, in which progenitors serially acquire
cTEC lineage markers, prior to their commitment to the mTEC differentiation pathway.
Gaining a better understanding of the phenotypic properties of early stages in TEC progenitor development should help in determining the mechanisms regulating cTEC/mTEC
lineage development, and in strategies aimed at thymus reconstitution involving TEC
therapy.

Keywords: Cortex ! Medulla
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Introduction
The thymus is dedicated to the generation of functional selftolerant T lymphocytes, a chief effector arm of immune responses.
Within thymic niches, hematopoietic progenitors, arriving from
the fetal liver and bone marrow, differentiate primarily into T cells
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with diverse αβTCR specificities that are restricted to self-MHCs
and tolerant to self-antigens (reviewed in [1, 2]).
The development of T cells is guided by thymic stromal cells, of
which thymic epithelial cells (TECs) comprise a chief component.
TECs constitute specialized structural and functional microenvironments that support critical steps of T-cell differentiation,
by providing multiple cytokines, chemokines, lineage inductive
ligands, and selective self-antigens that control T-cell commitment, migration, survival, proliferation, and selection (reviewed
in [2, 3]).
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Cortical and medullary thymic epithelial
niches define distinct functional
microenvironments
The thymic epithelium is broadly organized into two main areas,
the central medulla area in which thymic medullary epithelial
cells (mTECs) reside, and the peripheral cortex area in which
thymic cortical epithelial cells (cTECs) reside. These areas and
the cells therein also define functionally distinct niches. cTECs
have an important role during the early stages of T-cell development, driving the commitment and expansion of early T-cell
progenitors via the expression of Notch ligand DLL4 [4] and
IL-7 [5]. Subsequently, cTECs mediate the selection of DP thymocytes, by expressing an array of selective self-peptides presented by
MHC class I and II molecules. To accomplish this chief function as
antigen-presenting cells, cTECs express a unique set of proteolytic
enzymes, including a cTEC-specific proteosomal subunit β5t, a
serine protease TSSP, and a lysosomal protease cathepsin L [6–8].
On the other side of the “thymic yard,” mTECs play decisive roles
in later stages of T-cell development, notably acting in concert
with DCs to mediate the negative selection of autoreactive T cells
and the generation of regulatory T cells [1–3]. Crucial to the key
role of mTECs in the screening of developing T cells with autoreactive TCRs is their capacity to express a myriad of tissue-restricted
antigens, such as insulin 2, salivary protein 1, thyroglobulin [9].
The nuclear factor auto-immune regulator (Aire) has emerged as a
chief effector in tolerance induction by regulating the expression
of a large array of peripheral tissue antigens (e.g. insulin 2) in
a specialized subset of mTECs (reviewed in [10]. Worth noting,
there are other antigens associated with peripheral tissues (e.g.
thyroglobulin) that are ectopically expressed in mTECs independently of Aire [11], implicating other factor(s) in the establishment of central tolerance. In addition to its key role in peripheral
tissue antigen expression, Aire has recently been shown to control chemokine gene expression within the mTEC compartment
[12, 13].
Despite being fundamentally different in their anatomical location and functions, cTECs and mTECs share some phenotypic
markers; for example, both are routinely defined by the expression of epithelial cell adhesion molecule 1/CD326 and MHC class
II (MHCII) within the nonhematopoietic (CD45− ) thymus fraction [14]. However, as different analytical tools are frequently
employed across studies (flow cytometry and immunohistochemical analyses), some variation exists in how researchers discriminate TEC subsets. Whereas cTECs are commonly defined
by the expression of cytokeratin-8/18, CDR1, Ly51 (CD249),
and ER-TR4, mTECs are distinguished by the expression of
cytokeratin-5/14, MTS10, ER-TR5, and reactivity with the lectin
Ulex europaeus agglutinin 1 [14, 15]. The phenotypic discrimination of these cell types has considerably improved with the
development of novel antibodies and the advent of newly generated reporter mice, which have allowed surveying the expression of molecules associated with cTEC- and mTEC-specific functions. Currently, cTECs are additionally identified on the basis
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of the expression of CD205 [16], Ccrl1 [17], β5t [18], and high
levels of IL-7 [19] and DLL4 [20] expression. mTECs are usually
further discriminated on the basis of the combined levels of expression of MHC class II, CD40, CD80, Aire, and most recently CCL21
[16,21–24]. Still, the relevance of cTEC/mTEC heterogeneity with
respect to developmentally distinct stages within TEC lineages
remains elusive.
In this review, we summarize recent studies in mice that have
analyzed the lineage relationship between cTECs and mTECs, and
we discuss possible models to explain the establishment of these
two key thymic epithelial microenvironments.

cTECs and mTECs: Same origin, but
unrelated divergent lineages?
The cells in the cortical and medullary thymic epithelial compartments differentiate from bipotent thymic epithelial progenitors (TEPs) present within the embryonic [25–28] and postnatal
thymus [29]. The identification of TEPs, which lie at the base of
the cTEC/mTEC branching point, has provided the cellular basis
for a common origin of cTECs and mTECs. Despite this, the phenotypic properties and developmental requirements of bipotent TEPs
are poorly understood. In mice, TEC ontogeny is initiated during
early embryogenesis with the out-budding of the endoderm in
the third pharyngeal pouch between day 9 and 10 of embryonic
gestation (E9-E10) (reviewed in [30])[31]. At these early stages,
the initiation of expression of the forkhead transcription factor
Foxn1 represents a hallmark toward TEC specification [32, 33].
Although bipotent TEPs are maintained in Foxn1-deficient mice
[29], Foxn1 is required for the initiation of a transcriptional program that engages the early differentiation of TEPs, and for the
progression of cTECs and mTECs throughout distinct stages of
differentiation [29, 34]. Recently, one study using mice with a
reversible Foxn1 hypomorphic allele provided experimental evidence revealing differential requirements for Foxn1 levels in regulating these two events [34]. In line with an earlier study [35],
low levels of Foxn1 were shown to be sufficient to initiate the TEC
differentiation program, while higher Foxn1 expression levels are
needed both to achieve fully functional mature TECs and to maintain TEC lineage identity postnatally [34, 35]. Presently, there is
no experimental evidence demonstrating that the level of Foxn1
expression modulates the determination of TEPs into the cTEC or
mTEC lineages.
The discrimination between cTECs and mTECs, although
particularly evident in the postnatal adult thymus, is less
conspicuous at early stages of thymic organogenesis. This
perhaps results from their common ancestry and the dynamic
nature of TEC patterning, which is initiated during fetal development and continues throughout postnatal life [30]. Yet, the
precise developmental window at which cTECs and mTECs
diverge, as well as the lineage relationship between TEPs and
the emerging cortical and medullary progenies, remain poorly
understood.
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Building epithelial microenvironments
through lineage-committed progenitors
Several studies in mice have examined the development of distinct lineages downstream of bipotent TEPs. While Rodewald
et al. [36] initially provided functional evidence for the existence of mTEC progenitors, advances in understanding the identity of this cell-type and stages of mTEC development have been
considerably extended in the past decade. For example, successive stages of mTEC maturation have been shown to exist in
mice, defined as immature MHCIIlo CD80lo Aire− (mTEClo ), mature
MHCIIhi CD80hi Airehi (mTEChi ), and recently identified terminally differentiated MHCIIlo CD80lo Airelo Involucrin+ (also residing within the originally defined mTEClo ) [22,37,38]. Importantly,
the cooperative contribution of members of the TNFR superfamily, including receptor activator of NF-κB (RANK), lymphotoxin β
receptor by mTECs, is critical to the complete maturation of the
Aire+ mTEC subset (reviewed in detail in [2, 3, 39]). These findings led to the idea that mTECs undergo a linear differentiation
process, from mTEC progenitors down to terminally differentiated
mTECs, recently defined by a final post-Aire stage of maturation
that is controlled by expression of Aire itself [37, 40]. Interestingly, studies have shown a role for lymphotoxin β receptor signaling during late stages of mTEC development, which acts to
control CCL21 within the mTEClo compartment [23, 41]. Thus, as
well as containing progenitors for mTEChi cells [21, 22], mTEClo
cells express molecules of known functional importance for αβ
T-cell development. In addition, the expression of the tight junction proteins claudin-3 (Cld3) and Cld4 has been shown to mark
a minor subset of TECs at E13 in mice, representing an mTEC
progenitor subset at this developmental stage that is able to generate Aire-expressing mTECs [42]. Recently, it was reported that
TECs expressing high levels of Cld4 are also detected within the
Foxn1-deficient E13.5 thymic primordium [34]. Worth noting,
while Cld3/4-expressing “mTEC progenitor-like” cells were also
previously detected at E10.5 [42], it remains unclear how the
Cld4hi cells of the nude mouse relate to functionally identified
mTEC progenitors [42]. In addition, a subset of CD205− TECs
expressing high levels of CD40 and a panel of mTEC-associated
genes has been reported to arise at E14.5 [16]. Together, these
studies provide evidence for the existence of a transitional mTEC
progenitor and for direct precursor-product relationships within
the mTEC lineage. However, it remains unclear whether the
transitional mTEC progenitors exist immediately downstream
of common bipotent TEPs, or whether such mTEC progenitors share a more intricate relationship with the nascent cTEC
lineage.
In contrast to an emerging picture of discrete stages in the
mTEC lineage, events occurring in the cTEC developmental pathway are less clear. However, recent studies in mice suggested the
existence of cTEC-specific progenitors identified by the expression
of CD205 and β5t, both hallmarks of the cTEC lineage, which
appear as early as E12.5 and are absent in nude mouse embryos
[16, 18]. While such cells were initially considered to mark a
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developmental stage that lies in between bipotent TEPs and
mature cTECs [16], there is currently no functional evidence
regarding the phenotypic identity of cTEC progenitors.
Based on current findings, a simple model of TEC lineage development from bipotent TEPs can be proposed (Fig. 1A), in which
phenotypically and developmentally distinct cTEC progenitors and
mTEC progenitors emerge in a synchronous and nonoverlapping
fashion, that results in the generation of functionally distinct cTEC
and mTEC compartments to control T-cell development and selection. While such a model fits well with several studies reporting the
identification of lineage-restricted mTEC progenitors [16, 21, 42]
initially identified at the clonal level [36], definitive support for
this model is hampered by the lack of understanding of how
and when the cTEC lineage emerges in relation to the mTEC
population.

mTECs derive from progenitors expressing
cTEC markers
The identification of bipotent TEPs and evidence for the existence of compartment-restricted progenitors has cemented the
concept that cTECs and mTECs follow independent differentiation pathways. Interestingly, despite several studies demonstrating the presence of mTEC progenitors [16, 36, 42] at early stages
of embryonic thymus development, the TEC compartment at these
stages has also been reported to express markers typically associated with the cTEC lineage, including CD205, β5t, and high levels
of IL-7 and DLL4 [16, 18–20, 43]. Importantly, the relationship
between these “cTEC marker-expressing” TECs and the mTEC lineage itself has not been directly investigated. Recently, our laboratories independently generated experimental evidence in relation
to our understanding of the timing and relationship between the
establishment of the cortical and medullary microenvironments,
particularly with respect to the emergence of mTEC progenitors
relative to the cTEC lineage [44–46].
Using a cellular approach that combines reaggregate organ
cultures and ectopic thymic transplantation of phenotypically
defined embryonic putative TEC progenitor populations, Baik et
al. demonstrated that purified CD205+ CD40− TECs, displaying
molecular traits associated with cTECs [16], comprise a source
of progenitors in mice that generate both β5t/CD205-expressing
cortical, and Aire-expressing medullary epithelial microenvironments in vivo [44]. Ontogenetic analysis showed that, at E12.5
of gestation, functional responsiveness to the mTEC regulator
RANK is evident within both CD205+ and CD205− compartments,
demonstrating that mTEC progenitors exist within the TEC subset
defined by expression of the cTEC marker CD205 [44]. Importantly, it remains unclear whether the RANK-responsive TECs
contained within the CD205− subset are derived from initial
CD205+ progeny, or whether additional RANK+ CD205− cells at
early embryonic stages represent a separate stream of mTEC progenitors that do not pass through a CD205+ stage. Whatever the
case, such observations demonstrate a “blurring” of cTEC/mTEC
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Figure 1. Models of thymic epithelial cell development. (A) In the “synchronous” model, uncommitted bipotent TEC progenitors (TEPs) diverge
simultaneously to lineage-restricted cortical (cTEPs) and medullary (mTEPs) progenitors, which then progress into mature cTECs and mTECs.
(B) In the “serial progression” model, TEPs transverse through a “transitional TEC progenitor” stage (tTEP) that expresses phenotypic and molecular
traits associated with cTECs prior to the commitment into a cTEC or mTEC fate. In the asymmetric scenario (top), tTEPs are more closely linked, at
the phenotypic and molecular levels, with cTEPs and have the potential to generate both mTEC progenitors and mature cTECs, with the cortical
lineage being the “default” pathway. In the symmetric scenario (bottom), tTEPs express both cTEC and as-yet-unidentified mTEC traits prior to
lineage specification.

properties at initial stages of development in TEC populations of
the embryonic thymus, and argue against the synchronous emergence of cTEC progenitors and mTEC progenitors from a common
TEP pool.
In a complementary study, Ribeiro et al. [46], exploring an
IL-7 reporter mouse in which YFP marks a previously identified
TEC subset expressing high levels of IL-7 (Il7YFP+ ) [5, 19],
demonstrated that Il7YFP+ TECs represent a particular subset of
CD205+ Ly51+ cTECs throughout fetal development and perinatal
life. Of note, IL-7 expression is also detected in mTECs, albeit at
significantly lower levels compared to Il7YFP+ TECs [5]. Il7YFP+
TECs emerge as early as E12.5 [19] and comprise the majority
of TECs around E13–14 of gestation [46]. Employing reaggregate
organ cultures (RTOCs), the authors show that E14.5 Il7YFP+
TECs can give rise to both Ly51+ CD205+ cTECs and CD80+
mTECs [46]. Thus, Il7YFP+ cells give rise to mTECs in a stepwise
differentiation process via an intermediate CD80lo immature
mTEC stage. Still, Il7YFP+ cells do not exclusively form the entire
TEC compartment at E13–14, and a smaller fraction of YFP− cells
is detected at this period, which steadily accumulates medullary
traits as TEC maturation proceeds, including responsiveness to
RANK stimulation. Similarly to the E13 CD205− progenitors
detected by Baik et al. [44], it remains to be determined whether
YFP− TECs found within the E13 thymus have a direct lineage
relationship with Il7YFP+ cells or represent an alternative pathway
⃝
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of mTEC development. Although both studies indicate that
embryonic TEC progenitors with cTEC features have the potential
to generate mTECs, these studies do not determine to what
degree such progenitors contribute to thymus medulla formation
within the embryonic and adult thymus.
In this respect, using a knock-in mouse strategy and lineage
tracing experiments, Ohigashi et al. [45] established a direct link
between β5t-expressing TECs and mTECs. By crossing knock-in
mice that express the recombinase Cre under the control of the
endogenous β5t-encoding sequences with loxP-dependent EGFP
or ZsGreen reporter mice, the authors showed that the reporter
activity is not only detected in cTECs, but also in almost all mTECs,
including the Aire+ subset, throughout ontogeny [45]. β5t-Cremediated reporter expression was detectable even in the majority
of fetal mTECs and their progenitors visualized by the high expression of K5 [45] and Cld3/4 (Ohigashi and Takahama, unpublished
data), indicating that all mTEC stages transverse through an early
stage defined by β5t expression. As the expression of β5t is not
detectable in the E11.5 thymus primordium [18, 45], one can
consider that β5t expression is initiated at a differentiation stage
downstream of common TEPs, but prior to the branching of mTEC
progenitors. The analysis of β5t fate-reporter mice corroborate
that fetal and adult mTECs are almost all derived from progenitors expressing bona-fide cTEC traits under normal physiological
circumstances.
www.eji-journal.eu
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Collectively, these observations demonstrate that the
medullary lineage is derived from progenitors defined by a cTEC
“footprint,” thereby arguing against a model of TEC development
involving the synchronous emergence of distinct pools of cTEC
progenitors and mTEC progenitors from bipotent TEPs. Based on
these findings, we propose an alternative model of TEC development, referred to here as the “serial progression” model (Fig. 1B),
to explain these findings in relation to the establishment of cortical and medullary microenvironments. This model points to the
existence of a novel transitional progenitor stage in the TEC differentiation pathway currently defined by the expression of a set of
cTEC-associated genes, including β5t, CD205, and high levels of
IL-7. As the development of Aire-expressing mTECs is not affected
in β5t- [6,47], CD205- [48], or IL-7-deficient mice (Rodrigues and
Alves, unpublished data), these findings suggest that the expression of these cTEC traits solely identifies transitional TEC developmental stages, rather than being directly implicated in the divergence of the mTEC lineage. While such cortical attributes may be
transiently transcribed at an early phase of both cTEC and mTEC
lineages, and then either enhanced during the default cTEC development or progressively lost during differentiation into mature
mTECs, this model supports a process in which cTEC and mTEC
lineages follow asymmetrical differentiation pathways from bipotent TEPs. In this differentiation route, transitional and cortical
TEC progenitors are more closely related at phenotypic, molecular, and functional levels (Fig. 1B). However, one cannot exclude
that TEPs progress through the transitional TEP state prior to
the commitment into the cTEC and mTEC lineages. In this variant
“symmetric serial progression” model (Fig. 1B), one considers that
transitional TEPs may begin coexpressing cTEC- in addition to, yet
unresolved mTEC-associated genes. Once the lineage fate is programmed into cTEPs or mTEPs, the expression of lineage-specific
molecules is permitted and the expression of molecules specific
for another lineage is terminated. Further studies on the molecular mechanisms regulating the dynamics of the serial progression
of the cTEC and mTEC lineages are warranted.

Conclusions
The recent developments discussed in this review provide an
important change in the understanding of TEC lineage specification. The identification of transitional progenitors with cortical traits indicates that cTECs and mTECs might share a more
intricate lineage relationship downstream of bipotent TEPs than
previously recognized. This raises more general questions of how
TEC differentiation is balanced to create functionally diverse
epithelial microenvironments. Given the considerable plasticity in
the lineage potential of transitional TEPs, it will be important to
determine whether these cells exist in the adult thymus. Additionally, we still lack evidence on how transcriptional and epigenetic
changes contribute to the specification of TEC lineages.
The “asymmetrical serial progression” model implies that the
specification into the cortical lineage is the default pathway downstream of the TEC bipotent progenitors. From an evolutionary
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point of view, one can envisage that TECs from ancient vertebrates initially evolved with the functional capacity to commit
thymic seeding precursors into the T-cell lineage and to restrict
the immense diversity of generated TCR specificities to self-MHC
molecules. In this scenario, the emergence of the mTEC lineage is a
sophisticated event that evolved later to guarantee self-tolerance,
either through the purging of autoreactive T cells or the generation of T regulatory cells [49]. It is interesting to note that distinct lymphopoietic microenvironments are also detected in the
recently identified thymoids of jawless vertebrates [50]. Further
studies on the TEC compartment of primitive vertebrates should
elucidate whether these niches represent functional equivalents to
the cortical and medullary lineages found in the thymus of jawed
vertebrates. Knowledge in this area will enable us to gain a more
complete appreciation of the fundamental rules that govern the
complex diversification of TECs in mammals.
Interestingly, the concept presented here seems to extend to
other cell types and tissues, in which the indistinctness between
progenitors and lineage-specific phenotypes is observed. For
example, during the development of the central nervous system,
both glial and neuronal cell lineages emerge from a common progenitor that expresses proteolipid protein, a predominant myelin
neuronal-restricted component [51].
Taken together, the recent studies discussed here provide
a clearer definition of TEC progenitors capable of giving rise
to both cTECs and mTECs. This could have important implications in relation to cellular immunotherapy approaches involving
thymus regeneration/replacement [52], in which functional and
self-tolerant T-cell production depends upon the presence of both
thymic compartments.
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The development of effective T-cell-based immunotherapies to treat infection, cancer, and
autoimmunity should incorporate the ground rules that control differentiation of T cells in
the thymus. Within the thymus, thymic epithelial cells (TECs) provide microenvironments
supportive of the generation and selection of T cells that are responsive to pathogenderived antigens, and yet tolerant to self-determinants. Defects in TEC differentiation
cause syndromes that range from immunodeficiency to autoimmunity, which makes the
study of TECs of fundamental and clinical importance to comprehend how immunity and
tolerance are balanced. Critical to tolerance induction are medullary thymic epithelial
cells (mTECs), which purge autoreactive T cells, or redirect them to a regulatory T-cell
lineage. In this issue of the European Journal of Immunology, studies by Baik et al. and
Mayer et al. [Eur. J. Immunol. 2016. 46: 857-862 and 46: 846–856]) document novel spatial–
temporal singularities in the lineage specification and maintenance of mTECs. While Baik
et al. define a developmental checkpoint during mTEC specification in the embryo, Mayer
et al. reveal that the generation and maintenance of the adult mTEC compartment is
temporally controlled in vivo. The two reports described new developmentally related,
but temporally distinct principles that underlie the homeostasis of the thymic medulla
across life.

Keywords: Medullary thymic epithelial cells ! Progenitor cells ! Thymus

!

Tolerance induction

See accompanying articles by Mayer et al. and Baik et al.

Within the thymus, thymic epithelial cells (TECs) span along the
outer cortex and inner medulla to form specialized niches capable of generating T cells, which are simultaneously reactive to
pathogens and tolerant to one’s own organs. To solve the conundrum imposed by the random assortment of αβ T-cell receptors
(TCR), TECs select T cells with a broad range of reactivity against
foreign antigens, while generally controlling the fate of selfreactive ones. Cortical TEC (cTEC) and medullary TEC (mTEC)
sublineages constitute the two main stromal components of the
preinvoluted thymus (reviewed in [1]). While cTECs promote
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T-cell lineage commitment and positive selection, mTECs regulate the elimination of autoreactive T cells and the differentiation
of regulatory T cells (reviewed in [2]). The particular relevance of
mTECs to tolerance induction is illustrated by studies in mice and
humans showing a direct link between genetic defects in mTEC
differentiation and the development of autoimmunity (reviewed
in [1]). Intrinsic to the role of mTECs is their capacity to express
tissue-restricted antigens (TRAs), a process that depends in part
on autoimmune regulator (Aire) and the recently described Fezf2
[3, 4]. These two transcription factors control the expression of
highly diverse and complementary TRAs in mTECs [3, 4], so that
the coverage of virtually all self-antigens is organized in random patterns of gene expression in just a few hundred mTECs
[3, 5, 6]. This seemingly stochastic process secures the repeated
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representation of the entire genome to developing T cells within
the thymic medulla. In this regard, understanding the foundation
of the mTEC microenvironment is important to comprehend how
the thymus establishes the limits of tolerance to peripheral tissues.
The identification of bipotent TEC progenitors (TEPs) in both
the embryonic [7] and postnatal [8] thymus provided evidence
that mTECs and cTECs share a common origin. The initial descriptions of mTEC precursors (mTEPs) [9–11] led to the notion that
mTECs undergo a diversification route unrelated from cTECs.
Nonetheless, the blueprint of TEC development became more complex with the observations that embryonic TEPs expressing cortical markers can generate both cTECs and mTECs [12–14]. These
findings support a refined model whereby progenitors transverse
through the cortical lineage prior to commitment to mTEC differentiation in the embryonic thymus (reviewed in [15]). Still,
we lack critical information on the nature of TEPs as well as
on their functional contribution to the maintenance of thymic
epithelial niches across life. Another area of uncertainty deals with
the molecular networks that underlie the precursor–product relationship between TEPs, lineage-restricted precursors, and mature
TEC subsets. Research in TEC progenitors has been under intense
scrutiny in the past years, regularly providing new advances to
our understanding of thymic biology. In this issue, reports by Baik
et al. [16] and Mayer et al. [17] reveal novel spatial–temporal
peculiarities in the generation of mTEC lineages that sprout in the
fetal and postnatal life, respectively. These discoveries extend our
knowledge on the program that regulates mTEC differentiation.
The establishment of the murine mTEC compartment starts
during early embryogenesis [15]. Following the initial discovery
of embryonic claudin-3+ and claudin-4+ (Cld3,4) mTEPs, which
give rise to Aire+ mTECs [11], subsequent studies show that these
mTEPs are able to restore life-long tolerance induction in defective mTEC microenvironments caused by a dysfunctional mutation
in NF-κB-inducing kinase [18]. Additionally, a further degree of
heterogeneity has been resolved within Cld3,4+ TECs with the
description of long-lived mTEPs typified by SSEA-1 expression
[18]. These findings support the notion that mTEPs sustain the
breadth and function of the medullary epithelium for the duration of life [18]. Importantly, mTEC differentiation depends on
crosstalk with developing thymocytes [2]. Past studies elucidated
the chief role of members of TNF receptor superfamily receptor
activator of NF-κB (RANK), lymphotoxin β receptor and CD40 in
the establishment of mature mTECs [1]. Nonetheless, the determinants that control the responsiveness of mTECs and their precursors to these key inductors of the mTEC lineage program remain
poorly understood.
Given the role of RANK in mTEC differentiation, it is important to understand the relationship between RANK expression and mTEC lineage specification. Using reporter mice in
which the RANK promoter controls Venus fluorescent protein
expression [19], Baik et al. describe the first temporal functional analysis of RANKVenus -expressing (RANK+ ) mTEPs in the
embryonic thymus [16]. The authors start by surveying the
ontogeny of RANK+ TECs relative to Cld3,4hi SSEA1+ mTEPs in
embryonic day (E) 13–15 thymus. While Cld3,4hi SSEA1+ TECs
⃝
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exist in the E13 thymus, RANK+ TECs emerge one day later within
the Cld3,4hi SSEA1− subset and become prominently detected in
the E15 thymus. Interestingly, RANK+ TECs express higher levels of MHC class II (MHCII) and lower levels of CD205 than
Cld3,4hi SSEA1+ mTEPs [16]. To address the lineage potential of
RANK+ TECs, Baik et al. established reaggregate thymic organ cultures (RTOCs) in which MHCII-mismatched E15 Cld3,4hi RANK+
TECs were mixed with E15 WT thymus and their progeny was
traced on the basis of distinct MHCII. The authors show that in
chimeric RTOCs, E15 Cld3,4hi RANK+ cells preferentially generate
MHCIIhi Ly51− CD80−/+ TECs, indicating that RANK+ TECs contain
mTEC unipotent progenitors [16]. Although future experiments
are required to map the expression of additional cTEC and mTEC
markers in RANK+ TECs, these results uncover a novel degree
of heterogeneity in early steps of the mTEC differentiation program. Additionally, the study by Baik et al. provides genetic evidence for the role of chief regulators of TEC specification, such
as Foxn1 and Relb [1], in the differentiation of RANK+ mTEPs.
The authors show that Foxn1 and Relb are differentially required
for the development of Cld3,4hi SSEA1+ and Cld3,4hi RANK+ TEC
subtypes [16]. While unaltered in Relb-deficient mice, the abundance of Cld3,4hi SSEA1+ cells was reduced in Nude mice. These
observations indicate that the pool, but not the ontogeny, of primitive mTEPs is dependent on Foxn1. In this regard, Cld3,4+ TECs
have been previously reported in wild-type and Nude E11-12
thymic anlagen [11, 20]. Although these findings might indicate that mTEC commitment and maturation are independently
regulated, it is challenging to demonstrate how Cld3,4hi SSEA1+
cells derived from Nude mice relate to their functionally identified Foxn1+ counterparts [18]. On the other hand, the ontogeny
of RANK+ mTECs is dependent on Relb. These results implicate
the non-canonical nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB) pathway [1] as
an important checkpoint in the regulation of RANK expression in
mTEPs. Along these lines, previous studies demonstrate that RANK
expression in embryonic TECs is controlled by activation of lymphotoxin beta receptor, a known inducer of NF-kB [21]. Further
experiments are required to map the spatial location of RANK+ and
SSEA1+ TECs in situ and define the identity of upstream receptors controlling the expression of RANK in vivo. Although RANK+
mTEPs emerge temporally downstream of SSEA-1+ mTEPs, the
direct lineage relationship between these two subsets remains
undetermined (Fig. 1). An alternative, and perhaps more speculative, scenario is that the segregation of Cld3,4hi SSEA1+ and
Cld3,4hi RANK+ cells marks the initiation of alternative routes of
embryonic mTEC differentiation.
The establishment of the medullary epithelial niche is a
dynamic process that extends beyond embryonic life, so that
the prototypical corticalmedullary compartmentalization is only
achieved in the adult thymus. The observation that mTECs, in
particular the Aire+ subset, turn over at a rate of 7–10 days
[22, 23] implicates a requirement for regular replacement by
their (single or multiple) upstream progenitors. How mTEC niches
are maintained across life has remained enigmatic until recently.
One possibility is that the adult mTEC niche results from the
expansion of embryonic-derived mTEPs. Cld3,4+ SSEA1+ cells are
www.eji-journal.eu
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Figure 1. Spatial–temporal principles that
underlie the development and maintenance
of mTEC niches. This figure is based on the
reports of Baik et al. [16], Mayer et al. [17],
Ohigashi et al. [28], and other recent reports
[18, 24]. Embryonic cTEC-like progenitors (cTEP)
progress through cortical lineages and contribute to the development of cTECs and
mTECs. The contribution of β5t+ progenitors to
the generation and maintenance of cTECs and
mTECs is a developmental process that fades
as life progresses (top). Three novel subsets of
mTEC-restricted progenitors (mTEP) have been
recently defined and represent the mTEP pool.
Although β5t+ progenitors are able to generate
Cld3,4hi SSEA1+ [28] and PDPN+ jTECmTEPs [17],
the direct precursors of Cld3,4hi SSEA1− RANK+
cells remain unknown. Also, it is an open question whether the new mTEP subsets represent
distinct mTEC lineages or various stages of a
single differentiation program. Note: For simplicity other references used in the manuscript
were excluded from the figure.

rare in the adult thymus, indicating that the pool of mTEPs is
exhausted throughout life. In this respect, the recent identification of podoplanin+ (PDPN) TECs, which reside at the corticomedullary junction (PDPN+ jTEC) and harbor the potential to
generate nearly half of adult mTECs [24], has shed further light in
the mTEC enigma. PDPN+ jTECs might represent one of the downstream, transiently amplifying subsets that contribute to maintain the adult medullary network (commented on [25]). Future
studies on the ontogeny of PDPN+ jTECs as well as their spatiallineage relationship to Cld3,4+ SSEA1+ and Cld3,4+ RANK+ mTEPs
are warranted (Fig. 1). A second possibility is that alternative
temporal-restricted pathways might partake in the homeostasis
of the adult medullary epithelial niche. This scenario implicates
the new generation of mTEPs from bipotent progenitors. Recent
reports have shown that distinct types of bipotent TEPs can be
isolated from the adult murine thymus [26, 27], which in line
with earlier reports [8], indicate that they persist in the postnatal
life. Previous studies from Ohigashi et al. have demonstrated that
the majority of adult mTECs descend from TEPs expressing beta5t
(β5t+ ), a cTEC-restricted marker [12]. As β5t is expressed in fetal
TEPs [12], it is unclear whether the bipotent capacity is confined
to embryonic progenitors, or a similar process is maintained in
postnatal life. Nonetheless, the location and physiological contribution of TEPs to the maintenance and regeneration of the medulla
remain unknown.
Now, Mayer et al. [17] and Ohigashi et al. [28] provide novel,
and complementary, evidence that a large fraction of adult mTECs
develop from fetal- and newborn-derived β5t+ TEPs under physiological conditions. The groups of Holländer and Takahama engineered a new mouse line that expresses the reverse tetracycline
transactivator (rtTA) under the control of Psmb11 (β5t) locus.
β5t-rtTA knock-in mice were then crossed to transgenic mice
which express the Cre recombinase under the control of doxycycline (Dox) and activate ZsGreen [17] or eGFP [28] reporter
expression only after Cre-mediated recombination. Using this
genetic inducible cell-fate mapping strategy, both studies follow
⃝
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the progeny of β5t+ TEPs during adult life. The sensitivity of the
new model was confirmed by performing prolonged Dox treatments, which span from early embryogenesis until birth or adulthood. In line with past observations [12], extended Dox treatment
showed that β5t+ progenitors generate the majorly of cTECs and
mTECs in the young adult thymus. Interestingly, using a series of
temporally restricted Dox regimens, both groups documented a
differential involvement of β5t+ TEPs of the embryonic, postnatal
and adult thymus for the establishment of young adult mTECs.
While Dox administration in the embryo labelled circa 70–80% of
mTEC, the labelling efficiency declined to circa 20% when Dox
was provided between birth and one week of age, and became
marginal once Dox-treatment was administrated from 1 week
onwards [17, 28]. These results indicate that the contribution of
β5t+ TEPs to the adult mTEC niche decreases with age. Worth noting, the labelling efficiency of cTECs also decreased, although to a
lesser extent than mTECs, following Dox-treatment in young adult
mice [17, 28]. A reduction in β5t+ transcription in cTECs with age
[28] might explain the discrepancy between the broad expression of β5t protein [12] and the limited labelling penetrance in
adult cTECs. One cannot formally exclude the possibility that other
(non-labelled) cell lineage(s) residing within the cortex contribute
to the mTEC network. Nonetheless, both studies provide evidence
that the majority of young adult mTECs arise from progenitors that
express β5t during embryonic development, up to the first week
of life (Fig. 1). Moreover, long-term analysis of embryonically and
neonatally β5t-derived mTECs indicates that the maintenance of
the adult medullary epithelium is likely assured by mTEPs which
develop downstream of β5t+ TEPs. In line with this view, Ohigashi
and colleagues show that embryonic and postnatal β5t+ progenitors give rise to Cld3,4hi SSEA-1+ mTEPs [28]. On the other hand,
not all mTECs of the aged thymus have a β5t-positive past. Despite
the particularities of different reporter lines, several studies have
described phenotypic heterogeneity within mTECs [4, 5, 19, 29].
Future studies are needed to address whether these examples point to the existence of alternative lineages of medullary
www.eji-journal.eu
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differentiation. Further experiments by Ohigashi et al. [28] indicate that embryonically/neonatally β5t-derived mTEPs are major
participants in models of adult thymic medullary regeneration
trigged by sub-lethal radiation or polyinosinic-polycytidylic acid
(poly I:C) treatments. It is important to consider that complete mTEC depletion was, in this case, not achieved and thus
intrathymic competition with resistant mTEPs might hinder the
contribution of adult β5t progenitors in thymic regenerative
responses [28]. Whatever the case may be, both studies imply
the existence of distinct mechanisms controlling embryonic mTEC
specification and postnatal mTEC maintenance. A second important finding is that β5t+ progenitors preserved their bipotent
capacity in the early postnatal period, indicating that TEPs might
nestle in the cortical areas of the adult thymus. Using RTOC and
a creative model which permits in vivo analysis of β5t+ progeny
at the clonal level, Mayer et al. present additional insights on
the clonal progeny of β5t+ -derived mTEPs [17]. The authors
show that β5t+ -derived TECs integrate in both the cortical and
medullary region and form distinct clusters of clonal origin at the
corticomedullary area, which presumably mark transit-amplifying
mTEPs. Supportive of this view, postnatal β5t+ progenitors are
able to generate PDPN+ jTECs, inferring that the de novo formation of mTECs after birth contributes to the expansion of
the medulla [24]. Given their particular spatial location, one
can speculate that postnatal β5t+ -derived mTECs bridge discrete clonally derived medullary islets generated during embryonic period, providing the basis for the development of larger
medullary areas of the adult thymus [9]. Although embryonically and neonatally β5t-derived mTECs express similar levels of genes coupled to the TNF receptor superfamily pathway,
they differ in the expression of TNF receptor-associated factor
3 (TRAF3) and in some TRAs [28]. Future experiments must
address whether postnatal-derived mTECs developed by the reiteration of the same differentiation pathways described to the fetal
thymus [1]. Collectively, both reports highlight a critical, and
yet restricted spatiotemporal contribution of β5t+ progenitors to
the mTEC differentiation (Fig. 1), supporting the notion that the
adult mTEC compartment is (in part) maintained by unipotent
mTEP(s).
Taken together with other recent discoveries [24, 26–29], the
three new studies spark further avenues of investigation that need
to be translated into experimental approaches to underpin, or
argue against, current models of TEC differentiation [15, 30]. The
plot thickens. One must consider that even with the most refined
subsets, distinct TEC precursors are defined at the population level,
but cannot be yet recognized as single cell. A major challenge
is to define the nature and abundance of bipotent TEPs in the
adult thymus. Furthermore, the physiologic contribution of all
recently discovered mTEPs to the medullary compartment remains
to be addressed. As a corollary, it will be of clinical relevance
that researchers start applying the knowledge acquired in the last
decade to potentially modulate TEC function to treat a broad range
of thymic disorders, such as immunodeficiency and autoimmune
disease.
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